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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes an assessment of the need for language development in Meung 

Yum as well as an initial assessment of whether Savaiq speakers could benefit from a 

Meung Yum language development program. Four different goals were set up for the 

research.  

The first goal was to assess the need for vernacular language development among 

Meung Yum speakers. It was found that the proficiency of Meung Yum people in 

both spoken and written forms of the languages of wider communication (LWCs) was 

very low. However, attitudes towards the LWCs were found positive. 

The second goal was to evaluate the readiness for vernacular language development. 

Language vitality of the people was very good and attitudes of the people towards 

their mothertongue were found positive.This evidence suggests that Meung Yum 

language and culture will continue to be passed on to future generations. The Meung 

Yum population estimated at around is 8,000 people. The relationship of the people to 

each other is good regardless of their different religions. There are a few educated 

people could possibly be helpful people for language development efforts in the future. 

The Meung Yum community in Kunlong Township is unified for language 

development.  
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The third goal was to select the most suitable variety for language development. Namt 

Yoke was found to be the most suitable variety because the Namt Yoke variety is well 

understood by all the villages and Namt Yoke is by far the most commonly given 

name as the most prestigious variety among the people.  

The final goal of the research was to assess whether a Meung Yum language 

development could be extended to Savaiq. Lexical similarity between Meung Yum 

and Savaiq were found to be high and Savaiq speakers had high levels of 

comprehension of the Namt Yoke variety in intelligibility testing. However, there are 

doubts over the acceptability of Meung Yum as the language for literacy among the 

Savaiq, because positive attitude of the Savaiq toward Meung Yum is not found in 

one of the two selected Savaiq villages. Moreover some Savaiq villagers see 

themselves as more prestigious and developed than the Meung Yum people. 
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บทคัดย่อ 
 
วิทยานิพนธ์ฉบบันีบ้รรยายเก่ียวกบัการประเมินความจ าเป็นของการพฒันาภาษาในเมืองยมุ 
รวมถึงการประเมินเบือ้งต้นว่าผู้พดูภาษาสะเหว็ดจะได้รับประโยชน์จากโครงการพฒันาภาษาเมือง
ยมุหรือไม ่วตัถปุระสงค์ในการวิจยัมี 4 ประการดงันี ้
 
วตัถปุระสงค์แรกคือ เพ่ือประเมินความจ าเป็นของการพฒันาภาษาท้องถ่ินของผู้พูดภาษาเมืองยมุ 
ผลการประเมินพบวา่ผู้พดูภาษาเมืองยมุมีสมิทธิภาพทางภาษาทัง้ทางด้านการพดูและการเขียน
ภาษาท่ีใช้ส่ือสารในวงกว้าง (languages of  wider communication: LWCs) ในระดบัท่ีต ่ามาก 
อยา่งไรก็ตาม ผู้พดูภาษาเมืองยมุมีทศันคตใินทางบวกตอ่ภาษาท่ีใช้ส่ือสารในวงกว้าง 
 
วตัถปุระสงค์ท่ีสองคือ เพ่ือประเมินผลความพร้อมในการพฒันาภาษาท้องถ่ิน ผลการประเมิน
พบวา่ ภาษาเมืองยมุมีพลงัชีวิตของภาษาท่ีดีมากและผู้พดูภาษามีทศันคตใินทางบวกตอ่ภาษาแม่
ของตน ผลการวิจยัแสดงให้เห็นวา่ ภาษาและวฒันธรรมเมืองยมุจะถกูถ่ายทอดไปสู่คนรุ่นใหมใ่น
อนาคต ประชากรเมืองยมุมีจ านวนประมาณ 8,000 คน ผู้คนในเมืองยมุมีความสมัพนัธ์ท่ีดีตอ่กนั
ถึงแม้จะนบัถือศาสนาตา่งกนั มีชาวเมืองยมุท่ีมีการศกึษาบางคนท่ีอาจจะชว่ยเป็นแรงส าคญัใน
การพฒันาภาษาได้ ชมุชนภาษาเมืองยมุในเมืองกนุลงเป็นชมุชนท่ีถกูก าหนดให้มีการพฒันา
ภาษาได้ 

http://www.thai-language.com/id/131168
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วตัถปุระสงค์ท่ีสามคือ เพ่ือเลือกวิธภาษาเมืองยมุท่ีเหมาะสมท่ีสดุส าหรับการพฒันา ผลการวิจยั
แสดงให้เห็นว่า วิธภาษาน า้ยกเป็นวิธภาษาท่ีเหมาะสมท่ีสดุ เน่ืองจากเป็นวิธภาษาท่ีผู้คนใน
หมูบ้่านใช้ส่ือสารเข้าใจกนัได้และผู้พดูภาษาเมืองยมุเห็นพ้องต้องกนัวา่วิธภาษาน า้ยกเป็น         
วิธภาษาท่ีมีศกัดิ์ศรีมากท่ีสดุ 
 
วตัถปุระสงค์สดุท้ายคือ เพ่ือประเมินวา่การพฒันาภาษาเมืองยมุจะขยายออกไปถึงการพฒันา
ภาษาสะเหว็ดได้หรือไม ่ผลการประเมินพบว่า ภาษาเมืองยมุและภาษาสะเหว็ดมีความคล้ายคลงึ
ทางค าศพัท์ในระดบัสงู และผลการทดสอบความเข้าใจภาษาของผู้พดูภาษาสะเหว็ดแสดงให้เห็น
วา่ ผู้พดูภาษาสะเหว็ดมีความเข้าใจวิธภาษาน า้ยกในระดบัสงู อยา่งไรก็ตาม ยงัมีข้อสงสยัวา่ ผู้พดู
ภาษาสะเหว็ดจะยอมรับภาษาเมืองยมุเป็นภาษาในการอา่นและเขียนหรือไม ่เน่ืองจากผลการวิจยั
แสดงให้เห็นว่า ผู้พดูภาษาสะเหว็ดจากหมูบ้่านหนึง่ในสองหมูบ้่านท่ีเก็บข้อมลูไมไ่ด้มีทศันคตใิน
ทางบวกตอ่ภาษาเมืองยมุแตอ่ยา่งใด นอกจากนีช้าวสะเหว็ดบางคนยงัเห็นวา่ตนเองมีศกัดิศ์รีและ
มีการพฒันามากกวา่ชาวเมืองยมุอีกด้วย 
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GLOSSARY 

Mean – the sum of a set of values divided by the number of values in the set. For 

example for the data set {1, 5, 4, 9, 13, 1, 2} the mean is (1+5+4+9+13+1+2)/7=5. 

 

Median – the middle value when a set of numbers is ordered from smallest to largest. 

For example for the data set {1,5,4,9,13,1,2}, put the numbers in order: 1,1,2,4,5,9,13. 

The middle value is 4. If there are even numbers of values in the set, the median is 

calculated by finding the mean of the two middle values. 

 

Standard deviation –  a measure of how far individual values in a set deviate from the 

mean. 
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 Chapter 1
Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 
Meung Yum and Savaiq are minority people groups who live in the mountains 
extending from Kunlong Township to Hopang Township in north eastern Shan State, 
Myanmar. These areas are situated alongside the Salween River. Kunlong Township 
is located in the area controlled by Myanmar government, but Hopang Township is 
in the Wa Self-Administered Region (Wa-SAR)1. 
 
This thesis presents a study of the sociolinguistic situation based on two fieldtrips to 
Kunlong Township, carried out between December 2009 and February 2011. The 
main purpose of this study is to determine the need for vernacular language 
development among the Meung Yum people and whether that language 
development program could also serve speakers of Savaiq varieties.  
 
In this chapter, Section 1.2 describes the names and language classification, Section 
1.3 is about the geography and demography, Section 1.4 is about language 
development and education, Section 1.5 is about the religious situation, Section 1.6 
details goals of the research, Sections 1.7, 1.8 and 1.9 describe the scope, benefits 
and outline of the thesis. 

1.2 Names and language classification 
To the author's knowledge, Meung Yum and Savaiq have never before been 
classified. In fact the author has never found these languages mentioned in the 
linguistics or ethnographic literature. In this section a working classification is given 
which will be supported by the research presented later in this thesis. Several types 
of evidence point to a classification in the Waic sub-branch of the Mon-Khmer 
branch of the Austro-Asiatic language family. These include their own perception 

                                              
1 Wa-SAR is divided into six different townships: Hopang, Mongmao, Panwai, Pangsang, 

Naphan, Metman and Pangsang. 
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and reported comprehension of related varieties and lexical similarity results as well. 
The following subsection presents details of the classification. 

 Classification 1.2.1
Mitani (1978) classified Waic languages under one of the branches of eastern 
Palaungic of the Mon-Khmer language family (Mitani 1978:3). The Palaungic branch 
is divided in two branches: ‘Western branch’ which comprises Danau, Palaung and 
Riang, and ‘Eastern branch’ which compromises Wa, Angkuic and Lamet. Schmidt 
(1904) and Rangit (1943) gave brief sketches of Waic language classification. 
Diffloth (1979:13-15) published a reconstruction of Wa historical phonology based 
on six dialects. Three distinct groups are classified under the Waic language node: 
Bulang, Lawa, and Waic (Lewis 2009).  
 
Meung Yum and Savaiq can be included among the Waic people groups for several 
reasons. According to village elders from Pan Tan- a Meung Yum village, they said 
they are mixed race of Wa and Shan. The Savaiq people refer to themselves as Wa 
when they talk to Burmese-speaking outsiders, since Savaiq is less known and they 
are identified as Wa people in their citizenship papers. Moreover, the lexical 
similarity results presented later in this thesis show Meung Yum and Savaiq share 
84-85% lexical similarity with Yong Shuai. Meung Yum and Savaiq languages can 
therefore be classified under the Wa node of the Waic sub-branch as follows in 
Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1: Language Classification of Waic languages (adapted from Lewis 2009) 
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The following subsection gives more information about the Meung Yum and Savaiq 
people’s identity. 

 Identity 1.2.2
The identity of the Meung Yum and Savaiq people groups as members of the Waic 
language group is encoded in the language names. ‘Rok’ [rək] is a name for every 
people group that speaks a Wa or Palaungic dialect. The Meung Yum people identify 
themselves as ‘Rok Meung Yum’ and the Savaiq refer to themselves as ‘Rok Savaiq’. 
 
The different names of Meung Yum people are ‘Ming Yum’, ‘Loi’, ‘Loi Meung Yum’, 
‘Khala’, ‘Laca’, ‘Loi Lah’, ‘Leh Nu’, and ‘La Leit’. ‘Meung Yum’ does not have any 
meaning in their language and it is only their name. However, there is a village 
called ‘Meung Yum’ in the Wa-SAR. It could possibly be the people’s native home, 
however, no Meung Yum elder or subject mentioned it as their original place in the 
survey.  The name ‘Khala’ is offensive for the people.  
 
‘Savaiq’ means “‘swallow bird” in their mother tongue. Other names used to refer to 
the Savaiq people are ‘Kon Loi’, ‘Loi’, ‘Wa Chu’, ‘Wa’, ‘Awa’ and ‘La’. Most of the 
names’ meanings are unknown, however, the name 'loi' [lɔj] means “mountain” in 
Shan and ‘Kon Loi’ means “mountain people”. 

1.3 Geography and demography  
The term, ‘Wa’ is very broad and it refers to any variety of Waic people. The Waic 
ethnic group is possibly to be among the original inhabitants of mainland South East 
Asia (Watkins 2002:1). The people live in the mountainous area between the 
Salween and Mekong rivers. These areas are distributed in three countries: the 
south-western part of Yunnan province of China, in Shan State of north-eastern 
Myanmar, and in northern Thailand. Diffloth (1989) described this geographical 
region as 'the Waic Corridor’; it lies approximately from 24°N to 21° N.  Watkins 
(2002:4) gives all major locations of the Wa people, shown in Figure 2. The black 
thick lines on the map show the boundaries of the countries. 
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Figure 2: Map of Wa speaking area (Watkins 2002:4) 

A map of Meung Yum and Savaiq villages is shown in Figure 3. The villages which 
are underlined show the places that the team visited for data collection. The bigger 
red dots indicate pure Meung Yum villages, the smaller pink dots indicate mixed 
villages with Meung Yum, and the blue dots show the Savaiq villages. Kunlong 
Township and the Wa-SAR are geographically separated by the Salween River. The 
black lines indicate township boundaries and the brown lines show roads. 
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Figure 3: Meung Yum and Savaiq villages in Kunlong Township and Wa-SAR2 

The majority of the Waic people live in Myanmar and China but there is a small 
population in Thailand. Table 1 shows the estimated population of Wa people in the 
countries of Southeast Asia. 
 
Table 1: The estimated population of Wa people by country 

Source Country Population 

Bradley (1994) Myanmar 500,000 

China 322,000 

Nahhas (2007:7) Thailand   16,500 

Total Wa population  838,500 

 
  

                                              
2 This  map was created in ArcGIS using data collected by the author 
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According to the research carried out for this survey, the total Meung Yum 
population is estimated to be 8,000. Approximately half of them live Kunlong 
Township and half of them in Hopang Township. There are 51 Meung Yum villages 
in total.  21 of these villages are located in Kunlong Township and 30 villages are in 
the Wa-SAR. Among these villages, only nine of them are pure Meung Yum villages: 
Namt Yoke, Pang Khaw, Pang Wan, Man Pein, Pa Paw, Kaung Sang and Man Kan 
villages in Kunlong Township and Meung Yum and Noat Awng in the Wa SAR. 
The total population of Savaiq is unknown because of limited research about the 
people. The Savaiq people live in Kunlong, Mong Maw and Lashio townships. A few 
Savaiq headmen have mentioned that the Savaiq population is larger than the 
Meung Yum. 

1.4 Language development and education 
Wa languages have developed separately in the three countries. According to the 
statistics in Lewis (2009), 78% of Wa people in China are literate in L2 i.e., Chinese.  
The official orthography was designed in 1957 based on the Aishuai dialect for the 
people in China. Two main Wa varieties in Thailand are Bo Luang Lawa and Mae 
Hong Son Lawa. The Bible was translated in Lawa and a dictionary was produced in 
2001. Among the people in Myanmar, the Wa literacy rate in L2 (Burmese) is 8%. 
The New Testament was translated into Wa by a missionary to the people Vincent M. 
Young in the 1930s (Lewis 2009). Watkins (2002:15) says the Wa dialect of the 
Bible translation is similar to the dialect spoken north of Keng Tung, Bang Wai.  
 
A few songs including worship songs have been recorded on audio casette tapes and 
cds. Some primer books have also been produced in a few Wa dialects. These are 
translated in the related national languages and also in English (see 
http:www/Palaungic.org for further details). Wa literacy is taught among the Wa 
churches in Myanmar and some books have been produced. 
 
There have been no language development efforts among the Meung Yum and 
Savaiq. Kachin Baptist churches from Lashio have helped some Meung Yum people 
become Christians about ten years ago. They are currently helping the Meung Yum 
to start language development. The literature committee for all the Meung Yum 
villages in Kunlong Township is currently organized by Meung Yum Christian 
leaders so that people from both Buddhist and Christian communities are involved. 
The 17 committee members have been meeting since 2010. However, no Meung 
Yum people from the Wa-SAR are on the existing literature committee.  
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Government schools in most of the Meung Yum villages mainly offer primary 
education only. The Meung Yum children in the surveyed villages usually complete 
primary education. Burmese is the language of instruction used in the schools and 
teachers speak Burmese and Lachid while teaching classes. There are a few Meung 
Yum who have completed high school at schools in bigger towns.  
 
Children in the two Savaiq villages surveyed go to a nearby village which offers 
primary education. Most Savaiq children attend school with Wa and Kachin people 
but the majority of the students in these schools are Savaiq. The language of 
instruction for them is Burmese. Most Savaiq children do not go to school beyond 
Standard Four, i.e., the fifth grade of primary school. 

1.5 Religious situation 
Tin Yee (2004:83) mentiones that animism, Buddhism, and Christianity are found 
among the Wa people in northern Shan State. Harding (1927:165) noted that the Wa 
people from the Kokang area believed in Buddhism: the monks wore yellow robes 
and the Shan script was used in the monasteries. Until the mid-Twentieth Century, 
the Wa practiced ‘Latou’– that is headhunting. They also performed human sacrifice 
as part of their animist religious beliefs. While the Wa are predominantly Buddhist 
today, Animism has not completely disappeared from their beliefs and practices. 
According to an interview with a Wa church leader, there are approximately fifty 
thousand Wa Christians in Myanmar.  
 
The majority of the Meung Yum and Savaiq people are Buddhists. Shan Buddhist 
scripture is used in their religious community. A few Meung Yum villages have 
converted to Christianity. Burmese and Jingphaw writing is used in the Meung Yum 
Christian community. 

1.6 Goals of the research 
Four main goals were set up for the research.  

 Goal 1 was to determine the need for vernacular language development 
among Meung Yum speakers, especially by investigating the potential for 
them to use existing written materials in the languages of wider 
communication (LWCs) in use in the area.   
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 Goal 2 was to assess the readiness for vernacular language development if 
existing materials were found to not be adequate for them. This goal was to 
be investigated through language vitality, population size, interest and unity 
of the people.  

 Goal 3 was to determine how many and which varieties should be selected 
for development.  

 Goal 4 was to decide whether Savaiq language development could be 
achieved by a joint program with Meung Yum.  

 

1.7 Scope and limitation of the research 
One limitation of the survey is in terms of site selection since only villages within 
Kunlong Township were visited. Due to access restrictions, no fieldwork was 
conducted in Meung Yum and Savaiq villages in the Wa-SAR.  
 
Another limitation is that the language used in the RTT comprehension testing, 
which is Meung Yum, is not the standard or prestige dialect for Savaiq or for other 
varieties of Wa in the region. Further research using RTT is needed to test how much 
Meung Yum and Savaiq people can actually understand the Standard Wa variety. An 
RTT story in Standard Wa should be recorded and played in various Meung Yum and 
Savaiq villages chosen by the degree of contact they have with Standard Wa.  

1.8 Benefits of the research 
This thesis makes contributions in two main areas. The results should be useful for 
the Meung Yum language committee in making decisions about language 
development. This study also be of benefit to others who wish to do further research 
on the people.   

1.9 Outline of the thesis 
Language data from eight Meung Yum and two Savaiq villages were collected for 
this research. Two fieldwork trips were taken in December 2009 and in February 
2011 in Kunlong Township.  Chapter 2 presents the linguistic theoretical 
foundations of the research methods used in this study. Chapter 3 lays out full 
descriptions of the design of the sociolinguistic survey. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 contain 
the analysis of the data from the survey.  Chapter 4 analyses the data relating to 
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Goal 1: assessing the need for language development. Chapter 5 analyses the data 
relating to Goal 2: investigating the readiness among the community, and Chapter 6 
analyses the data concerning to Goal 3: choosing the variety which is suitable to use 
for language development among all the people, and Goal 4: whether Savaiq could 
be incorporated in a Meung Yum language development program. Chapter 7 
concludes and summarizes all the findings and results of the study. 
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 Chapter 2
Theoretical foundations 

This chapter describes the theoretical foundations for the methodology used in this 
study. The relatedness of the selected varieties is assessed by phonetic and lexical 
comparison. Mutual intelligibility is measured by Recorded Text Testing. These are 
described in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. The sociolinguistics investigation emphasizes 
bilingualism, language choice, language vitality and language attitudes. These topics 
are briefly discussed in Sec. 2.4. 

2.1 Phonetic and lexical comparison 
This section describes the wordlist used to collect lexical items and the procedure of 
comparing them to determine the percentage of lexical similarity. 

 Wordlists 2.1.1
Wordlists are commonly used for basic language survey. A wordlist can help 
surveyor’s efficiency in analyzing a language. A certain amount of data can also be 
collected in a limited time in a survey situation. Relevant word lists should be 
chosen to the language area being surveyed.  
 
Swadesh (1952, 1955) suggested a list of 100 words representing ‘core vocabulary’ 
that should be relevant for all languages. Mann (2004) compared various wordlists 
that have been used in Southeast Asia including universal lists such as Swadesh 
(1955) and lists that claim to be culturally relevant to language family of either the 
wider Asian region or mainland Southeast Asia in particular. The total number on all 
the lists amounted to 504 items (Mann 2004:25). By combining similar wordlists to 
avoid biasing the result, Mann counted how many lists contained each item to arrive 
at a ranking of the 504 items. The items ranked highest were those items that are 
contained in several of the different wordlists. Mann proposed that the higher 
ranked items be given priority when comparing languages of the region. 
 
The wordlist used in this thesis began as the SIL MSEA 281-item wordlist, a list 
based on the Swadesh 100 and 200 lists with additional words relevant to 
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comparative study of languages in Vietnam and Cambodia (Mann 2004). The 281-
item list was expanded into the SIL Mainland Southeast Asia (MSEA) 436-item 
wordlist, with additional words relevant to Thailand and Myanmar. The expanded 
462-item list was developed in 2008 by the Myanmar survey team. It removes items 
not native to Myanmar and adds in items from Matisoff’s (1978) list of Tibeto-
Burman core vocabulary (CALMSEA) and other items of local relevance to Myanmar. 
For research in Kachin and Shan States items not relevant to the area have been 
eliminated such words include those are not native to the people, or whose 
meanings are not clear in Burmese and the result is a 454-item wordlist.  

 Lexicostatistics 2.1.2
Lexicostatistics is a quantitative method used to measure the degree of similarity 
between two or more languages through comparison of their common vocabularies. 
Put briefly, a word in one variety is considered to be lexically similar to a word 
(with the same meaning) in another variety if they share ‘enough’ phonetically 
similar segments. Thus, lexical similarity is based on the cumulative similarity of 
phonetic segments. This similarity of phonetic segments is an approximation of word 
forms having descended from a common ancestor, which is they are cognates. The 
number of assumed cognate forms indicates the lexical similarity- expressed as the 
percentage of the total number of words compared- which is taken as a measure of 
the closeness of the languages (Fox 1995:279-291).  
 

The lexico-statistical analysis in this thesis is adapted from Blair (1990). The first 
step is to identify the phonetic segments of each variety to be compared and specify 
which phones are considered phonetically similar to each individual phone. The 
process of determining phonetically similar segments is described and illustrated by 
Burquest (2001:41). Comparing words from different varieties is more complicated 
than a one-to-one comparison of individual segments, because sometimes language 
change involves the loss of segments such as the second element of an initial cluster, 
or a replacement of a final consonant by a suprasegmental feature such as tone. Blair 
proposed a two stage approach for handling such complexity. The first stage 
involves the categorization of each pair of phones and is laid out in Table 2. Note 
that the details of the categorization need to be adapted to accommodate the 
particular features of the speech varieties being compared. 
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Table 2: Criteria for comparing phone pairs (Blair 1990:31-32) 

Category A:  (a) Identical consonants 
  (b) Identical vowels or phonetically-similar (connected) vowels 

(c) Phonetically-similar (connected) consonants that appear in a total 
of 3 or more word pairs (over the whole wordlist) 

Category B:  (a) Phonetically-similar (connected) consonants in fewer than 3 word 
  pairs 

(b) Vowels that are not connected 
(c) [r]/[l]/[x] and nothing after another consonant 

Category C:  (a) Non-phonetically-similar (not connected) consonants 
(b) A correspondence with nothing in fewer than 3 word pairs (over 
the whole wordlist) 

Ignore:  (a) The vowel [ə] between consonants 
(b) A correspondence of a consonant or a vowel with nothing in 3 or 
more word pairs (over the whole wordlist) 
(c) A correspondence between [ʔ]/ [h] and nothing for final 

 consonants 
(d) Suprasegmentals such as tones, breathiness 

 
The second stage defines which combinations of categories for phone pairs are 
acceptable for the word pair to be considered lexically similar. These combinations 
are laid out in Table 3. The combination of categories for a particular word pair 
must match one of the specifications listed in Table 3 in order to be considered 
lexically similar. 
 
Table 3: Acceptable category combinations for lexical similarity 

No. of 
Phones 

 Category     No. of 
Phones 

 Category 
  A B C    A B C 

1 = 1 0 0  6 = 6 0 0 
2 = 2 0 0  6 = 5 1 0 
2 = 1 1 0  6 = 5 0 1 
3 = 3 0 0  6 = 4 2 0 
3 = 2 1 0  6 = 4 1 1 
4 = 4 0 0  6 = 3 3 0 
4 = 3 1 0  6 = 3 2 1 
4 = 3 0 1  7 = 7 0 0 
4 = 2 2 0  7 = 6 1 0 
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No. of 
Phones 

 Category     No. of 
Phones 

 Category 
  A B C    A B C 

4 = 2 1 1  7 = 6 0 1 
5 = 5 0 0  7 = 5 2 0 
5 = 4 1 0  7 = 5 1 1 
5 = 4 0 1  7 = 4 3 0 
5 = 3 2 0  7 = 4 2 1 
5 = 3 1 1       

 
Romaine (1994:5) suggested ranges for interpreting lexical similarity percentages as 
shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Guidelines for interpreting lexical similarity percentages (Romaine 
1994:5)  

Percentage range Interpretation 
Between 81% and 100% Varieties both belong to the same language 
Between 21% and 80%  Varieties both belong to the same language family 
Between 0% and 20% Varieties are from different language family 

 
Blair (1990:23) states that if the results of a word list comparison show greater than 
sixty percent lexical similarity between two speech varieties, dialect intelligibility 
testing must be done. Blair described three possible situations as shown in Table 5. 
 
Table 5: Typology of situations based on intelligibility and lexical similarity 
(Blair 1990:23) 

  Lexical similarity 
 Above 60% Below 60% 
Inherent 
Intelligibility 

Above 80% Several very similar speech 
varieties may be referred to as 

similar dialects if inherent 
intelligibility is high. 

Several dissimilar 
or slightly similar 
speech varieties 

may be referred to 
as different 

languages. (No 
dialect 

intelligibility 
testing is 
required.) 

Below 80% Several very similar speech 
varieties may be referred to 

either as dissimilar dialects or 
different languages if inherent 

intelligibility is low. 
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If word lists show less than sixty percent lexical similarity, then the speech varieties 
are referred to as ‘different languages’. As a rule of thumb, no dialect intelligibility 
testing needs to be done between languages which have less than 60% lexical 
similarity. 
 
If the lexical similarity is greater than 60%, then intelligibility testing is carried out. 
If the intelligibility test reveals less than 80% inherent intelligibility then the speech 
varieties are referred to as either ‘dissimilar dialects’ or ‘different languages’. If the 
intelligibility testing shows more than 80% inherent intelligibility, then the speech 
varieties may be referred to as ‘similar dialects’. 

2.2 Intelligibility testing 
Word lists and dialect intelligibility are used together to distinguish different dialect 
areas. One technique provides something the other lacks. Word lists provide 
information about the linguistic relationship between speech varieties. However, 
lexical similarity is limited when it comes to predicting intelligibility because it is 
based only on lexical analysis and cannot take into account syntactic features. 
Inherent intelligibility is the degree of understanding which speakers of one dialect 
have of a similar dialect because two dialects spring from the same linguistic stock, 
not acquired by exposure to it (Blair 1990:24). Comprehension testing or 
intelligibility testing is based on longer utterances such as sentences and texts and it 
helps delineate the existing intelligibility networks. Both are necessary for clear 
understanding of the situation in the region being surveyed (Blair 1990:23). 
 
Intelligibilty between dialects is measured by a recorded text test (RTT). The test 
consists of a short text spoken by a mother tongue speaker of the language being 
tested. A subject from the other diaect listens to the text one time. The subject then 
hears the text a second time, with questions about the text interspersed in 
appropriate places throughout the text (Blair 1990:73). An intelligibility survey 
consists of four steps: (1) planning the survey (2) collecting the texts, (3) preparing 
test tapes, and (4) administering the tests (Simons 1983:5). Test scores can be 
evaluated by the relationship between the average score and standard deviation of 
test scores as shown in Table 6, which is an adaptation from Blair (1990:25).  
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Table 6: Interpretation of standard deviation (Nahhas 2007:70) 

  Standard Deviation 
  High 

( greater than 12 - 15) 
Low 

( less than 10 - 12) 
 
 Mean 
(Average 
Score) 

High  
(above 80) 

Situation 1 
Many people understand 

the story, but not all. 

Situation 2 
Most people 

understand the 
story. 

Low  
(below 60) 

Situation 3 
Many people do not 

understand the story, some 
score rather higher than 

others. 

Situation 4 
Few people, if any, 

are able to 
understand the 

story. 
 
High average RTT percentages with low standard deviations are taken to indicate 
that almost all the subjects adequately comprehend the variety represented by the 
recording. Low average RTT percentages are interpreted to indicate inadequate 
comprehension. If the RTT percentages are between 60% and 80%, it is not clear 
how well the subjects understand the variety being tested. If the average score is 
high and the standard deviation is high, it may indicate that some subjects have 
extensive contact with the tested speech variety, while others have little. Thus, those 
with low contact may not be able to understand that variety very well. It should also 
be noted that RTT measures comprehension of simple narrative texts and is only an 
approximation of how well subjects would understand more complicated texts or 
other genres. 
 
Lexical similarity and dialect intelligibility are not always correlated. Joseph and 
Babara Grimes (1983) state that the lexical similarity of between two or more 
languages do not assure, that they will be mutually understandable to one another. 
However, Joseph Grimes maintains that lexically similarity is an indicator to 
measure the needs for a language development project. This is an intial step to 
analyse speech varieties that can identify these varieties that are sufficiently 
different as to require separate language development programs. Any speech 
varieties showing lexical similarity of less than 60% are assumed to need separate 
language development programs whereas languages with at least 61% lexical 
similarity should be further investigated by intelligibility testing. 
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Even when languages share high lexical similarity, intelligibility can be hindered by 
differences in high-frequency words such as grammatical particles. Such words are 
often not included in wordlists because lexical items such as nouns or verbs are 
easier to elicit accurately. Hanna (2010:1) discussed intelligibility between Central 
Thai and Tai Lue. The two languages are from the same branch of the Tai language 
family and they share many words that are the same, however, speakers of these 
two languages cannot understand each other. The major obstacle in communication 
is the differences in functor words. Hanna described twenty functional areas which 
proved to be the major obstacle for Thai and Tai Lue speakers to understand each 
other. The methodology of word list collection and lexicostatistic procedures used in 
this study will be described in section 3.3.1. 

2.3 Phonological comparison  
Phonological segments of two speech varieties are compared to show how related 
those varieties are. Comparisons can be done informally or using various 
quantitative methods. Simons (1983:67-69) reviews several phonostatistics methods 
which seek to quantify the phonological differences between speech varieties. He 
describes 12 phonostatistics methods and compares their various strengths and 
weakness, discussing their advantages over lexicostatistic methods. Duong (2003) 
also demonstrated an alternative approach of reconstructing the proto form and a 
quantitative method based on comparing the phonological innovations of various 
varieties. This thesis will use an informal or non-quantative comparison of the 
consonant inventories of Meung Yum with the inventories of Proto Wa (Diffloth 
1979) and Standard Wa (Watkins 2002).  

2.4 Sociolinguistics 
Sociolinguistics is the study of language and society in order to understand how 
languages function in communication (Wardhaugh 1998:12). In this thesis, several 
topics are investigated including bilingualism, language vitality, language choice, 
language attitudes, contact with insiders and outsiders, literacy rate, interest and 
attitude in vernacular language development and identifying the prestige dialect. 
These are described in the following subsections. 
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 Bilingualism 2.4.1
The term ‘bilingual’ is used not only to mean the ability to speak two different 
languages, but broadly used to cover multilingual situations where individuals have 
some competence in three or more languages. Spolsky (1998:45) defines a bilingual 
person as ‘a person who has functional ability in a second language’. 
 
Blair (1990:52-53) wrote that bilingualism is not uniformly distributed in a 
community. Individuals and sections of any community could be bilingual to 
different degrees. Factors which influence bilingualism include people’s motivation 
and the amount of contact they have with speakers of the second language. Various 
social characteristics often correlate with amount of contact such as age, sex, 
education, and frequency of contact.  
 
Blair (1990:51-65) describes several methods for surveying bilingual ability of an 
individual and also lists advantages and disadvantages. Self-evaluation 
questionnaires consist of a series of questions asking each person whether or not 
they are able to perform a particular task using the speech variety of interest. The 
questions are usually asked in order of increasing difficulty, that is, the later in the 
sequence the question appears, the greater the command of the second language 
required to carry out the task described in the question. In this thesis, a set of seven 
questions are used which give insights into the communication proficiency of Meung 
Yum speakers in various LWCs. 

 Language choice 2.4.2
Fasold (1984:180-181) discussed three kinds of language choices: code switching 
from one language to another language; code-mixing or borrowing which is the use 
of pieces of one language while a speaker is basically using another language; and 
variation such as accents within the same language. Language choices can happen 
for monolingual and bilingual speakers. According to Fasold, these three kinds of 
language choice occur as a continuum and they cannot be separated from one 
another. 
 
Fishman (1964) used a sociology approach. He proposed that a domain is an 
institutionalized context in which one speech variety is more likely to be chosen 
than another. Domains are defined by various factors such as location, topic and 
participants. If an individual is at home talking to another member of their family 
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about an everyday topic then that individual could be said to be in their ‘family’ 
domain. Evaluating the domains in which people choose difficult languages is a 
relatively objective way to measure language choice. 

 Language vitality 2.4.3
Language vitality is measured by the situation of how much people use the language 
in communication. Languages that continue to be actively used are said to be ‘alive’ 
in contrast with dead languages. A language is dead when the speakers of it have 
either all died out or ceased to use the language (Wardhaugh 2002: 37). Language 
maintenance, shift and death are three terms to describe stages of language vitality 
(Larson 2002). Language maintenance is when the community collectively decides 
to use the language(s) it has traditionally used. Fasold (1984: 213) states that 
language shift is the situation in which ‘a community gives up a language 
completely in favour of another one’. The ultimate result of the process of language 
shift is language death. 
 
Landweer (2002:20) proposed eight indicators of ethnolinguistic vitality through the 
experience of SIL in nearly 300 languages in Papua New Guinea. These are listed in 
Table 7.   
 
Table 7: Ethnolinguistic vitality indicators (Landweer 2002:20)  

No. Description of ethnolinguistic vitality indicator  
1 Relative position on the urban-rural continuum 
2 Domains in which the language is used 
3 Frequency and type of code switching 
4 Population and group dynamics 
5 Distribution of speakers within their own social networks 
6 Social outlook regarding and within the speech community 
7 Language prestige 
8 Access to a stable and acceptable economic base 

 
Edwards (1997:34) pointed out that home is the most important domain in the 
maintenance of a minority language. If the minority language is not spoken at home, 
it is unlikely to be spoken by next generation. This will end with the entire people 
ceasing to use their language in favor of the majority/dominant language, and then 
language death will result. He also makes the distinction between domains of 
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necessity (such as home, school and the workplace) which typically relate to the 
central aspects of peoples’ lives and domains in which a person’s participation is 
more voluntary or sporadic.  
 
Fishman (1991) suggested the degree of language vitality can be evaluated by 
several factors: (1) intergenerational language transmission; (2) absolute number 
of speakers; (3) proportion of speakers within the total population; (4) trends in 
existing language domains; (5) response to new domains and media; and (6) 
materials for language education and literacy. In this thesis, intergenerational 
transmission was investigated by asking about whether the language is being 
passed on children by their parents and whether children use the language when 
playing together. Trends in existing domains were investigated by asking 
subjects to predict whether children of the future would still be speaking Meung 
Yum. 

 Language attitudes 2.4.4
Language attitudes are the feelings people have about their own language or the 
languages of others (Crystal 1992). Attitudes of a person to his/her own variety can 
effect how much he/she uses it in communication. (Fasold 1984:147-152) describes 
various methods for language attitude assessments. Using a questionnaire is a 
common method and direct approach. It means asking subjects how they feel 
towards a particular speech variety. This method is simple but the validity of the 
responses is questionable. An indirect method which still uses a questionnaire, is 
asking a series of questions that relate to language attitudes, more indirectly. Blair 
(1990:113) suggests two kinds of language attitude questions. One kind of question 
needs the person to give the name of a language as an answer and the other kind 
needs a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ response. Data generated by these kinds of questions result in a 
good indication of either a positive or negative attitude toward a speech variety. 
This is a method used in this study. 
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 Chapter 3
Sociolinguistic survey design 

3.1 Goals of survey and research questions 
This chapter describes the design of the sociolinguistic survey fieldwork carried out 
in December 2009 and February 2011. The first survey was designed under the 
supervision of Noel Mann and the survey instruments for the second trip were 
designed under the directions of Nathan and Carey Statezni. The two field work trips 
were carried out by the author, a few friends from the Payap MA linguistics program 
and with help from a few local interpreters. 
 
This survey was designed by first identifying three broad goals for the survey and 
then within each goal, specific research questions were formulated. The fourth goal 
was added after the first trip to make use of knowledge gained in that trip. The 
survey instruments were then designed to collect sufficient information to provide at 
least a partial answer to each research question. In considering the details of this 
particular survey it is good to bear in mind the context, which is that the Meung 
Yum community had formed a committee to work on language development and 
needed data to make good decisions for the whole people group.  
The goals and associated research questions are described in the following sections. 
The goals and related research questions are based on templates for survey designs 
given in the RAID tool by Nahhas et al (n.d.). 

 Goal 1: Assess the need for vernacular language 3.1.1
development 
The first goal of this survey was to determine the need for vernacular language 
development for Meung Yum speakers, especially by investigating the potential for 
them to use existing written materials in the LWCs. This broad goal is made specific 
by the following research questions: 
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Research Question 1.1: Do Meung Yum speakers understand Shan 
adequately3? 

Research Question 1.2: Do Meung Yum speakers have negative attitudes 
toward the existing written Shan that would keep them from using these 
materials? 

Research Question 1.3: Do Meung Yum speakers understand Lachid 
adequately? 

Research Question 1.4: Do Meung Yum speakers have negative attitudes 
toward the existing written Lachid that would keep them from using 
these materials? 

Research Question 1.5: Do Meung Yum speakers understand Burmese 
adequately? 

Research Question 1.6: Do Meung Yum speakers have negative attitudes 
toward the existing written Burmese that would keep them from using 
these materials? 

Research Question 1.7: Do Meung Yum speakers understand Chinese 
adequately? 

Research Question 1.8: Do Meung Yum speakers have negative attitudes 
toward the existing written Chinese that would keep them from using 
these materials? 

Research Question 1.9: Do Meung Yum speakers understand Standard Wa 
adequately? 

Research Question 1.10: Do Meung Yum speakers have negative attitudes 
toward the existing written Standard Wa that would keep them from 
using these materials? 

 Goal 2: Investigate the readiness 3.1.2
If existing materials were found to not be adequate for them, the survey sought to 
investigate their readiness for vernacular language development, especially by 
investigating language vitality, population size, interest and unity.  The following 
specific research questions investigate this broad goal. 
  

                                              
3 The meaning of ‘adequately’ in this context is determined by the broader goal to which 

the research question contributes. A working definition is ‘adequately’ means do Meung Yum 
speakers understand [LWC] enough to be able to benefit from a literacy program in [LWC] or 
would lack of comprehension greatly inhibit the learning of literacy in that language. 
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Research Question 2.1: Does it appear likely Meung Yum will continue to be 
spoken by future generations? 

Research Question 2.2: What is the approximate population of the Meung 
Yum and Savaiq? 

Research Question 2.3: How interested are Meung Yum people in language 
development in their own language?  

Research Question 2.4: How many Meung Yum speakers have sufficient 
education to help with language development? 

Research Question 2.5: How unified is the Meung Yum community about 
orthography and language development? 

 Goal 3: Determine the most suitable variety for Meung 3.1.3
Yum language program 
If vernacular language development was found to be needed, the third goal was to 
determine how many and which varieties should be selected for development. The 
following specific research questions investigate this broad goal. 

Research Question 3.1: What Meung Yum varieties are understandable to 
speakers of other Meung Yum varieties? 

Research Question 3.2: What varieties are prestigious and important to the 
Meung Yum? 

Research Question 3.3: What are the types, natures, and extents of 
interaction between and within the Meung Yum varieties? 

Research Question 3.4: What are the linguistic relationships between Meung 
Yum and other Palaungic varieties? 

 Goal 4: Could Savaiq be incorporated in a Meung Yum 3.1.4
language program? 
This goal was added as a result of the survey team hearing on their first fieldwork 
trip that Savaiq was very closely related to Meung Yum. The final goal was to 
determine whether Savaiq language development could be achieved by a joint 
program with Meung Yum. The following specific research questions investigate the 
broad goal. 
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Research Question 4.1: Can Savaiq speakers understand Meung Yum? 
Research Question 4.2: Do Savaiq speakers have negative attitudes to Meung 

Yum? 
Research Question 4.3: What are the types, natures and extent of interaction 

between the Meung Yum and Savaiq? 
 
The following sections describe how the site selection was made, which instruments 
were used, how the subjects were selected and how each instrument was used to 
answer the research questions. 

3.2 Site selection and summary of data collected 
Meung Yum/ Savaiq sites were preferred if they were the largest and had a high 
proportion of Meung Yum/ Savaiq inhabitants. Also there was a desire to visit as 
many distinct speech varieties as possible, with at least 2-3 sites per variety. 
 
Factors in selecting sites included population size, areas between which there is little 
and frequent contact, locations reported to speak the ‘purest/best’ variety, locations 
reported to speak ‘differently’, and locations with strong language vitality. Historical 
centers, trade centers chosen from different village groups4 and locations that are 
remote are also included in selecting survey sites. Consideration was also given to 
ease of access for the surveyors to visit the sites. The sites the team visited are 
shown in Table 8. The villages marked with (*) were visited by the researchers for 
data collection in December 2009 and the rest of the villages were visited in 
February 2011.  
 
All the villages are located in Kunlong Township.The reason for selecting each 
village as a survey site as well as the research instruments used in each site is also 
listed. The first four listed villages were fieldtrips conducted in December 2009. Of 
those four villages, two of the villages are Buddhist and the other two are Christian. 
These villages were also selected because they were easier to access and had good 
relationships with the local survey guides. Another four villages were chosen to 
survey on January 2011.  
  

                                              
4 In Myanmar, the village group is an administrative level below the township and above 

the village. 
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The two Savaiq villages were chosen in order to study a variety reported to be 
closely related to Meung Yum. They were chosen from different village groups. One 
village was big and the other was small. . The villages marked with (*) were visited 
by the researchers for data collection. 
 
Table 8: Site selection 

No. Village Village 
Group 

Variety 
Group 

Why selected Instruments 
Used 

1 Kaung 
Sar* 

Wasoke Meung 
Yum 

Buddhist village Wordlist, 
Knowledgeable 

Insider (1), 
Individual SLQ 
(12), informal 

interviews 
 

2 Pan 
Tan* 

Wasoke Meung 
Yum 

Buddhist village 

3 Man 
Kyu* 

Wasoke Meung 
Yum 

Meung Yum Christian villages 

4 Man 
Phan* 

Wasoke Meung 
Yum 

5 Namt 
Yoke  

Taptu Meung 
Yum 

to pilot test the RTT story; 
pure Meung Yum village; 40 

households 

Wordlist, 
Meung Yum 
RTT (12), 

Knowledgeable 
Insider (1), 

Individual SLQ 
(12), 

Religious 
Leader 

Interview (1), 
Dialect 

Mapping Tool 

6 Kaung 
Sang  

Nawng 
Mo 

Meung 
Yum 

biggest Meung Yum village; 
pure village; 100+ 

households 
7 Man 

Kan  
Nam Kyin 

San 
Meung 
Yum 

pure Meung Yum village; 30 
households 

8 Man 
Pein 

Taptu Meung 
Yum 

big village; pure Meung Yum 
village; 100 households 

9 Man 
Gyat   

Namt 
Kyin San 

Savaiq big village; 100 households: 
90 Savaiq households and 10 

Lhaovo households 
10 Thein 

Tan  
Pang Hai Savaiq about 20 Savaiq households 

3.3 Survey instruments  
The following section describes in detail the instruments used to collect data. 

 Wordlist collection and procedures 3.3.1
One wordlist was collected in each village visited during the survey trip. When 
collecting a wordlist for a particular speech variety in a particular village, the 
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following three screening questions were used to determine whether a person can 
represent the particular variety.  
 
Three criterions were use to choose suitable subjects in each site. (1) The subject is 
“from a Meung Yum/ Savaiq5 village.” This is defined as growing up in a Meung 
Yum/ Savaiq village, living in a Meung Yum/ Savaiq village at present, and, if they 
have lived outside the area, their time elsewhere is not over five years.  (2) The 
subject speaks the elicited variety first and best. (3) Both of the subject’s parents are 
mother-tongue speakers of the variety and both parents spoke the variety with 
him/her when he/she was a child. If he/she is not representative of that speech 
variety as spoken in that village, thus was not asked to participate in the wordlist 
collection. In each village at least two speakers participated in the elicitation of the 
wordlist. This had the benefit that they could discuss any words where there was 
uncertainty. 
 
After eliciting wordlists, one of the participants was asked to pronounce 
transcription of each word and for recording. The speaker chosen for this task must 
be free of obvious speech impediments such as missing teeth or a lisp. This person 
should be the best available representative of the native variety spoken in the village. 
Wordlists were collected and transcribed by the researchers using the International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). The wordlists were then recorded using a mini-disc 
recorder. Wordlist elicitation took place in Burmese. 
The items in the wordlist are grouped in broad categories: natures, plants, foods, 
animals, body, people, home, verbs, numbers, dimensions, appearance, taste, and 
feelings. Appendix A gives the 454-item wordlist that was used. 

 Knowledgeable insider sociolinguistic questionnaire 3.3.2
The purpose of the Knowledgeable Insider Questionnaire is to collect information 
about the community as a whole. This questionnaire was only administered once in 
each location. The village leader is the person chosen to answer the questions on this 
questionnaire. The questions are grouped in sections which are described in Table 9. 
The full questionnaires are given in Appendix B for the questionnaires that were 
used in 2011 and 2009. The questionnaire used in 2011 is revised from the 2009 

                                              
5 Meung Yum subjects must be from Meung Yum villages; Savaiq subjects must be from 

Savaiq villages. 
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questionaire by adding a few more questions such as interaction and contact among 
the people from different parts, and about the prestige dialect.  
 
Table 9: Description of sections on Knowledgeable Insider Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaire 

Section Title Summary of Information Elicited 
Subject 
Demographics 

Information about the subject and his/her family 

Tribal group 
information 

Information about the history of the Meung Yum/ Savaiq 
people as a whole or migration history of the village 

Village name and 
population 

Information about how outsiders refer to the language 
used/ inhabitants of the village and the ethnic profile of 
the village 

Group name and 
village information 

Information location of the village, its official and other 
alternative names 

Schools Information of the language mix in the village school (if 
any) and whether children go elsewhere for some or all of 
their schooling 

Language 
maintenance  

Information about the fluency on their mother tongue and 
on the other languages 

Language of wider 
communication 

Information about the use of each of the LWCs used in the 
village 

Contact, festivals Information about ways of interactions among the people 
group and the outsiders  

Intermarriage Information about extent and convention of intermarriage 
between Meung Yum/ Savaiq and other ethnic groups 

Prestige dialect Information about dialect variations, central dialect and 
important location among the people 

Orthography and 
language 
development 

Information about desire, reasons, and preferred script for 
language development 

 Religious leader interview questionnaire 3.3.3
The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect information about the religious 
language used among the community as a whole. This questionnaire was only 
administered once in each location in the 2011 fieldtrip. A monk in each location 
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was chosen to answer the questions on this questionnaire. There are no Meung 
Yum/ Savaiq Christian village in the selected sites in 2011. The questions are 
grouped in sections which are described in Table 10. The full questionnaire is given 
in Appendix B.  
 
Table 10: Description of sections on Religious Leader Interview Questionnaire 

Section Title Summary of Information Elicited 
Subject Demographics Information about the subject and his/her family 
Village monastery 
information 

Information about the history, number of monks, 
novices in the monastery 

Festivals Information about kinds of religious festivals, ethnic 
groups and language use in the those festivals 

Language use Information about language use in religious activities 
interest in written 
language 

Information about language use in religious writings 

Orthography and 
Language Development 

Information about desire, reasons, and preferred script 
for language development 

 Individual sociolinguistic questionnaire  3.3.4
The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather information from individual relating 
to the research questions under investigation in the survey. This questionnaire was 
administered to twelve subjects in each location. The subjects are chosen according 
to the criteria given in Section 3.4. The questions are grouped in sections which are 
described in Table 11. The full questionnaires are given in Appendix B. 
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Table 11: Descriptions of sections on Individual Sociolinguistics Questionnaire  

Section Title Summary of Information Elicited 
Subject 
Demographics 

Information about the subject and his/her family 

Contact Information about ways of interactions among the people 
group and the outsiders 

Attitudes toward 
written LWCs  

Information about proficiency and attitudes on the written 
LWCs 

Interest in Literacy Information about interest in reading in the LWCs  
Bilingual Proficiency Information about the subjects’ fluency in speaking LWCs 
Children language 
use and language 
maintenance 

Information about children language use in the village 
and attitudes on their children acquisition of other 
languages 

Domain of Language 
use 

Information of language(s) use in various domains 

Ethno-linguistic 
Identity 

Information about which ethnic group the people think of 
themselves 

 Recorded text test 3.3.5
The team used a modified form of Recorded Text Test (RTT) to discover how well 
the people in the various villages visited understand the Namt Yoke variety of 
Meung Yum. To construct the RTT, a story was elicited in the Namt Yoke variety. 
This is called the “Test Story”. This RTT was then pilot tested with Meung Yum 
subjects in Namt Yoke village, using the Test Story, just as it was used in other 
villages, except that this Pilot Test contained 25-30 questions on the Test Story. A 
short Practice Story was created and played first to every subject to help them 
become familiar with the requirement of an RTT, listening and then answering 
questions about the text. The questions were asked orally in Shan or Burmese, 
depending on what was more convenient for the subject. The full RTT story with 
questions used are given in Appendix D. The questions that the Namt Yoke villagers 
could not answer correctly or any other problematic questions were eliminated, 
leaving 12 questions for RTT testing in other areas.  
 
During the survey trip, the team tested 12 subjects and administered the Individual 
SLQ to them in each village, using the Practice Story and Test Story just as was done 
during the pilot testing. However, it was not convenient for old men to answer the 
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questions directly; instead, the team asked them to retell the phrase they heard by 
translating it into Shan. If the subject did not mention the portion asked about in the 
question, the team then asked them directly. Thus, the retelling method was mainly 
used and only a few questions were asked to the old male subjects. The procedure to 
develop this RTT is described in Table 12. 
 
Table 12: RTT preparation steps 

Day RTT steps to develop the Meung Yum story 
Day 
1-2 

Elicit and record some personal experience stories in the Namt Yoke variety of 
Meung Yum and choose one 
Break the story into phrases (chunks). This gives each phrase as a separate 
recorded track. 
Transcribe and translate the story into Burmese 
Make up questions for each phrase (a total of 20-25); translate them into 
Burmese and Shan 

Day 3 
 

Make a track table – this is a numbred list of the recorded phrases 
Construct the pilot test disc with the Meung Yum warm-up story 
Prepare pilot test questionnaires 
Prepare pilot test answer sheets 

Day  
4-5 

Pilot test with 12 subjects  
Write down all the answers and decide what answers to consider correct for 
each question 
Score the subjects, i.e., allocate scores to each subject based on their answers to 
each question. 
Choose the 12 best questions for the RTT. This omits questions that subjects 
found unclear or often got wrong. 
Construct the final RTT disc. This has the whole story as the first track followed 
by tracks for each indidividual phrase.  

Day 6 Update the track table to show which tracks have questions associated with 
them and which do not. 
Prepare RTT questionnaires – these use the reduced set of 12 questions 
Prepare RTT answer sheets 

 
Then, in each village, 12 subjects were tested on this Meung Yum RTT along with 
the Individual SLQ. The Meung Yum RTT was elicited in Yangon before this survey 
trip and was pilot-tested in Namt Yoke village during the survey trip. Twelve 
subjects were used in pilot-testing the Meung Yum RTT in Namt Yoke village. 
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 Dialect mapping tool 3.3.6
The mapping tool is to assist a group of speakers of a specific variety in discussing 
what they know about the varieties of their language. Another purpose is to 
encourage them to think about which varieties of their language could share a single 
set of written or oral materials. The tool is participatory in that it uses simple 
materials to create a visual display of speech varieties and groups these varieties 
according to various criteria.  
 
Firstly a group of village members is gathered who are knowledgeable about other 
villages and their speech varieties. The group typically numbered around 12-14 
people. The group is asked to name all the speech varieties6 that are related to their 
own speech variety. The survey team then writes these names down on pieces of 
paper and lays them out on the floor so that the entire group can see. The group is 
then asked to group the names, firstly according to how much they understand of 
each variety; then according to how much contact they have with each named 
variety; then how they interact with speakers of the other varieties. For example, 
can they use their own speech variety to ommunicate, and if so how much do they 
understand.  For a more detailed description of the methodology for this tool, see 
Appendices Appendix B for the English and Burmese versions of the Dialect Mapping 
Tool steps. 

 Observation notes 3.3.7
The survey team frequently noted any observations that were relevant to the 
research questions, such as what languages they heard in use in the villages when 
they were not conducting interviews. 

3.4 Subject selection 
There are two aspects to selecting subjects for the sociolinguistic questionnaires: 
screening subjects to ensure they are members of the community in question who 
speak the specified variety and correctly sampling individuals in each location. 
These are described in the following subsections. 

                                              
6 In this context, the word rok [rɤk] ‘Palaungic people group’ was used as it was easier 

for the people to understand. 
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 Screening criteria 3.4.1
When administering Individual SLQs, the target population for each variety in a 
village consists of people from that village who are mother-tongue speakers of that 
variety. This is formalized by using the following criteria for subjects. If a subject 
did not meet all three criteria for any one variety, then he/she is not part of the 
target population for that variety and, thus, was not tested. 
 
1. The subject is “from a Meung Yum7 village.” This is defined as growing up in a 

Meung Yum village, living in a Meung Yum village at present, and, if they have 
lived outside the Meung Yum area, their time elsewhere is not over five years.  

2. The subject speaks the mother tongue either first or best. 
3. The subject has at least one parent who is a mother-tongue speaker of the variety 

and that parent spoke the variety with him/her when he/she was a child. 

 Sampling 3.4.2
Quota sampling was used, with age and gender as the quota stratification variables. 
In all cases, the three age categories: age 15-30, age 31-45, and above 46. This 
results in six strata with the sample sizes desired in each stratum shown in Table 13. 
The stratification variables were chosen because it was thought that the answers to 
the research questions might differ by gender and age and so that no segment of the 
population would be excluded. The sample size was limited to only 12 people per 
village due to the time constraints of the research team members. The planned 
sample is shown in Table 13. 
 
Table 13: Planned sample size by age and gender 

Gender Age Total 
15-30 31-45 46+ 

Female 2 2 2 6 
Male 2 2 2 6 
Total 4 4 4 12 

 
The team also tried to make sure that the subjects they interviewed included a wide 
range of educational backgrounds (none, basic, and high). Also, an effort was made 
to sample in all parts of the village and to sample at a time of day when the villagers 

                                              
7 Savaiq speakers must come from a Savaiq village 
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are normally at home (rather than out in their fields, for example). These ways were 
used to avoid making the results biased by the sample selection.  

3.5 Methods of analysis 
In this section, methods of analysis are described. 

 Phonetic transcription 3.5.1
IPA transcriptions of the 454-item wordlists were entered into Excel and double-
checked for accuracy using the recordings. Detailed phonological analysis was not 
done. Charts of phonetic segments found in each variety were compiled so that they 
could be compared. 

 Lexicostatistics 3.5.2
This section describes the lexicostatistic approach used for computing the lexical 
similarity percentages. This lexicostatistic approach is an approximation of the 
percentage of cognates shared by two or more speech varieties. In making lexical 
comparisons, only core vocabularies are used. Mann (2004) identified a list of 118 
core items used in Southeast Asia. There are 105 of those items on the 454-wordlists 
so the lexical similarity percentages in this thesis are based on these 105 items. 
 
Waic languages are from the eastern Palaungic language family. Palaungic languages 
have monosyllabic and polysyllabic roots. Polysyllabic forms may include non-root 
syllables. These non-root syllables are supplemental information. For a lexical 
comparison attempting to approximate cognate percentages between speech 
varieties, it is often misleading to include non-root syllables in the comparison. Thus, 
in this study, only the root syllables are considered; non-root syllables are ignored. 
For example, consider the data in Table 14 [non-root syllables are shown in brackets] 
 
Table 14: Data with root and non-root syllables 

Variety Village ‘ten’ ‘leaf’ ‘branch’ 
Meung Yum  Man Pein kau l  aʔ [kʰauʔ] kak [kʰauʔ] 
Savaiq  Man Gyat   kau l  aʔ [kʰauʔ] kak [kʰauʔ] 
Muak Sa'aak  Wan Fai kul laː² [sɯ²] tan¹ [sɯ²] 
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In Table 14, the word ‘ten’ is a monosyllable; thus no further analysis is required 
and these forms can be directly compared. Looking at the words ‘leaf’ and ‘branch’, 
the varieties has the same morpheme [kʰauʔ]/ [sɯ²] meaning ‘tree’. These morphemes 
provide supplemental semantic information which is not necessary to the core meaning 
of the root syllable and are not analyzed. Applying these basic steps, the data can be 
clarified by eliminating minor and supplemental syllables, as shown in Table 15. 
 

Table 15: Data with root forms only 

Variety Village ‘ten’ ‘leaf’ ‘branch’ 
Meung Yum  Man Pein kau l  aʔ kak 
Savaiq  Man Gyat   kau l  aʔ kak 
Muak Sa'aak  Wan Fai kul la tan 

 

Phonetically-similar consonants and vowels (adapted from Burquest 2001) are 
shown in Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7. Initial and medial consonants 
which are phonetically similar in at least two features are shown by connected lines 
in Figure 4. For example, [p] and [ʔ] share two phonetic features, plosive and 
voiceless, shown by a connecting line in the figure. 
 
 
 

Bilabial Labiodental  Alveolar   Palatal Velar glottal 

  Aspirated Plosive      pʰ   tʰ   cʰ      kʰ     
 

  Plosive 
 
 
 

      p 
 
     b    

 

  t 
 
d    
 

 
 
 c 

 
   k 

 
   ɡ 

ʔ 

  Fricative          v     s          h 
          
  Nasal m 

 
  n   ɲ   ŋ  

 
 

                

          
  Approximant w   r   j   
            
  Lateral  approximant    l      
     

   
     

Figure 4: Initial and medial consonants which share at least two features 
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Final consonants which are phonetically similar in at least two features are shown in 
Figure 5.  
 
 

Bilabial   Alveolar   Palatal Velar glottal 

 
 

         

Plosive p 
 

  t 
 

 
 

 c k 
 

ʔ 
 

h 
        g  

Nasal m   n   ɲ ŋ  
 

Figure 5: Final consonants which share at least two features 

Phonetically-similar vowels are shown by connecting lines in Figure 6. Connected 
vowels differ by no more than two features. For example [i] and [e] differ in only 
highness whereas [i] and [u] differ in backness and roundness. 
 

 Front Central Back 

Close i 
 

 ɯ   u 

Close-mid e 
 

    o 

  
 

 ə    

Open-mid ɛ     
 

ɔ 

Open     ɑ  
Figure 6: Vowels differing by one feature 
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Simple vowels with phonetically-similar diphthongs are displayed in Figure 7. 
 

 Front Central Back 

Close i 
 

     ɯ   u 

Close-mid e 
 

 iu/ui  o 

  
 

iɑ/ɑi   ɑu/uɑ  

Open-mid ɛ    
 

ɔ 

Open     ɑ  
Figure 7: Simple vowels with phonetically-similar diphthongs 

 
The criteria in Table 16 are used to judge whether phonological segments of a word 
from two varieties are phonetically similar or not.  
Table 16: Criteria for segment comparison (Blair 1990: 31-32) 

Category A:  (a) Identical consonants 
  (b) Identical vowels or phonetically-similar (connected) vowels 

(c) Phonetically-similar (connected) consonants that appear in a total 
of 3 or more word pairs (over the whole wordlist) 

Category B:  (a) Phonetically-similar (connected) consonants in fewer than 3 word 
  pairs 

(b) Vowels that are not connected 
(c) [r]/[l]/[x] and nothing after another consonant 

Category C:  (a) Non-phonetically-similar (not connected) consonants 
(b) A correspondence with nothing in fewer than 3 word pairs (over 
the whole wordlist) 

Ignore:  (a) The vowel [ə] between consonants 
(b) A correspondence of a consonant or a vowel with nothing in 3 or 
more word pairs (over the whole wordlist) 
(c) A correspondence between [ʔ]/ [h] and nothing for final 

 consonants 
(d) Suprasegmentals such as tones, breathiness 
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When comparing dipthongs and vowels, for example [ia] and [iɛ] Figure 7 was 
consulted first. For diphthongs not included in that figure, the diphthong should be 
connected to all the sounds in between the two sounds in the diphthong. Thus, [uɔ] 
is connected to [u], [o] and [ɔ]. Segments were considered phonetically similar if 
either (1) they are shown connected on the charts of phonetically-similar segments 
or (2) they appeared in three or more word pairs within the 454-item wordlist.  
 
In this example, for the word for “ten”, Meung Yum and Savaiq have identical initial 
consonants. Thus, the correspondence between the first segments of the word pair 
are assigned to Category A; sub-point (a). They also have two identical vowels, so 
these vowels are assigned to Category A; sub-point (b) and Category A; sub-point (b) 
respectively. From here on the word sub-point will be omitted.  
 
For Muak Sa-ak and Savaiq, the correspondence between the segments [k] - [k] or 
[a]-[a] are identical with Muak Sa-ak, thus they are also assigned to Category A (a) 
and A (b) respectively. But the last segment [l] is a correspondence with nothing in 
3 or more word pairs (over the whole wordlist). Thus, it is assigned to be ignored (x). 
 
The results of applying the criteria in Table 16 to the data in Table 15 are shown in 
Table 17. 
 
Table 17: Application of similarity for lexical item ‘ten’ 

Comparison of  ‘ten’ Meung Yum Savaiq Muak Sa-ak Categorization 
Meung Yum- Savaiq kau kau  A(a)-A(b)-A(b) 
MeungYum-Muak Sa-ak kau  kul A(a)-A(b)-(x) 
Savaiq-Muak Sa-ak  kau kul A(a)-A(b)-(x) 

 
It should be noted that by ignoring phonations, tones, and registers the lexical 
similarity percentages might be raised. However, Phung (p.c) reported that only 
around ten percent of Meung Yum words have breathy vowels. 
Once the categories have been assigned for all of the phones, Table 18 is used to 
determine whether the words thus compared are lexically similar or not. The 
determination is based on the number of phones and certain conditions the word 
forms must meet in order to be considered lexically similar. The comparisons must 
match one of the specifications listed in the matrix in order to be considered 
lexically similar. 
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Table 18: Acceptable category combinations for lexical similarity 

No. of 
Phones 

 
= 

Category  No. of 
Phones 

 
= 

Category 
A B C  A B C 

1 = 1 0 0  6 = 6 0 0 
2 = 2 0 0  6 = 5 1 0 
2 = 1 1 0  6 = 5 0 1 
3 = 3 0 0  6 = 4 2 0 
3 = 2 1 0  6 = 4 1 1 
4 = 4 0 0  6 = 3 3 0 
4 = 3 1 0  6 = 3 2 1 
4 = 3 0 1  7 = 7 0 0 
4 = 2 2 0  7 = 6 1 0 
4 = 2 1 1  7 = 6 0 1 
5 = 5 0 0  7 = 5 2 0 
5 = 4 1 0  7 = 5 1 1 
5 = 4 0 1  7 = 4 3 0 
5 = 3 2 0  7 = 4 2 1 
5 = 3 1 1       

 
To use Table 18, first, the number of phones in each word is counted. If one word is 
longer than the other, the number of phones in the longer word is used. Then, the 
number of phones in each category (Category A, Category B, Category C) is counted. 
For example, for the word ‘ten’ and ‘leaf’ in the comparison between Meung Yum 
and Savaiq in Table 17, they have three phones, all the three phones are Category A 
(Phones 3, Category A=3, Category B=0, Category C=0). Since this case is listed in 
Table 18, the words compared are lexically similar.  
 
Another example is the word ‘branch’ in the comparison between Savaiq and Muak 
Sa-ak in Table 15. Of the three phones, two are in Category C (a) and the other one 
is in Category A (b). This case is not listed in Table 18 (Phones=3, Category A=1, 
Category B=0, Category C=2), and therefore these two words are not lexically 
similar.Table 19 gives the results for each of the cases in Table 15. 
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Table 19: Lexical similarity analysis 

Comparison ‘ten’ ‘leaf’ ‘branch’ 
Meung Yum- Savaiq similar similar similar 
Meung Yum-Muak Sa-ak similar similar not similar 
Savaiq-Muak Sa-ak similar similar not similar 

 
From these comparisons, the percentage of lexical similarity can be computed and a 
matrix can be generated that depicts the lexical similarity relationship between 
speech varieties. The percentage presented in Section 6.1.2 was based on 
comparisons of approximately 100 words (see Appendix A), not just the words 
shown in this example. 

 Recorded text test 3.5.3
The procedure for RTT followed Nahhas (2007: 68). After administering the test, the 
answer keys were scored, 0 or 1. Then the RTT scores for each subject are computed 
for the average and standard deviation. Do this for all the subjects combined. Also 
do it by the stratification used in the sampling (i.e. by age and gender). Then, the 
scores are lined up from the subjects with higher to lower scores, to evaluate the 
effect of contact on comprehension as shown in Appendix D. The average and 
standard deviation is calculated by computer software; Microsoft Excel.  
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 Chapter 4
Sociolinguistics analysis I: assessing the need 

This chapter presents sociolinguistic analysis for each of the research questions 
relating to Goal 1: assessing the need. Results of every question are interpreted 
according the methods and criteria laid out in section 3.5. Before presenting detailed 
analysis of the data, some information of the selected sites is described.  

4.1 Description of survey sites 
The purpose of the Knowledgeable Insider Questionnaires described in Section 3.3.2 
was to gather information about the community as a whole such as history of the 
people, ethnic profile of the village, and access to educational facilities. It is helpful 
to know what communities are like when interpreting responses from individual 
subjects obtained from the Individual Sociolinguistic Questionnaires. 
 
Brief information about the sites and the reason for choosing each site is given in 
section 3.2. Altogether eight Meung Yum villages were visited for data collection. 
Four of the villages: Kaung Sar, Pan Tan, Man Kyu, Man Phan were visited in 
December 2009 and the other four villages: Namt Yoke, Man Pein, Kaung Sang, and 
Man Kan were visited in January 2011. Twelve subjects were interviewed in each of 
the villages. There were a total of 96 Meung Yum individual interview subjects. All 
the interviewees were Meung Yum mother tongue speakers. Two Savaiq villages 
were visited in February 2011. 13 subjects were interviewed in Man Gyat village 
and 11 subjects were interviewed in Thein Tan.  

 Overview of village communities 4.1.1
Examining the ethnic composition of the communities and the ways in which they 
are changing helps us to understand the big picture to interpret the responses of 
individuals in those communities.  
 
The number of houses, belonging to different ethnic groups and the time, when the 
different ethnic groups were established in the Meung Yum communities are laid out 
in Table 20 and the same information about the Savaiq is in Table 21. 
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Table 20: Ethnic composition of Meung Yum villages in sample 

Village Approximate 
time since 

present 
commnity 

arrived 

Number of houses 
Total Meung 

Yum 
Jinphaw/ 
Lachid/ 
Lhaovo 

Chinese Burmese
/Palaung

/Wa 

Kaung Sar 100 yrs. 41 20 1 20  
Pan Tan NA 43 30 13   
Man Kyu 100 yrs. 25 13 12   
Man Phan NA 47 42 5   
Namt Yoke 300 yrs. 52 50   2 
Man Pein 500 yrs. 86 86    

Kaung Sang 150 yrs. 92 90   2 
Man Kan 300 yrs. 92 92    

Total 478 423 31 20 4 
 
All eight villages are composed of Meung Yum majority. By households 423/478 
[88.4%] were identified as Meung Yum and 55/478[11.5%] are non-Meung Yum 
families. Man Pein, Namt Yoke, Man Kan and Kaung Sang are the bigger and the 
older established villages. Typically, those who have become Christian move in to 
Lachid villages from their home (Buddhist) villages. Most Meung Yum households in 
Man Kyu and Man Phan are Christians but the people in the rest of the villages are 
Buddhists.  The number of houses and time in present location is given for the 
Savaiq villages in Table 21. 
 
Table 21: Ethnic composition of Savaiq villages in sample 

Village Name Approximate time since 
present community 
arrived 

Number of houses 
Total Savaiq Lhaovo 

Man Gyat   200 yrs. 100 90 10 
Thein Tan 45 yrs. 18 18  

Total 118 108 10 
 The number of houses and time in present location is given for the Savaiq villages 
in Table 21. 
 
Table 21 shows that the two selected villages are Savaiq majority. By households, 
108/118 [91.5%] were identified as Savaiq and non- Savaiq villagers are 10/118 
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[8.47%]. In Man Gyat, all subjects were born, grew up, and live now in the village. 
Thein Tan village was established 45 years ago.  

 Age distribution  4.1.2
The design of the sample and the sample sites were determined in advance, however 
when the survey was actually carried out slight deviations from the sample design 
were made because of a lack of available subjects in certain age/gender categories in 
the villages at the time of the survey. The actual numbers of subjects in each 
age/gender category is presented for each village in Table 22. 
 
Table 22: Age distribution of Meung Yum subjects by village, gender and age 
groups 

Village Gender 15-30 31-45 46+ Total 
Kaung Sar Male 2 2 2 6 

Female 2 2 2 6 
Total 4 4 4 12 

Pan Tan Male 4 2 0 6 
Female 2 3 1 6 
Total 6 5 1 12 

Man Kyu Male 2 2 2 6 
Female 2 3 1 6 
Total 4 5 3 12 

Man Phan Male 2 2 2 6 
Female 2 2 2 6 
Total 4 4 4 12 

Namt Yoke Male 2 1 3 6 
Female 3 2 1 6 
Total 5 3 4 12 

Man Pein Male 2 1 3 6 
Female 2 3 1 6 
Total 4 4 4 12 

Kaung Sang Male 2 2 3 7 
Female 2 1 2 5 
Total 4 3 5 12 

Man Kan Male 2 1 3 6 
Female 2 1 3 6 
Total 4 2 6 12 

Grand Total  35[36.4%] 30[31.25%] 31[32.29%] 96[100%] 
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Table 22 describes the age distribution of the 96 subjects in the eight Meung Yum 
villages. 35/96 [36.4%] are aged between 15-30 years old, 30/96 [31.25%] subjects 
are aged between 31-45, and 31/96 [32.29%] subjects are ages 46 and above. The 
total number of male subjects is 49 [51%] and of female subjects are 47 [49%]. The 
original sampling plan was deviated from slightly in the 15-30 age-category, when 
the sampling took place. According to the original design, there should be 32 
subjects in each age-gender category although this slight deviation is handled in the 
analysis. The ages of the subjects are listed in Table 23. The three broad age groups 
(15-30; 31-45; 46+) are subdivided into 5-year age ranges and within each such age 
range the age of each individual subject is listed in increasing order. This is done for 
both male and female. It should be noted that many subjects did not know their 
actual birth dates or ages and this led to them reporting approximate numbers, for 
example seven females reported their age as 45. 
 
Table 23: Age distribution of Meung Yum by age and gender 

Age Ranges Male (N=49) Female (N=47) 
Ages of Subjects Total Ages of subjects Total 

15-30 15-20 17 18 18 20 20 20 20 20 18 15 16 16 17 18 18 18 17 
21-25 24 25 25 25 25 25 25 
26-30 26 29 29 30 30 30 30 28 28 28 30 30 30 30   

31-45 31-35 32 32 32 32 34 35 14 31 31 33 16 
36-40 35 37 37 38 40 40 40 40 40 40 
41-45 41 45 45 41 45 45 45 45 45 45 45  

46+ 46-50 46 48 50 50 50 50 50 17 
 

47 50 50 50 50 50 50 14 
 51-55 51  

56-60 57 58 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60  
61-65  65 
66-70 70 70 70 70 
>70  80 

 

The age distribution for Savaiq subjects is given in Table 24. 
 

Table 24: Age distribution of Savaiq by village, gender and age group 
Village Gender 15-30 31-45 46+ Total 
Man Gyat   Male 3 1 3 7 

Female 1 2 1 4 
Total 4 3 4 11 

Pan Tan Male 2 3 2 7 
Female 3 1 2 6 
Total 5 4 4 13 

Grand Total  9 7 8 24 
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There were 11 subjects from Man Gyat village and 13 subjects from Thein Tan 
village. Altogether, there were 24 Savaiq individual interview subjects. The total 
number of male subjects is 14 [58.3%] and of female subjects is 10 [41.6%]. The 
actual sampling collected more subjects of the 15-30 age groups. The age of every 
subject is listed in Table 25. 
 

Table 25: Age distribution of Savaiq by age and gender  

Age Ranges Male (N=14) Female (N=10) 
Ages of Subjects Total Ages of subjects Total 

15-
30 

15-20 19 5 15 4 
21-25 22 23 25 23 25 
26-30 27 28 

31-
45 

31-35 35 4 35 3 
36-40 40 40 40 
41-45 42 43   

46+ 46-50 46 47 47 48 5 48 3 
51-55  52 
56-60  60 
61-65 65  

 
According to the original design, there should be 4 subjects in each age-gender 
category although this slight deviation is handled in the analysis.  

 Education of subjects 4.1.3
The number of years Meung Yum individuals spent in formal education is displayed 
in Table 26. 
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Table 26: Years in formal education by village and gender 

Meung 
Yum 
Village 

School in 
village 

Gender Years in 
formal 
education 

Average 
Time  

(mean) 

Average 
Time 

(median) 
Kaung Sar No Male 0 0 0 0 0 3 0.5 0 

Female 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.3 0 
Pan Tan Yes Male 0 4 4 4 5 7 4 4 

Female 0 0 0 0 0 3 0.5 0 
Man Kyu Yes Male 0 0 0 0 3 4 1.16 0 

Female 0 0 0 0 0 9 1.5 0 
Man Phan  No Male 0 0 0 1 4 4 1.5 0.5 

Female 0 0 0 0 5 5 1.66 0 
Namt 
Yoke 

Yes Male 0 0 0 5 8 11 4 2.5 
Female 0 0 0 4 4 4 2 2 

Man Pein Yes Male 0 0 0 0 1 2 0.5 0 
Female 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.16 0 

Kaung 
Sang 

No Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Man Kan Yes Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Female 0 0 0 0 0 8 1.3 0 

Total subjects 1.13 0 
 
The men in Namt Yoke and Pan Tan spent the longest time in formal education. The 
presence of a school in a village does not guarantee that the subjects in a sample will 
have attended. For example, Man Kan has a school, but only one subject had spent 
time in formal education, and she is not originally from Man Kan. Man Phan on the 
other hand does not have a school but five of the twelve subjects spent time in 
formal education, typically in the neighbour village of Man Kyu.  
 
The figures in Table 26 show that men generally spent slightly longer time in formal 
education. 70/96 [92.9%] of all the subjects had no education at all. The mean time 
spent in school for all subjects is 1.13 years and the median is 0 years.  

Table 27 gives the years in formal education by age and gender for the Meung Yum 
subjects. Within each age-gender category the entries represent the number of years 
in formal education in increasing order.  In total, 26/96 [27%] of the people had 
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received formal education among the people. The youngest age group received the 
most formal education. Male subjects are more likely to have had some formal 
education than females, but even the most educated group (male subjects in the 15-
30 year old age category) has only a few years in school (mean 2.89 yrs; median 4 
yrs). 

Table 27: Years in formal education by age and gender 

 Male (N=49) Female (N=47) 
Age 

range 
Years in formal 

education 
Average Years in formal 

education 
Average 

Mean Median Mean Median 
15-30 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4  

4 4 4 4 4 5 5 7 11 
2.89 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 3 5 8 9 
1.78 0 

31-45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 4 5 8 

1.46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 2 4 4 4 5 

1 0 

46+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 

0 0 

Total  1.49 0 Total  0.96 0 
 
Table 28 and Table 29 describe the length of time Savaiq subjects spent in formal 
education. 8/24 [33.3%] of them had received some formal education. The mean 
average of time spent in school for all Savaiq subjects is 2.04 years and the median 
average is 0 years.  
 

Table 28: Years in formal education of Savaiq by village and gender 

Savaiq 
Village 

School in 
village 

Gender Years spent in 
formal 

education 

Average 
Time 

(mean) 

Average 
Time 

(median) 
Man Gyat   No Male 0 0 0 7 8 11 4.5 3.5 

Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Thein Tan No Male 0 0 0 0 5 7 2 0 

Female 0 0 0 1 4 6 1.5 0.5 
Total subjects 2.04 0 

 
Table 29 gives the breakdown of years in formal education by age and gender for 
the two Savaiq villages. Within each age-gender category the entries represent the 
number of years in formal education in increasing order. The youngest age group 
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received formal education the most. The mean number of years in education for all 
male is 2.9 years and the median number is 0 years. Less than half of the people had 
experienced formal education. 
 
Table 29: Years in formal education by age and gender of Savaiq 

 Male (N=13) Female (N=10) 
Age 

range 
Years in formal 

education 
Average Years in formal 

education 
Average 

Mean Median Mean Median 
15-30 0 0 5 7 8 3.3 2.5 0 0 1 3 1 0 
31-45 0 0 7 1 0 0 0 0 6 1.5 0 
46+ 0 0 0 0 11 2.2 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 2.9 0 Total  1 0 
 
Men often receive their main literacy education in the temple during their time as a 
novice or monk. The time living in the temple therefore gives an indication of the 
amount of literacy education they have received. The big difference between literacy 
in the temple and literacy in school is the language- the schools teach Burmese and 
the temples teach Shan.  
 
Table 30 gives the time spent in a temple by male Meung Yum subjects by village.  
9/49 [9.4%] of male subjects had studied in Shan temples. 40/49 [91%] of male 
subjects did not study in a monastery. The mean time spent in temple for Meung 
Yum men is 1.28 year and the median is 0 years. 
 
Table 30: Years in Shan temple by Meung Yum village  

Meung Yum Village Years in Temple Average Time  
(mean) 

Average Time 
(median) 

Kaung Sar 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pan Tan 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Man Kyu 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.16 0 
Man Phan  0 0 0 0 0 1 0.16 0 
Namt Yoke 0 0 0 0 5 5 1.6 0 
Man Pein 0 0 0 0 3 20 3.8 0 
Kaung Sang 0 0 0 0 10 12 3.66 0 
Man Kan 0 0 0 0 0 15 2.5 0 

Total male subjects 1.28 0 
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It can be observed that in most of the villages, there are a small number of people 
who are knowledgeable in their religion and committed in their belief. 
 
Table 31: Length of time male Savaiq subjects spent time in Shan temple 

Savaiq 
Village 

Time spent in Temple Average Time (mean) Average Time 
(median) 

Man Gyat   0 0 0 5 5 7 2.8 2.5 
Thein Tan 0 0 0 0 13 16 4.8 0 

Total  3.5 0 
 
 
Table 31 shows that about half of the male Savaiq subjects spent time in the temple. 
The mean time spent in temple for Savaiq men is 3.5 years and the median is 0 years. 

4.2 Potential to use Shan 
This section assesses the potential for Meung Yum speakers to use Shan for oral or 
written communication as well as attitudes towards Shan. Before proceeding we 
note that in many of the analysis sections there are differences in the total number 
of subjects providing data for a particular probe. For those probes used on both 
survey trips, N=96. For probes used only on one trip, N=48. For probes of the 
second trip that were asked in the 3 villages of Man Pein, Kaung Sang, and Man Kan 
but not in Namt Yoke village where the RTT story was obtained, N=36. 

 Potential to use Shan for oral communication 4.2.1
This section seeks to answer the following question: 

Research Question 1: 1 Do Meung Yum speakers understand Shan adequately? 
The following probe gives insight into this research question. 
 
What other languages can you speak?  (09-ISQ26 & 11-ISQ218) 
Table 32 shows that 42/96 [43.75%] reported Shan as one of the languages they 
speak. In summary, many men can speak Shan more than women can do. 
  

                                              
8 2009 Individual Sociolinguistic Questionnaire No. 26 and 2011 Individual 

Sociolinguistic Questionnaire No.21 
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Table 32: Number of Meung Yum who report they speak Shan  

Gender 15-30 31-45 46+ Total (N=96) 
Male (N=49) 7 8 15 30/49 
Female (N=47) 1 9 2 12/47 
Total 8/35 17/30 17/31 42/96 

 
What groups of Meung Yum people can speak Shan well? Why? What groups 
of the people can’t speak Shan very well? Why? (11-KIQ42-43) 
According to the interview with the Namt Yoke village headman generally, people in 
his village aged above 40, can speak Shan well. Men learn Shan from their time in 
the monastery. The Man Pein village leader also reported that the villagers aged 15 
and above in the village can speak Shan well. Males above ten years old can speak 
Shan because at that age they start to become novices and monks. Shan is also used 
in communication with outsiders while doing buying and selling. The village head in 
Man Kan also mentioned that the villagers who are older than 40 can speak Shan 
well because they make friends with Shan people. However, younger people and 
those who do not often go out of the village cannot speak Shan. 
 
Of all the languages you speak, which language do you speak best, including 
mother tongue? second best? third best? (09-ISQ27b & 11-ISQ22) 
All the subjects speak their mother tongue best. Table 33 shows that 23 Meung Yum 
[23.9%] list Shan as their second.  19/23 is men and 4/23 is women.   
 
Table 33: Meung Yum who report they can speak Shan as second best 

Village name Speaking Shan as second best 

Total (N=96) Male (N=49) Female (N=47) 
Kaung Sar 2 2 0 
Pan Tan 1 0 1 
Man Kyu 1 1 0 
Man Phan 1 1 0 
Namt Yoke 4 3 1 
Man Pein 4 4 0 
Kaung Sang 3 3 0 
Man Kan 7 5 2 

Total 23 19 4 
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Table 34 lists the number of the people who can speak Shan as their third best 
language. 
 

Table 34: Meung Yum: Speaking Shan as third best 

Village name Total (N=96) Male (N=49) Female (N=47) 
Kaung Sar 1 1 0 
Pan Tan 1 1 0 
Man Kyu 4 3 1 
Man Phan 1 1 0 
Namt Yoke 1 1 0 
Man Pein 3 1 2 
Kaung Sang 1 1 0 
Man Kan 1 0 1 

Total 13 9 4 
 
13 Meung Yum speak Shan as their third best language. 9/13 is men and 4/13 is 
women.  
 
Overall, how well do you speak Shan? 1. A little 2. Well enough to get by. 3. 
Well. (11-ISQ49) 
This question is only asked in 3 Meung Yum sites to 36 subjects, but not in Namt 
Yoke. The results are displayed in Table 35. 
 

Table 35: Meung Yum: Fluency of speaking Shan  

How well do you 
speak Shan 

Total 
(N=36) 

Male 
(N=18) 

Female 
(N=18) 

A little 8 6 2 
Enough to get by 2 1 1 
Well 11 11 0 
Total 21 18 3 

 
21/36 [58.3%] can speak Shan at some level. 8/36 [22.2%] of them can speak Shan 
only a little, 2 subjects can speak it enough to get by and 11/36 [30.5%] of them 
can speak well. This indicates that the number of people who reported that they 
speak Shan fluently is 11/36 [30%], less than one third of the total. Only 3/18 
women claim to speak Shan at any level compared to 18/18 men.  
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According to the Dialect Mapping tool results, the subjects from Kaung Sang and 
Man Kan reported that they have to speak Shan in order to communicate with Ai-
Shuai, Palaung, Yao Khrone and Panglao people.   
 
The bilingual proficiency evaluation in 09-ISQ55-60 was intended to be asked as a 
set for each LWC in use in the area which are Lachid, Shan, Chinese, and Burmese. 
However, lack of space on the answer sheet meant that the questions were only 
asked for Shan in 2009. Table 36 shows the details of the responses. 
 
Table 36: Bilingual proficiency evaluation-Shan 

 Question 
No. 

Gender Age Category Total (N=48) 
15-30 31-45 46+ 

1 09-ISQ55 Can you buy something in Shan? 
 Male 1 3 2 6 
 Female 0 2 0 2 
 Total 1 5 2 8/48[16.6%] 

2 09-ISQ56 Can you tell about your family in Shan? 
 Male 0 1 1 2 
 Female 0 0 0 0 
 Total 0 1 1 2/48 [4.16%] 

3 09-ISQ57 If you overhear two Shan people speaking Shan in the market can you describe in 
Meung Yum what you heard? 

 Male 0 1 1 2 
 Female 0 0 0 0 
 Total 0 1 1 2/48 [4.16%] 

4 09-ISQ58 Could you use Shan explain to a Shan speaker who does not speak Meung Yum, 
how to do your job? 

 Male 2 2 2 6 
 Female 0 2 0 2 
 Total 2 4 0 8/48 [16.6%] 

5 09-ISQ59 Can you speak Shan as fast as a Shan person and still be understood? 
 Male 2 2 1 5 
 Female 0 2 0 2 
 Total 2 4 1 7/48 [14.58%] 

6 09-ISQ60 Can you speak Shan as well as a Shan person? 
 Male 2 0 0 2 
 Female 0 2 0 2 
 Total 2 2 0 4/48 [8.3%] 

 
This figure shows that only 8/48 (16.6%) claim be able to use Shan for the simplest 
communication task, buying something in Shan. Since the questions are meant to 
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correspond to increasingly difficult communication tasks, it would be expected that 
the numbers would generally decrease. So it is surprising that the number of positive 
responses to the second and third questions (ISQ56 & 57) is lower than responses for 
(ISQ58 & 59). This is perhaps due to thequestions not being suffiently precise. For 
example, ISQ57 asks about overhearing a conversation in the market place. It does 
not specify the topic of conversation, so perhaps some people were not confident 
they could understand absolutely any topic and gave a negative report. Also ISQ57 
refers to two Shan people talking in the market but does not specify the topic. It’s 
possible that a Meung Yum subject might not be confident of understanding all 
possible topics so they might have a negative response to this question. 

 Potential to use Shan for written communication 4.2.2
Can you read in Shan (with understanding)? If yes, do you think it is easy or 
hard to understand written Shan? (11-ISQ33, 35) 
The above question was used in three Meung Yum villages: Man Pein, Kaung Sang, 
Man Kan.  
 
5/36 [13.8%] of Meung Yum subjects reported that they can read Shan with 
understanding. The background of the subjects shows that their ages are between 20 
and 70, and they spent 3 to 20 years long in the temple. However, the percentage of 
literacy in Shan is not high. All the five subjects mentioned that it is easy to 
understand it.  
Table 37 shows the detailed information. 
 

Table 37: Years in monastery education of five Meung Yum subjects who can 
read Shan 

Subject’s Village Age of subjects Length of years in temple 
Man Pein 50 3 

70 20 
Kaung Sang 51 12 

20 10 
Man Kan 37 15 

 
One of the survey team was a mother tongue Shan speaker and observed that older 
Meung Yum can speak Shan well with a good accent. Only a few old women can 
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speak Shan. The team also met with a Meung Yum young man in Kaung Sang who 
had been a monk for a long time; he can speak and read Shan very well. 

 Attitudes to written Shan 4.2.3
This section presents data relating to the following research question. 

Research Question 1: 2: Do Meung Yum speakers have negative attitudes 
toward the existing written Shan that would keep them from using these 
materials? 

Would you like to be able to speak Shan better? Why? (09-ISQ34) 
Among 16/48 subjects who reported that they speak Shan, 5 subjects mentioned 
that they would like to speak Shan better. 9 subjects do not know how to give 
reasons because they are shy and ‘why’ questions are mostly abstract for them. Only 
2 subjects said they do not want to speak Shan better not because of having negative 
attitude toward Shan language. They think they will not have chances to learn the 
language. 
 
Would it be acceptable for a young Meung Yum to marry a Shan person? (09-
ISQ36 d, e) 
12/16 reported that it is allowed for a Meung Yum to marry a Shan person. 3/16 
said that it is not allowed, 1 subject gave no answer. 
 
If yes, how interested are you in reading and writing Shan materials?  (a) very 
interested, (b) rather interested, (c) a little interested, (d) not at all interested 
(11-ISQ34) 
One Meung Yum subject is a little interested, 3 subjects are rather interested and 
only one subject is very interested. 
 
From religious leader’s questionnaire results, it has been observed that there is one 
monastery in every selected village. The religious leader interviews were conducted 
in two Meung Yum villages. When visiting the two monasteries, a few big old sheets 
of Buddhist scriptures were shown by the novices and those documents are written 
in an old Shan and Tai Khuen scripts. Generally, they read Buddhist scriptures in 
Shan and speak in Meung Yum. Only a few monks, novices, and astrologers can read 
them. They said these written materials are very difficult to understand.  
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 Summary of evidence concerning potential to use Shan 4.2.4
In this section, the evidence of the previous three sections is combined to attempt to 
draw a more general picture of Meung Yum speakers’ potential to use Shan. The 
issue motivating this study was whether or not there is a need for a Meung Yum 
language development program or whether literacy in an LWC such as Shan was a 
possible alternative for Meung Yum speakers. Proficiency in understanding and 
speaking in Shan is hugely beneficial for learning literacy skills in Shan.  
 
42/96 [43.75%] of Meung Yum listed Shan as one of the languages they speak; 30 
men and 12 women. However, only 4/48 (8.3%) subjects can speak Shan very well 
or can speak Shan as well as a Shan person. The literacy rate in Shan is very low. 
Not a single woman among the people is literate in Shan. 5/36 [13.8%] of Meung 
Yum subjects responded that they can read Shan with understanding.  
 
The attitude toward written Shan is found to be positive. All the subjects who can 
read Shan mentioned that it is easy to understand it. They are interested in some 
level in writing Shan. The people think that it is a sacred language since Shan is a 
written language and is currently used in their religious community, i.e. Buddhist. 
However, despite their positive attitudes, the present low literacy rate in Shan and 
lack of proficiency in speaking Shan is likely to prevent the Meung Yum from 
developing Shan literacy skills in the future. In other words, Shan has low viability 
as an alternative language of literacy for the Meung Yum. 

4.3 Potential to use Lachid 
This section seeks to assess the potential for Meung Yum speakers to use Lachid for 
oral or written communication as well as attitudes towards Lachid. 

 Potential to use Lachid in oral communication 4.3.1

Research Question 1: 3 Do Meung Yum speakers understand Lachid 
adequately? 

 
From village demographics of survey sites, in six of the eight villages surveyed, 
Meung Yum made up of a large majority of the population. In Man Kyu and Man 
Phan villages, Lachid Christians were living there before any Meung Yum villagers. 
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The Meung Yum villagers moved in to those villages recently when they became 
Christians. 
 
Lachid is one of the LWCs spoken only in the related community in the Meung Yum 
area but not in the Buddhist majority. For fluency in Lachid, the subjects can do easy 
tasks using Lachid that they can speak, but they cannot speak Lachid as fast or as 
fluently as a native Lachid speaker. 
 
What other languages can you speak? (09-ISQ26 & 09-ISQ21) 
Table 38 shows the number of subjects who reported that they can speak Lachid in 
oral communication by village and gender. 
 
Table 38: Number of Meung Yum who report they speak Lachid  

Meung Yum 
Village 

 Lachid speakers 
Total (N=96) Male (N=49) Female (N=47) 

Kaung Sar 6/12 (50%) 3 3 
Pan Tan 9/12 (75%) 6 3 
Man Kyu 9/12 (75%) 6 3 
Man Phan 9/12 (75%) 4 5 
Namt Yoke 1/12(8.3%) 1 0 
Man Pein 4/12 (33.3%) 4 0 
Kaung Sang 0/12 (0%) 0 0 
Man Kan 0/12 (0%) 0 0 

Total 38/96 (39.58%) 24/49 14/47 
 
38/96 [39.58%] of all the subjects said they can speak Lachid.  In the first four 
visited villages: Kaung Sar, Pan Tan, Man Kyu and Man Phan, the villagers can speak 
more Lachid language since Man Kyu and Man Phan are Meung Yum Christian 
villages and Lachid villages are located in the area. But in the last four listed villages, 
very few people can speak Lachid. No one from Kaung Sang and Man Kan can speak 
Lachid and only one person from Namt Yoke and 4 people from Man Pein speak 
Lachid and all of those are men. These are Buddhists and are not located near the 
Lachid Christian community.  
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Table 39: Meung Yum who report they can speak Lachid as second best 

Meung Yum 
Village name 

Speaking Lachid as second best 

Total (N=96) Male (N=49) Female (N=47) 
Kaung Sar 1 0 1 
Pan Tan 9 6 3 
Man Kyu 7 3 4 
Man Phan 6 2 4 
Namt Yoke 0 0 0 
Man Pein 2 0 2 
Kaung Sang 0 0 0 
Man Kan 0 0 0 

Total 25 11 14 
 
25/96 [26%] of the Meung Yum subjects reported that they speak Lachid as their 
second best language. Among those who speak Lachid 22/25 [88%] are from Pan 
Tan, Man Kyu, Man Phan villages and so live with Lachid people, however, 3/25 
[12%] are from the rest of the villages, which have no daily contact with Lachid. 
5/96 [5%] reported that they speak Lachid as their third best. 
 
Overall, how well do you speak Lachid? 1. A little 2. Well enough to get by 3. 
Well. (11-ISQ51) 
This question was also only asked in 3 Meung Yum sites to 36 subjects, and not in 
Namt Yoke.  Among Meung Yum who can speak Lachid, only 1/36 [2.7%] subject 
can speak it well 3/36[8.3%] subjects can speak it enough to get by and 3/36 [8.3%] 
subjects can speak it a little. However, 29 subjects from the 2011 surveyed sites 
cannot speak Lachid at all.  
 
However, some Meung Yum subjects reported that they speak Lachid with non-
Meung Yum friends and co-workers. Some subjects reported that Meung Yum and 
Lachid are frequently used in village meetings. 
 
What groups of Meung Yum people can speak Lachid well? Why? 
What groups can’t speak Lachid very well? Why? (11-KIQ44-45) 
Note that the questions were asked to the village headmen of four Meung Yum 
villages in the 2011 field trip.  The Namt Yoke village head reported that adults in 
his village can speak Lachid well since they make friends with Lachid in schools 
when going to school in a Lachid village. The Man Pein village leader reported that 
their villagers aged around 40, can speak Lachid well because they exchange work 
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with one another and work in the same rice fields. The headmen from Kaung Sang 
and Man Kan reported that no one at all or almost no one in their villages cannot 
speak Lachid.  
 
The team visited Kham Deng Lachid village when there was a Christmas celebration.  
Many Lachid churches and Meung Yum Christians attended. All the worship services 
were conducted in Lachid.  
 
Every five days there is a market in Kang Mong small town. All the people groups 
around the area, including Kokant (Chinese), Burmese, Lhaovo, Lachid, and Wa, as 
well as Meung Yum and Savaiq people, come to buy and sell in this market. So there 
are occasions when Meung Yum speakers come into contact with Lachid. Such 
contact can lead to comprehension of oral Lachid, which is a first step to learning 
how to use Lachid for oral communication. 

 Potential to use Lachid for written communication 4.3.2
This section presents data relating research question. 
 
Can you read in Lachid (with understanding)? (11-ISQ36) 
This question was used in three villages with 36 subjects. 5/36 [13.8%] of the 
Meung Yum subjects can read Lachid with understanding. 2 were from Man Pein, 2 
were from Kaung Sang and 2 from Man Kan.  
 
If yes, do you think it is easy or hard to understand written Lachid? (11-ISQ38) 
Out of 5/36 subjects who can read Lachid with understanding, 2 subjects reported 
that it is hard to understand written Lachid and the rest of them said nothing about 
written Lachid. 

 Attitudes to written Lachid 4.3.3
This section presents data relating to the following research question. 
Research Question 1.4: Do Meung Yum speakers have negative attitudes toward the 
existing written Lachid that would keep them from using these materials? 
The following probe gives insight into this research question. 
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Would you like to be able to speak Lachid better? Why? (09-ISQ34) 
33/48 reported that they speak Lachid. 8 subjects mentioned that they want to 
speak Lachid better. 3 subjects do not want to speak Lachid better and the rest of 
them, 22 subjects said nothing about their desire to improve speaking Lachid. 
 
Would it be acceptable for a young Meung Yum to marry a Lachid person? (09-
ISQ36 d, e) 
24 subjects said they agree intermarriage with Lachid. 2 subjects gave neutral 
answers that they could not tell. 2 subjects mentioned that they do not agree with 
Lachid intermarriage. The rest of the subjects, i.e. 5 subjects do not say anything. 
 
If yes, how interested are you in reading and writing Lachid?  (a) very 
interested, (b) rather interested, (c) a little interested, (d) not at all interested. 
(11-ISQ37) 
In response to this question, only 1 out of 36 Meung Yum subjects was rather 
interested in reading and writing Lachid.   

 Summary of evidence concerning potential to use 4.3.4
Lachid 
Lachid is not an LWC in most parts of the Meung Yum area. 38/96 [39.58%] of all 
the subjects can speak Lachid.  5/48 [10.4%] subjects from the Buddhist villages, 
such as in Namt Yoke, Kaung Sang and Man Kan can speak Lachid. For literacy in 
Lachid, 5/36 [13.8%] of the Meung Yum subjects can read Lachid with 
understanding. This figure is surprising because all these subjects are non-Christian, 
whereas Lachid literacy is mostly accessed from Christianity. Those 5 subjects are: 2 
from Man Pein, 2 from Kaung Sang and 2 from Man Kan. 2 subjects reported that it 
is hard to understand Lachid writing. Only 1 out of 36 Meung Yum subjects was 
rather interested in reading and writing Lachid.   
The evidence gives no indication that Lachid is a viable language for literacy for 
Meung Yum speakers.  

4.4 Potential to use Burmese 
This section examines the potential to use Burmese for oral and written 
communication as well as language attitudes towards Burmese. 
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 Potential to use Burmese for oral communication 4.4.1
This section seeks to answer the following question: 

Research Question 1: 5 Do Meung Yum speakers understand Burmese 
adequately? 

According to the responses by the village leaders, Burmese is reported to be one of 
the most widely used LWCs in the Meung Yum area. The numbers of subjects who 
listed Burmese as one of the languages they were currently able to speak are 
presented by age and gender in Table 40.  
 
Table 40: Number of Meung Yum who reported that they speak Burmese 

Gender/Age 15-30 31-45 46+ Total 
Male 13 9 3 25 
Female 4 6 0 10 
Total  17/35 [49%] 15/28 [53%] 3/33 [10%] 35/96 [38%] 

 
The percentages of subjects who reported they can speak Burmese in each village 
range between 25% and 66%.  
 
Table 40 shows that 36/96 [37.5%] of subjects reported they can speak Burmese. By 
age group, 10% (1 out of 10) of those older than 40 can speak Burmese whereas, 50% 
of the other age group can speak Burmese. The number of males who can speak 
Burmese is over twice as many as the number of females. 
 
The total number of Burmese speaking subjects is slightly different, after asking 
about their speaking Burmese as second and third languages. 31/96 of them 
reported Burmese as their second or third best language. 5/96 subjects did not give 
the answers.  
 
7/96 subjects reported that they speak Burmese as their second best language; 2/48 
from the villages surveyed in 2009 and 5/48 from 2011. 24/96 [25%] reported that 
they speak Burmese as their third best language; 16/48 from 2009 surveyed sites 
and 8/48 of them are from 2011. School experiences can be evaluated for Burmese 
oral communication skills since going to school is a common way that people in the 
area learn Burmese. The number of years subjects spent in schools is listed in Table 
41.  
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Table 41: Years Meung Yum speakers spent in formal education by age and 
gender 

 Male (N=49) Female (N=47) 
Age 

range 
Years in formal 

education 
Average Years in formal 

education 
Average 

Mean Median Mean Median 
15-30 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 4 4 4 

4 4 5 5 7 11 
2.89 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 8 

9 
1.78 0 

31-45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 5 8 

1.46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 2 4 4 4 5 

1 0 

46+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Average in Total 0.08 0 Average in total 0.05 0 
 
Table 41 shows that none of the subjects who are older than 46 had any formal 
education. The 31-45 age groups had more chances to attend schools than the oldest 
group, the mean average for males of this middle age group is 1.46 years and the 
median is 0 year. The 15-30 age group spent longest time in formal eduction. 
Schools are located in 5 of the 8 villages surveyed. The language of instruction in 
the schools is Burmese.  
 
What groups of Meung Yum people can speak Burmese well? Why? What 
groups of Meung Yum people can’t speak Burmese very well? Why? (11-KIQ48-
49) 
From the 2011 KIQ results, village leaders from Namt Yoke, Man Pein and Man Kan 
reported that young people can speak Burmese well because they go to school. The 
Kaung Sang village headman reported that about half of his villagers can speak 
Burmese because there was a camp of Burmese soldiers around here in the past. The 
village headmen also reported that the old people cannot speak Burmese since they 
have not been to schools for education. 
 
Overall, how well do you speak Burmese? 1. A little, 2. Enough to get by, and 
3. Well. (11-ISQ52) 
The 35 people who said they can speak Burmese were asked this question. 10/35 
[28.5%] Meung Yum can speak it a little, 3/35 [8.5%] can speak it well enough to 
get by and only 1/35 [2.8%] subject said he can speak Burmese well and 22/35 
[62.85%] are who reported that they cannot speak Burmese.  
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Do Meung Yum children speak any other languages after they start school? 
33b: What languages? (09-ISQ33a) 
33/48 [68.75%] of the subjects responded that children learn Burmese after they 
start school. But they speak their mother tongue at home. 

 Potential to use Burmese for written communication 4.4.2
11-ISQ42: Can you read Burmese with understanding? 
Only 2/36 [5.5%] reported that they can read Burmese with understanding. One of 
them is from Man Pein and one is from Kaung Sang.  They are men who are 20 and 
25 years old respectively. Both of them are a little interested in writing Burmese and 
they said Burmese is easy to understand. 
 
The subjects who attended school can also be assumed that they can read or write 
Burmese at some level. As shown in Table 24, 26/96 [27%] of Meung Yum people 
had received some formal education. 

 Attitudes to Burmese  4.4.3
This section seeks to answer the following question: 
Research Question 1. 6: Do the Meung Yum have negative attitudes toward the 
existing written Burmese that would keep them from using these materials?  
 
Would you like to be able to speak Burmese better? Why? (09-ISQ34) 
On the 2009 data collection trip, 20/48 [41.66%] subjects reported that they speak 
Burmese. These 20 people were asked ISQ34. 6/20 [30%] subjects said they would 
like to speak Burmese better. 2/20 [10%] subjects said they do not want to speak 
Burmese better because 12/20 [60%] of the subjects can be said nothing about their 
desire to speak Burmese. To summarize these results, 6/20 [30%] of the subjects can 
be said to have positive attitudes to Burmese language since those 6 subjects are 
only 4/48 [8%] of the total sample, which implies that Burmese is not a viable 
language of literacy.  
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Would it be acceptable for a young Meung Yum to marry a Burmese? (09-
ISQ36 d, e) 
Among 20/48 subjects who speak Burmese; 17/48 of them said that marriage with 
Burmese is allowed. 2 subjects said they do not know. Only one said she does not 
agree intermarriage with Burmese.  
 
Do people from this village intermarry with people from other people groups? 
Which people groups? About how many intermarried couples are there in this 
village? (11-KIQ52) 
A small number of intermarried families can be found in some villages. There is one 
Karen, about 5 with Kachin, 6 families with Burmese in Namt Yoke. Likewise, there 
are 3 or 4 families of Burmese and Chinese in Kaung Sang, and there are a few 
mixed married with Wa, Chinese, Kachin, Shan and Lachid in Kaung Sar, ManKyu 
and Man Phan. But no Meung Yum has intermarried with other groups in Man Pein, 
Man Kan and Pan Tan. 
 
Members of the survey team observed that most villagers from Namt Yoke seem to 
be able to understand Burmese well. The team met a Burmese teacher who is 
currently living in the village. The villagers explained that there was a military camp 
around the village in the past. 

 Summary of evidence concerning potential to use 4.4.4
Burmese 
In this section the evidence of the previous three sections are drawn together to 
create an overall picture of Meung Yum speakers’ potential to use Burmese. The 
issue motivating this study was whether or not there is a need for a vernacular 
language development program Meung or whether literacy in an LWC such as 
Burmese was a viable alternative for the Meung Yum people. Negative attitudes 
toward bilingualism in Burmese were not found among the people. Proficiency in 
understanding and speaking Burmese is another important factor for learning 
literacy skills in Burmese. Given that overall, 36/96 [37.5%] of Meung Yum subjects 
reported that they can speak Burmese and 2/36 [5.55%] can read Burmese with 
understanding, there is little potential for Meung Yum to use Burmese as an 
alternative to vernacular language development. 
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4.5 Potential to use Chinese 
This section assesses the potential for Meung Yum speakers to use Chinese for oral or 
written communication as well as attitudes towards Chinese. 

 Potential to use Chinese in oral communication 4.5.1
This subsection presents data relating to the following research question. 

Research Question 1: 7 Do Meung Yum speakers understand Chinese 
adequately? 

Chinese is also one of the LWCs used in the Meung Yum area. 28/96 [29%] Meung 
Yum subjects reported that they can speak Chinese.  
 
8/96 [8.3%] of the subjects speak Chinese as their second best language. 13/96 
[13.5%] of all subjects speak it as their third best.  
 

Table 42: Number of Meung Yum who reported that they speak Chinese 

Meung Yum 
Village name 

Chinese speakers  
Total (N=96) Male (N=49) Female (N=47) 

Kaung Sar 3 2 1 
Pan Tan 3 2 1 
Man Kyu 3 3 0 
Man Phan 0 0 0 
Namt Yoke 3 2 1 
Man Pein 4 4 0 
Kaung Sang 5 5 0 
Man Kan 7 5 2 

Total 28 23 5 
 
What groups of Meung Yum people can speak Chinese well? Why? 
What groups can’t speak Chinese very well? Why? (11-KIQ50-51) 
In responses to the questions above, the Namt Yoke village leader reported that most 
villagers can speak Chinese well since they do trading with Chinese people. The 
headman from Man Pein reported that some villagers aged above 20 can speak 
Chinese because they work for Chinese outside the village. It is also reported from 
the Kaung Sang headman that almost everyone in his village can speak Chinese 
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because they do trading with Chinese and work for them. Everyone in Man Kan can 
speak Chinese because they live close to Chinese people. 
 
It is also reported that only a few villagers from Namt Yoke who never communicate 
with Chinese can not speak Chinese. None of the villagers from Kaung Sang and Man 
Kan are unable to speak Chinese. 
 
All the surveyed Meung Yum village head men can speak Shan and Chinese. Meung 
Yum subjects from the visited villages reported that most people in their villages can 
speak Chinese to some extent because they live close to Chinese people, and they 
trade and work with Chinese people. However, they reported that young people 
cannot speak Chinese because they have never talked to Chinese people. The team 
saw some Chinese men visiting Kaung Sang village. Some young villagers have 
worked for Chinese people and they can speak Chinese. Many Kokant (Chinese) are 
living nearby Man Kan village. 

 Potential to use Chinese in written communication 4.5.2
According to ISQ results of 2011, no one can read Chinese language with 
understanding.  

 Attitudes to Chinese 4.5.3
This section presents data relating to the following question. 
Research Question 1.8:  Do the Meung Yum have negative attitudes toward the 
existing written Chinese that would keep them from using these materials? 
 
When asking about literacy in Chinese, only one Meung Yum subject can read 
Chinese. No one is interested in reading and writing Chinese and a few of them 
mentioned that written Chinese is hard to learn. 

 Summary of evidence concerning potential to use 4.5.1
Chinese 
In this section the evidence of the previous three sections are drawn together to 
create an overall picture of Meung speakers’ potential to use Chinese. The issue 
motivating this study was whether or not there is a need for a vernacular language 
development program in Meung Yum or whether literacy in an LWC such as Chinese 
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was a viable alternative for the Meung Yum people. The evidence shows that 
although many Meung Yum speakers are able to use Chinese for oral communication, 
almost none of them are able to read Chinese and none of them are interested in 
writing Chinese. This lack of present literacy ability in the community and lack of 
interest in Chinese literacy rule out Chinese as a potential language of literacy for 
the Meung Yum. 

4.6 Potential to use Wa 
This section assesses the potential for Meung Yum speakers to use Wa for oral or 
written communication as well as attitudes towards Wa. Wa is different from the 
other LWCs because it is closely related to Meung Yum and Savaiq. The 
sociolinguistic questionnaire results presented in this section will not be enough to 
answer the research question about Wa. Further linguistic analyses such as phonetic 
and lexical analysis, and RTT results will be presented later in Section 6.4. 

 Potential to use Wa in oral communication 4.6.1
This section presents data relating to the following research question. 

Research Question 1: 9 Do Meung Yum speakers understand Standard Wa 
adequately? 

 
Do you speak any other languages? (09-ISQ26 and 11-ISQ21) 
According to the ISQ results, only 3/96 [6%] Meung Yum subjects listed Wa as one 
of the LWCs they can speak. It can be perhaps they think that Wa is not a high 
language to be mentioned and the questions also were not asked about Wa language. 
However, when asking further question for Wa speaking fluency, a few more people 
have mentioned that they speak for in some level. 
 
Overall, how well do you speak Wa? 1. A little 2. Enough to get by  3. Well. 
(11-ISQ51) 
This question was asked to 36 subjects. 9/36 subjects reported that they can speak 
Wa for some level. 2 subjects said they can speak Wa well, 6/36 [16.6%] subjects 
can speak Wa well enough to get by and 1/36 [2.77%] subject can speak Wa a little. 
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What groups of Meung Yum people can speak Wa well? Why? What groups of 
Meung Yum people can’t speak Wa? Why? (11-KIQ46-47) 
Wa is not mentioned as an LWC in use in the four Meung Yum villages. Only one old 
female subject, 60 year-old from Man Phan (out of 48 subjects) mentioned that she 
can speak Wa. 
 
According to the 2011 KIQ results, Meung Yum village leaders from Namt Yoke and 
Man Pein reported that everyone except children who are younger than 10 in their 
villages can speak Wa. They can speak Wa because their language is similar to Wa. 
According to the Namt Yoke SLQ subjects, they both use their own varieties when 
they meet with Wa people and they completely understand each other. However, the 
village leaders of the other two villages- Kaung Sang and Man Kan reported that no 
one in their village can speak Wa. 
 
Nyi Kap (2012, pc) reported that when he visited Kaung Sang, Man Phan and Pang 
Wan villages, some people were  not aware of what Wa was like. Some said they 
could not understand Wa but Nyi Kap told them that “I am speaking Wa to you 
now”. It seems that those who have more contact with Wa speakers, either in the 
present or in the past, have a more accurate knowledge of what Wa is. 

 Potential to use written Wa 4.6.2
Can you read in Wa (with understanding)? (11-ISQ39) 
1/36 [2.77%] of Meung Yum subjects can read Wa with understanding and he said 
he learned to read Wa in the Wa-SAR. But 35/36 [97.2%] cannot read Wa language 
at all. 
 

If yes, do you think it is easy or hard to understand written Wa? (11-ISQ41) 
Out of all the Meung Yum subjects, only three subjects gave an answer. One subject 
said it is hard to understand written Wa and two subjects said it is easy to 
understand. Overall there is almost none Meung Yum speakers who can write Wa. 

 Attitudes to Wa 4.6.3
This section presents data relating to the following research question. 

Research Question 1: 10 Do the Meung Yum have negative attitudes toward 
the existing written Wa that would keep them from using these materials? 
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How interested are you in reading and writing Wa?  (a) Very interested, (b) 
rather interested, (c) a little interested, (d) not at all interested. (11-ISQ40) 
2/36 [3.5%] of Meung Yum subjects mentioned that they are very interested in 
reading and writing Wa.  According to the Kaung Sar village leader, there are a few 
intermarriage families with Wa in Kaung Sar village and a few people in the village 
can speak Wa. 

 Summary of evidence concerning potential to use Wa 4.6.4
In this section the evidence of the previous three sections are drawn together to 
create an overall picture of Meung Yum speakers’ potential to use Wa. The issue 
motivating this study was whether or not there is a need for a language development 
program for Meung Yum or whether literacy in an LWC such as Wa was a viable 
alternative for the Meung Yum people.  
 
3/96 [3.12%] of all Meung Yum subjects reported that they speak Wa. However, 
Namt Yoke and Man Pein village leaders mentioned that everyone in their villages 
except children can speak Wa. When Meung Yum and Wa meet each other, they 
both use their own varieties and they completely understand each other, according 
to the Namt Yoke SLQ results. This evidence shows that intelligibity of Wa language 
for Meung Yum speakers is high. However, people from some Meung Yum villages, 
such as Kaung Sang and Man Kan cannot speak Wa. Those who have never had 
contact with Wa do not have a clear knowledge of what Wa is. Only very few people 
are literate in Wa, i.e., 1/36 [2.77%] can read Wa with understanding. Negative 
attitudes toward bilingualism in Wa or Wa people are not found among the people. 
Therefore, only little potential was found for Meung Yum to use Wa as an 
alternative to vernacular language development. 

4.7 Summary of findings relating to Goal 1: asessing the need 
The evidence of strong bilingualism and language attitudes in Shan and Burmese has 
been found through the analysis. The need for vernacular language development in 
Meung Yum is based on the potential of the people to use LWCs in both spoken and 
written form.  
 
In Sections 4.2 and Section 4.4 respectively the other two LWCs, i.e. Shan and 
Burmese, the potential of Meung Yum speakers to use the oral form of the LWC; the 
potential of Meung Yum speakers to use the written form of the LWC; and Meung 
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Yum speakers’ attitudes towards the LWC and its speakers. As described in Section 
4.3.4, Section 4.5.1 and Section 4.6.4, Lachid, Chinese and Wa are not used as an 
LWC in the villages in the survey so these languages do not appear to be potential 
alternative languages for literacy for Meung Yum.  

 Potential to use oral form of LWCs 4.7.1
In summary, Meung Yum’s potential to use LWCs in oral form is fairly high. 
Particularly, about half of the people among Meung Yum can speak Shan and Lachid; 
some people can speak Chinese and Burmese. Very few people, 9/96 [9%] reported 
that they can speak Wa.  

 Potential to use written form of LWCs 4.7.2
Meung Yum literacy in all LWCs is very low. Few people (13% of them) can read 
Shan and Lachid, a few of them (5%) can read Burmese and a very few of them (2%) 
can read Wa. But none of them can write Chinese.  

 Attitudes to LWCs 4.7.3
Negative attitudes to being bilingual or literate in any of the LWCs were not found. 
Some Meung Yum people reported that they are interested in learning in writings in 
the LWCs. Even though they themselves do not know how to read and write, many 
subjects reported that there are advantages in being able to read and write the LWCs. 

4.8 Conclusions relating to Goal 1: assessing the need 
In conclusion the following findings can be drawn relating to the goal of assessing 
the need for language development among the Meung Yum people. A need for a 
vernacular language development is found among the Meung Yum. The lack of 
proficiency in oral communication in Shan and Burmese appear to be a major 
impediment to the developing of literacy skills in these languages. Proficiency in 
understanding and speaking Shan or Burmse would be hugely beneficial for learning 
literacy skills in any language.  
 
The current literacy rate in Shan is very low, even in the absence of negative 
attitudes towards bilingualism in Shan. A similar situation exists for Burmese: 36/96 
[27%] claimed to be able to use Burmese orally. The literacy rate in Burmese is low 
as well, i.e. 2/36 [5.5%], even in the absence of negative attitudes towards 
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bilingualism in Burmese. No person literate in Chinese is found among the surveyed 
villages. 1/36 [2.77%] of Meung Yum subjects is literate in Wa. Therefore, much 
evidence indicates low potential to use Lachid, Chinese, or Wa language as a viable 
alternative for Meung Yum speakers. However, negative attitudes to being bilingual 
or literate in any of these languages were not found. 
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 Chapter 5
Sociolinguistic survey analysis II: investigating the 

readiness 
This chapter presents an analysis of the sociolinguistic data to answer research 
questions set under Goal 2: investigating the readiness of Meung Yum for vernacular 
language development. In particular language vitality, population size; interest and 
unity are investigated under this broad goal. 

5.1 Language vitality  
This section seeks to answer the following research questions: 

Research Question 2.1: Does it appear likely that the Meung Yum varieties 
will continue to be spoken by future generations? 

 Language identity 5.1.1
A strong sense of identity as a people group greatly contributes to the vitality of the 
speech variety (Landweer 2000). The following question was therefore asked. 
 
Do you think of yourself first as Meung Yum, Kachin, Burmese or something 
else? (09-ISQ52) 
In response to this question, 44/48 [91.66%] reported that they think themselves 
first as Meung Yum. 4/48 [8.33%] of the subjects gave different answers: one 
subject does not know how to answer; one of them reported they belong to Shan and 
Wa and another one reported that their language is a dialect of Wa. Wa was not 
mentioned as an example in the question since at the time the author did not know 
that they are closely related to Wa. Furthermore, prior to the first fieldtrip, no one 
mentioned that they are related to Wa. 
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Are there people in this village who can only speak your mother tongue? (09-
KIQ45 & 11-KIQ37) 
24/96[25%] of Meung Yum individual subjects are monolingual, that means they 
reported that they can speak only their mother tongue. 3 of these are male and 21 
are female. According to the responses from village leaders to the KIQ, old people 
above 40 and a few women in Man Phan, Man Kyu, Namt Yoke, Man Pein and 
Kaung Sang can speak only Meung Yum. None of the subjects from Kaung Sar, Pan 
Tan and Man Kan is monolingual.  
 
Table 43: Monolingual Meung Yum by village and gender 

Village  Male Female 
Kaung Sar 1 3 
Pan Tan 0 0 
Man Kyu 0 1 
Man Phan 1 1 
Namt Yoke 0 5 
Man Pein 0 4 
Kaung Sang 1 5 
Man Kan 0 2 
Total 3 21 

 
Another important aspect of language vitality is transmission from one generation to 
another. Therefore the following question was asked. 
 
Normally, what language do the children in this village speak first? (11-ISQ54) 
All Meung Yum subjects, 36/36 [100%] reported that children in their village speak 
Meung Yum first in childhood. 
 
Of all the languages you speak, which language do you speak best? (09- ISQ27 
& 11-ISQ22) 
84/84 [100%] of Meung Yum subjects from the seven villages (excluding Namt Yoke) 
said that they speak Meung Yum the best. 
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Are there people in this village who can speak Meung Yum, but not very well? 
(09-KIQ46 & 11-KIQ38)  
Among all the Meung Yum villages in the survey, only some young people and 
children in Kaung Sar and some youth and adults in Man Kyu, speaks Meung Yum 
poorly. 
 
Are there people in this village who cannot speak Meung Yum at all? (09-
KIQ44 & 11-KIQ39) 
According to responses from village leaders, the only people in all the Meung Yum 
villages surveyed who cannot speak Meung Yum at all were 4 or 5 people from Man 
Kyu village. 
 
Do people from this village intermarry with people from other people groups? 
(09-KIQ48 & 11-KIQ52) 
Intermarried with outsiders are rarely found among the Meung Yum people. Among 
the surveyed villages the following were reported: 1 inter-marriage with a Karen, 4 
to 5 with Kachin, and 6 with Burmese in Namt Yoke, 3-4 mixed families with 
Burmese and Chinese were found in Kaung Sang. There are no mixed families in 
Man Pein and Man Kan.  
 
Do you think the young people (from your group) in this village speak your 
language well? (11-ISQ54) 
36/36 [100%] of the Meung Yum subjects 36/36 [100%] believe young people 
(from their group) in their village speak Meung Yum language well.  

 Language use 5.1.2
This section presents data about language use in several domains: within family and 
outside.  

5.1.2.1 Language use in family domain and outside 
What language do the children (from your group) in this village speak when 
they play together? (11-ISQ56) 
36/36 [100%] of the Meung Yum subjects reported that the children (from their 
group) in their village speak their mother tongue, when they play together.  
Table 44 lists language use in the family domain, that is, within the subjects’ own 
home. The total numbers of subjects are different due to applicable situations of the 
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question asked. Almost everyone speaks their mother tongue with their family 
members at home, but 1 or 2 persons speak Lachid at home. 
 
Table 44: Language use in family domain  

When speaking to…. Meung Yum Lachid Total (100%) 
Parents 47 (100%)  47 
Grandparents 46 (100%)  46 
Siblings 46 (100%)  46 
Spouse 44 (98%) 1 (2%) 45 
Children 42% (100%)  42 
Grandchildren / nieces /nephews 37 (95%) 2 (5%) 39 
Language mostly used at home 43 (98%) 1 (2%) 44 

 
Table 45 describes languages use outside of the home.  
Table 45: Language use outside of the home 

When 
speaking to…. 

Meung 
Yum or L1 

Other Total 
(100%) 

Wa Friends 43 (93%) Wa-3 (7%) 46 
Non-L1 friends 39 (81%) Wa-3 (6%), Lachid; Burmese- 2 (4%), Chinese-1 (2%) 48 
Non-L1 
coworkers 

17 (35%) Wa-2 (4%), Lachid-19 (39.6%), Lhaovo -3 (6.2%), 
Burmese -6 (12.5%), Chinese-4 (8.3%), Shan -4 

(8.3%) 

48 

At the market 
with L1 people 

40 (83%) Lachid-4 (8%), Burmese -3 (6%), Chinese-1 (3%) 48 

At the market 
with non-L1 
people 

15 (31%) Lachid -14 (29%), Burmese -9 (19%), Chinese-8 
(17%), Shan -6 (13%) 

48 

At a funeral 37 (77%) Lachid -11 (23%), Shan -5 (10%) 48 
At a village 
meeting 

28 (58%) Lachid -20 (41%), Lhaovo -1 (2%), Burmese -1 (2%), 
Chinese-1 (2%) 

48 

At a temple/ a 
church 

28 (58%) Lachid -19 (40%), Burmese -5 (10%), Shan -6 (13%) 48 

A government 
worker 

0 (0%) Lachid -4 (8%), Burmese -23 (48%) 48 

With L1 
classmate at 
school 

7 (78%) Lachid -1 (11%), Burmese -1 (11%) 9 

Non-L1 
classmate at 
school 

0 (0%) Lachid -5 (56%), Burmese -4 (46%) 9 

Teachers 0 (0%) Lachid -1 (10%), Burmese -8 (80%), Shan -1 (10%) 10 
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Meung Yum is mostly used outside home by Meung Yum people. When they meet 
with Wa friends, only a few people speak Wa but most people speak their mother 
tongue to communicate with Wa people. However, in government related centres 
such as offices and schools, the subjects have to use the LWCs, Meung Yum language 
is not spoken in this situation. 

5.1.2.2 Religious language use 
Religious language use among the Meung Yum community was surveyed through 
interviewing a few monks from two villages. The majority of Meung Yum people 
believe in Buddhism. Religious Leader interviews were done with two young 
Buddhist monks who live in Namt Yoke and Man Pein villages. The Religious Leader 
Questionaire used during this survey trip is shown in Appendix B. The monks were 
very young and they could not answer most questions.  
 
The monks showed the team a few Buddhist scriptures those are used in the two 
monasteries, including charms, spells, mantras, and incantations (for cleansing 
houses of spirits). All the materials are written in a Taic script. Only a few monks, 
novices, and astrologers can read them and these materials are very difficult to 
understand.  
 
Taic scripts are used in the two monasteries. The subjects reported that the Meung 
Yum language is spoken for most religious activities in both villages. Meung Yum is 
used for worship, meditation, preaching, making announcements, visiting, in funeral 
services and when they talk with their family. However, they use both Shan and 
Meung Yum when they have ceremonies for monk noviciation, for celebrating 
religious festivals, for reciting, and when teaching. Generally, they read Buddhist 
scriptures in a kind of Shan but speak in Meung Yum. 
 
Only a few Meung Yum villages are Christian, namely, Man Phan, Man Kyu, Loi 
Yang, Kham Deng and Laijong. There are about 60 Meung Yum families who have 
converted to Christianity. They are under the church membership of the Lashio 
Kachin Baptist Association. Although in the past, there were no worship services 
conducted in their mother tongue, since April 2011, worship services in the Meung 
Yum language have begun, and they have started to have a separate Meung Yum 
church under the supervision of the Baptist association. 
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In the Christian community in general, Bible reading is in Burmese and Jingphaw, 
but speaking and preaching are in Lachid. Mostly, however, Meung Yum Christians 
do not understand the scriptures in these languages. 

 Language attitudes to Meung Yum 5.1.3
If a non-Meung Yum person overhears you speaking Meung Yum, how do you 
feel? (09-ISQ45) 
38/48 [82.6%] subjects mentioned that they are not shy in speaking their mother 
tongue outside their community and they will continue speaking when outsiders 
overhear during the conversation. 5/48 reported that they are shy of speaking 
Meung Yum in front of outsiders, one subject said she is shy not because of speaking 
the language but because of their dress and earring. Their dresses and earrings make 
them obvious in appearance that they are hilltribes. 
 

Are the young people abandoning the customs of your ancestors? (09-ISQ46) 
36/36 [100%] of Meung Yum subjects said the young people are not abandoning 
their customs at all. 

5.2 Population size 
This section presents data to answer the following research question. 

Research Question 2.2: What is the approximate population of the Meung Yum? 
 

In the survey sites, there are 423 households and about 2230 people in all the eight 
visited Meung Yum villages. The total number of households and villagers of each 
village are listed in Table 46. 
 

Table 46: Number of people and households in Meung Yum visited sites 
Village  No. of households 

(Meung Yum only)  
No. of people 

 (adults and children) 
Kaung Sar 20 100 
Pan Tan 30 150 
Man Kyu  13 70 
Man Phan  42 210 
Namt Yoke 50 300 
Man Pein 86 400 
Kaung Sang 90 400 
Man Kan 92 600 
Total 423 2230 
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The Kachin Baptist Association estimated9 the total Meung Yum population to be 
30,000. However, according to the information collected in the survey, the total 
population of Meung Yum people is estimated to be 8000 and they are living 
approximately in 50 villages in northern Shan State. 21 villages are in Kunlong and 
30 villages are in Wa-SAR. Based on the approximate number of households , it 
seems that the total Meung Yum households in Kunlong township is about 790 with 
a total population closer to 4,000.  
 
The people live with other ethnic groups in most of the villages but seven villages 
are pure Meung Yum villages in Kunlong Township; Namt Yoke, Pang Kaw, Pang 
Wan, Man Pein, Pa Paw, Kaung Sang and Man Kan villages. All the names of the 
Meung Yum villages and number of households are shown in Appendix C.  
 
According to the responses from KIQ as well as informal interviews, Meung Yum 
people are living in a total of approximately 50 villages. However, most of these 
villages are mixed with other people groups, such as Savaiq, Lachid and Lhaovo. 
Two pure Meung Yum villages are located in the Wa-SAR. Based on the number of 
villages given by village leaders, the number of Meung Yum people in the Wa-SAR is 
estimated to be 4,000. 

5.3 Interest in language development 
This section presents data relating to the following research question. 

Research Question 2.3: How interested are the people in language 
development in their own language? 

This interest is considered among different groups in the following subsections: 
people in general and religious leaders. 

 Interest of people in general 5.3.1
Individual subjects were asked the following question. 
 
Do you have printed materials at home (a) (If yes) what kind of books do you 
have?  (If yes) What languages are they written in? (11-ISQ48 & 11-KIQ 67) 
13/36 [36.1%] of Meung Yum subjects have printed material at home. 23/36 
[63.8%] do not have printed materials at home. Those materials are school text 

                                              
9 personal communication  
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books in Burmese language and religious books in Shan. 12 responses for school text 
books and only 2 responses for religious books in Shan were found in the result. 
 
The Meung Yum subjects from most of the villages surveyed reported that they 
would like to write Meung Yum using Shan or Burmese script, because it is easy and 
some people are already literate in Shan. However, the subjects from Man Pein 
reported that they would like written Meung Yum to be in Roman script. 
 
All the Meung Yum village leaders reported there are no printed materials in Meung 
Yum, except that one person had tried to write Meung Yum sounds using Shan 
letters.  
 
If someone came to your village and wrote down your language, is it good or 
bad? What kinds of things would you like to have written in your language? 
(09-ISQ 47-48) 
46/48 of the subjects said it would be good to have their mother tongue written 
down. The subject’s opinions on the advantages of having a writing system in the 
mothertongue are listed in Table 47.  
 
Table 47: Reasons for willing to have a writing system in the mothertongue  

Advantages in having a writing system in the mothertongue  No. of subjects 
Good and we want to have our language written. 24 
We would like to be intelligent and developed like others.  12 
Our people would not be extinct 4 
I want to learn to read and write 2 
Can able to read Bible, pray in my mother tongue 1 
I want to see and learn before I died. 1 

 
12/48 [25%] subjects mentioned that their writing can help them to develop in 
several aspects of their lives and develop in several ways. None of the subjects 
reported that they did not want writing in their mother tongue. This shows that 
Meung Yum people are generally keen to see language development in Meung Yum. 

 Interest of religious leaders 5.3.2
Among the Meung Yum and Savaiq, there have been no language development 
efforts. A few people individually have tried to write down the Meung Yum 
language with Shan and Lachid letters. 
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Religious leaders from both villages mentioned that they would like to have Meung 
Yum writing. They would like to teach literacy in Meung Yum to all novices and 
monks in their monastery and use it in their village. Both monks reported that using 
Shan script would be the most convenient for writing Meung Yum writing system 
because Shan script looks like their current religious literature, and it is easy to use. 
 
Kachin Baptist churches in Lashio who are involved in outreach to the Meung Yum 
people would like to develop written language for the Meung Yum. The literature 
committee for all the Meung Yum villages in Kunlong Township is organized 
currently so that people from both religions are involved. The 17 committee 
members have been meeting with each other since 2010. However, no Meung Yum 
people from the Wa-SAR are on the existing literature committee.  

5.4 Unity of the people and potential language development 
leaders  
This section presents data relating to the following research question. 

Research Question 2.4: How unified is the language and religious 
community throughout the region about orthography and language 
development?  

 
The team observed that the Meung Yum people have good relationships with each 
other, regardless of their different religions. Buddhists and Christians live together in 
the Pan Tan village, and a temple and church are both built in the same village.  
It can be observed that the Meung Yum people in Kunlong have frequent contact 
with each other. According to responses to 11-ISQ, 33/48 [68.75%] subjects 
reported that they have traveled to many other Meung Yum villages, mainly for 
visiting the people there.  
 
Any negative attitude toward a certain Meung Yum village is not found in the 
sociolinguistic interveiws, 36/36 [100%] subjects have positive attitudes toward the 
storyteller’s Meung Yum variety (from Namt Yoke village). Most of the subjects felt 
good about intermarriage with someone like the storyteller. 
 
Would you like to have written Meung Yum? For what purpose? (11-KIQ67) 
4/4 [100%] of the village leaders mentioned that they would like to have their 
language written. Namt Yoke village leader gave the reasons that we want it because 
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they never had it before and there is no teacher among them. Kaung Sang village 
headman said that they can write names, record dates of birth and keep financial 
records. The other two village leaders did not to give a reason. 
 
What kind of alphabet would be most appropriate/ convenient for Meung Yum 
alphabet? (Roman script, Burmese script or Shan script) Why? (11-KIQ68 & 11-
RLQ53) 
The responses to this question are listed in Table 48. 
 
Table 48: Preferred script for Meung Yum alphabets 

Interviewee Preferred script Reasons 
Namt Yoke village leader Burmese Easier 
Man Pein  village leader Roman Easier 
Kaung Sang village leader Shan Older people know how to read 

and write Shan 
Man Kan village leader Shan or Burmese Most of us know how to read and 

write Shan and Burmese 
Namt Yoke monks Shan Our religious books are written in 

Shan language. 
Man Pein monks Shan Easier 

 
All the interviewees do not agree on the script that they think it would be 
appropriate for Meung Yum writing. However, Shan is mostly mentioned because it 
is used in their sacred writing and older people are familiar with it. Two people 
mentioned that Burmese is appropriate because they think that it is easier. Only one 
leader mentioned that Roman script is more appropriate for the writing. The Shan 
and Burmese alphabets have many characters in common, so the choice between 
those two scripts would not be between two completely different scripts. The Roman 
script however is completely different in appearance. However, since both Wa and 
Lachid use Roman scripts, a Roman-based orthography for Meung Yum would 
provide for high transfer from literacy in Meung Yum to literacy in Wa and/or 
Lachid. 
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Would you like to have Meung Yum written? For what purpose? (11-RLQ51) 
Monks from Namt Yoke and Man Pein said that they want to have their language 
written and want to use it for their villagers and in their monasteries. 
 
What would help the people in your village use the Meung Yum language 
more for their religious life? (11-RLQ56) 
Monks from Namt Yoke mentioned that they would like to help their villagers to be 
devoted to their religion. Monks from Man Pein village want to help the villagers to 
love each other and to be able to teach Meung Yum letters to all novices and monks. 
 
The final research question relating to Goal 2 is as follows: 

Research Question 2.5: How many Meung Yum speakers have sufficient 
education to help with language development? 

 
There are primary schools in 5 out of 8 visited Meung Yum villages. Most children 
from Namt Yoke and Man Pein go to school. Only 5 children from Kaung Sang 
attend school and some children from Man Kan attend school. The language of 
instruction in these schools is Burmese and teachers speak Lachid. A few Meung 
Yum children go to nearby villages for middle school. A very few children go to 
bigger towns for high school, including Lashio, Kutkai, Kunlong and Ho Pang Towns.  
About two thirds of the Meung Yum individual subjects had no education at all. 
Only 22% of them had studied at Burmese primary school and 9% had studied in 
Shan monasteries. 
 
According to a background interview with a few church leaders, among all the 
Meung Yum, there are about ten people who completed high school. These ten 
young people could be potential workers for Meung Yum language development 
work in the future. 

5.5 Summary of findings relating to Goal 2: readiness 
The answers to research questions 2.1 to 2.5 were presented in Sections 5.1 to 5.4. 
Taken together the answers to these questions allow us to assess the readiness for 
vernacular language development for Meung Yum.  
 
Language vitality among Meung Yum people is high. All the Meung Yum individual 
subjects speak Meung Yum as their first and best language and they think of 
themselves first as being Meung Yum ethnicly. They speak Meung Yum in almost 
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every domain of their daily lives, including speaking with their parents, 
grandparents, aunts and uncles, siblings, spouses, children, grandchildren, at 
funerals, in village meetings, at the market and with their Meung Yum co-workers. 
In fact, 25% of ISQ subjects are monolingual in Meung Yum.  
 
All Meung Yum children speak Meung Yum as their first language and most do not 
speak any other languages before they start school, although a few children in mixed 
villages learn Lachid by playing with Lachid children before starting school. All the 
children can speak Meung Yum very well and they mainly speak Meung Yum with 
their friends while playing. All the individual subjects thought that Meung Yum 
children will still be speaking Meung Yum 20 years from now. All the subjects 
reported that the Meung Yum young people are proud of their mother tongue and 
they value their customs.  
 
However, according to the 2009 KIQ results, in mixed villages; such as Kaung Sar, 
Man Kyu, Taptu, Man Phan and Man Kaung villages children and young people 
speak Meung Yum poorly and they are speaking Lachid. Meung Yum people are shy 
to speak their language However in pure Meung Yum villages the language vitality 
is very high. 
 
Meung Yum people are estimated to be 8000 and they are living approximately in 
50 villages in northern Shan State. 21 villages are in Kunlong and 30 villages are in 
Wa-SAR.  
 
It has been found that the Meung Yum people mainly have good relationships with 
each other, regardless of their different religions. All the Meung Yum knowledgeable 
and religious leader subjects reported that they would like to have their language 
written because they want to know how to read and write Meung Yum, and they 
want to record the birthdays of their children and keep financial records. The 
religious leader subjects would like to teach written Meung Yum to all the novices 
and monks in their monastery and use it in their village.  
 
Only a few people among the whole Meung Yum population are educated. However, 
a few individuals from various villages have been identified who could possibly help 
with language development efforts in the future. 
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5.6 Conclusions relating to readiness 
The following conclusions can be drawn relating to the goal of assessing the 
readiness for language development in Meung Yum.  
 
Strong evidence of language vitality including the use of Meung Yum in almost 
every domain shows that Meung Yum is likely to be spoken by future generations, as 
their mother tongue. Strong positive attitudes towards Meung Yum language suggest 
that Meung Yum language and culture will continue to be passed on to future 
generations. 
 
It has been found that the Meung Yum people predominantly have good 
relationships with each other, regardless of their different religions. Meung Yum 
people are interested in reading and writing their own language, even though most 
of them are illiterate and uneducated. There are a few people among the Meung 
Yum population who are educated. They could possibly be helpful people for 
language development efforts in the future. The Meung Yum community in Kunlong 
Township is unified for language development. However, there is no collaboration 
between Meung Yum people in Kunlong and Wa-SAR currently.  
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 Chapter 6
 Sociolinguistics Analysis III: the suitable variety for 
language development and extensibility of Meung 

Yum to Savaiq  
This chapter lays out sociolinguistic data and lexical analysis to answer the research 
questions related to Goal 3 and Goal 4. Sections 6.1 to 6.4 lay out data analysis for 
each of the research questions relating to Goal 3: which is to determine the most 
suitable variety for Meung Yum language development.  
 
Section 6.1.1 presents a summary of phonetic features and lexicostatistics of each of 
the Meung Yum varieties, Section 6.2 presents sociolinguistic data related to the 
prestige or central dialect within Meung Yum varieties, Section 6.3 presents data 
about the interactions of speakers of different Meung Yum varieties and section 6.4 
presents a lexicostatistical comparison of Meung Yum with other Palaungic 
languages. 
 
Sections 6.5 to 6.7 contain the data to answer the research questions for Goal 4: 
whether Savaiq can be incorporated in a Meung Yum language development 
program. Section 6.5 presents a lexicostatistical comparison of Meung Yum and 
Savaiq varieties, Section 6.6 presents sociolinguistic data about the attitudes of 
Savaiq speakers towards Meung Yum and section 6.7 presents the nature and 
interaction between Meung Yum and Savaiq speakers. Sections 6.8 and 6.9 present 
the findings and conclusions relating to Goal 3 and Goal 4. 

6.1 Mutual intelligibility of Meung Yum varieties 
This section provides the data to answer the following research question. 
Research Question 3.1: What Meung Yum varieties are understandable to the 
speakers of other Meung Yum varieties?  
 
The following subsections provide data to answer this question by viewing their 
phonetic features, lexicostatistics and RTT results. 
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 Phonetic features 6.1.1
The phonetic features found in the Meung Yum varieties selected for the survey are 
presented in this section. Data from every survey site is included in this summary. 
The analysis is only intended to see a brief overview of Meung Yum varieties but 
detailed phonological analysis is not the focus of this research. The Meung Yum and 
Savaiq wordlist data used for the lexical comparisons are listed in Appendix A. 
The initial consonant phones are presented in Table 49. 
 
Table 49ː Meung Yum initial consonant phones  

Intial 
Consonant 

 Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

Stop 
 

voiceless pʰ p   tʰ t c cʰ kʰ k ʔ  
voiced  b    d    g   

Nasal 
 

voiceless                 
voiced m    n   ɲ  ŋ   

Fricative voiceless     s      h  
Voiced    v         

Approximants voiced w      j      
Liquid lateral     l          
 trill     r        

 
Twenty-six consonantal sounds and nine vowel segments were found through the 
wordlist data. The consonant phones found in final position are presented in Table 
50. 

Table 50ː Meung Yum final consonant phones 

Final consonants  Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop 
 

Voiceless p  t  c  k  ʔ  
Voiced        g    

Fricative Voiceless         h  
Nasal Voiced  m  n  ɲ  ŋ   

 
Table 50 shows eleven consonants found in final position. In this research, the 
phones /u/ and /i/ occur frequently in the coda of a syllable. It is possible that 
phonological analysis would decide that these phones should be interpreted as the 
semi vowel /w/ and /j/ respectively, and would therefore be added to the inventory 
in Table 50. Nine vowels were found in all Meung Yum varieties. These are 
displayed in Table 51. 
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Table 51ː Meung Yum vowel phones 

Vowels Front Central Back Back 
 Unrounded Rounded 
Close i  ɯ u 
Close-mid e ə  o 
Open-mid ɛ   ɔ 
Open  a   

 
There are slight variations in pronunciation from village to village, but overall the 
phonetic features of the eight varieties are very similar. 

 Lexical comparison 6.1.2
This subsection describes lexical comparison of the eight Meung Yum varieties. The 
details of the method used in this analysis are laid out in section 3.5.2. The 454-item 
wordlists were entered into Excel and double-checked using the recordings. The first 
step of the comparison is deciding words which are common for all the lists. A 
standard wordlist must be chosen. These words are ‘core vocabulary’ which is 
considered to be central to the speech variety and they are more resistant to changes 
over time than other items in the lexicon. In this comparison the most commonly 
used 105 words are chosen which are proposed in Mann (2004). The computed 
similarity percentages are shown in Figure 8.  
 

Kaung Sar 01 100 
       

Pan Tan 02 98 100 
      

Man Kyu 03 97 96 100 
     

Man Phan 04 96 97 96 100 
    

Namt Yoke 05 96 96 98 97 100       
Man Pein 06 96 96 99 97 98 100     
Kaung Sang 07 97 97 98 99 100 99 100   
Man Kan 08 97 97 99 97 99 99 100 100 
 

 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 

 
 

Kaung 
Sar 

Pan 
Tan 

Man 
Kyu 

Man 
Phan 

Namt 
Yoke 

Man 
Pein 

Kaung 
Sang 

Man 
Kan 

Figure 8: Lexical similarity for 8 Meung Yum varieties 

All Meung Yum varieties share 96% to 100% lexical similarity. This evidence shows 
that there is no substantial variation among the selected Meung Yum villages. This 
means that from a lexical point of view, vocabulary is not a barrier to 
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comprehension among the Meung Yum varieties. Namt Yoke is reported to be an 
important village for the people and Namt Yoke is a possible prestige variety. Every 
variety shares at least 96% lexical similarity with Namt Yoke. This figure shows that 
if other villages consider Namt Yoke to be the prestige variety, lexical similarity 
would not prevent it from being selected as the variety for development. 

 RTT results  6.1.3
Namt Yoke village was chosen to be recorded for the recorded text test since it was 
suggested by local knowledgeable people that this village is a prestigious village 
among the Meung Yum. The survey team collected a story from Namt Yoke and 
tested it in four Meung Yum villages in order to test how well those villages could 
understand the Namt Yoke variety of Meung Yum. 
 
To interpret RTT results, three types of information are necessary. The first is the 
average percentage, as shown in Table 52, which is the average (mean) of the 
percentage of questions answered correctly by each subject. Thus, on average, the 
Namt Yoke subjects answered 94% of the questions correctly. The second important 
type of information is the standard deviation, which measures how many individual 
score vary from the community average. The third important piece of data is the 
number of subjects tested. Table 52 shows the results from the Namt Yoke RTT 
tested in the Meung Yum villages.  
 
Table 52: Meung Yum village RTT scores  

Variety 
Tested 

Village  Conclusion Average 
Score 

Standard 
Deviation 

No. of 
Subjects 

Meung 
Yum 
(Namt 
Yoke) 

Namt Yoke understand 94% 9% 12 
Man Pein understand 92% 8% 12 
Kaung Sang understand 97% 6% 11 
Man Kan understand 94% 6% 12 

 
According to Table 52, the subjects from all the Meung Yum villages scored well on 
the Meung Yum RTT story. The average score in each of these four villages is at least 
92%, with a standard deviation no more than 9%. Thus, it can be concluded that all 
the Meung Yum people from these villages adequately understand the Namt Yoke 
variety of Meung Yum. It should be noted that the average score in Namt Yoke was 
about the same as the other three villages. Since the results of dialect intelligibility 
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testing show that intelligibility is over 80%, then the four Meung Yum varieties may 
be referred to as ‘similar dialects’. In other words, there is no dialect variation 
among these four Meung Yum villages. 
 
In addition to the RTT itself, each subject was asked several ‘post-RTT’ questions, 
testing their knowledge of and attitude to variety of the speaker in the story.  These 
responses were then analysed.  
 
48/48 [100%] of the Meung Yum subjects reported that they understood everything 
from the Meung Yum RTT story. All the subjects could tell that the storyteller was 
Meung Yum and 20/36 [55.5%] subjects, (non-Namt Yoke villagers) could recognise 
that the storyteller came from Namt Yoke.  
 
48/48 [100%] of the Meung Yum subjects thought that the storyteller’s speech was 
the same as their speech. 34/36 [94.4%] of the subjects said that the Meung Yum 
children in their village would also be able to understand the story.  
 
When you speak with Meung Yum people there (from other Meung Yum 
villages), what language do you use with each other? (11-ISQ32e) 
This question was asked to 36 subjects in three villages on the 2011 trip, except in 
Namt Yoke and the responses are displayed in Table 53. However, 15/36 [41.6%] 
reported that they had never met with Meung Yum people from other villages so this 
question is only applicable for 21 subjects. 
 
Table 53: Ways of communicating with other Meung Yum villagers 

Ways of communicating with   
other Meung Yum villagers 

No. of subjects 

We both use our own varieties 18 
We both switch our own varieties slightly 2 
I switch to his variety  1 
Total 21 

 
18/21 [85.7%] of the subjects reported that they use their own variety when they 
speak with people from other Meung Yum villages. 2/21 [9.5%] of the subjects 
switch their variety slightly and 1/21 [4.76%] or one subject switches to use other 
variety when they speak with other Meung Yum people. Since most of the subjects 
use their own variety and only a few people switch slightly or speak other variety, it 
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can be assumed that there is no barrier among the people because of their speech 
variation. 

 Summary of findings for mutual intelligibility of Meung 6.1.4
Yum varieties 
The previous subsections present three different kinds of evidence concerning the 
mutual intelligibility of Meung Yum varieties. The phones of the eight varieties are 
almost completely identical giving no problems in understanding the pronunciation 
of speakers of other varieties. The varieties all share lexical similarity percentages of 
96% or above which means that differences in vocabulary would present few 
problems in comprehending speakers of other varieties. Finally a deeper level of 
intelligibility testing, namely RTT, showed that the Namt Yoke variety is well 
understood in other villages about as well as it was understood in Namt Yoke. 

6.2 Prestige dialect 
This section seeks to answer the following research question. 

Research Question 3.2: What varieties are prestigious and important to the 
Meung Yum? 

Data to answer this question was obtained from the ISLQ and KIQ responses. 
 
Out of all the Meung Yum villages/towns, which village is the most important? 
(09-ISQ49) 
The question above is asked to individual subjects in four Meung Yum villages: 
Kaung Sar, Pan Tan, Man Kyu and Man Phan which were visited in 2009.  
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Table 54 shows the answers people gave. 
 
Table 54: The most important Meung Yum village 

Opinions about the most 
important village 

Kaung 
Sar 

Pan 
Tang 

Man 
Phan 

Man 
Kyu 

Total No. of 
subjects 

No village is more important than 
the others 

3 5 2 2 12 

Namt Yoke 1 3 3 5 12 
My own village 3 3 4 1 11 
No answer 1 1 3 2 7 
Man Pein 3    3 
Man Phan    1 1 
Kaung Sang 1    1 
Meung Yum (village name)    1 1 
Total  12 12 12 12 48 

 
12/48 [25%] of the subjects reported that none of the Meung Yum villages is more 
important than the others. However, another 12/48 [25%] reported that Namt Yoke 
village is the most important village; the subjects who said so are not from Namt 
Yoke. Reason they gave included: because there are more educated villagers; it is the 
first village of the Meung Yum; they are pure Meung Yum people; they maintain 
their traditions and customs; the villagers have hospitality; subjects’ relatives live 
there, they are good in relating with others; and it is a good place to live where most 
Meung Yum Buddhists live.  
 
11/48 [23 %] of the subjects, from each of the four villages reported that their own 
village is the most important villages. One subject reported that Man Phan is 
important since it is a Meung Yum Christian village and there is a teacher in the 
village so she can teach their children. A few subjects reported that their own village, 
Pan Tan, is important because the villagers speak their language well and the 
villagers are in unity.  
 
A few subjects reported that Man Pein village is the most important because it is the 
very first village of the Meung Yum people, their grandparents lived there, it is a big 
Meung Yum village and there is a monastery in the village. One subject reported 
that Kaung Sang village is the most important because it is a big Meung Yum village. 
A village name also called Meung Yum, located in Wa-SAR is also reported as the 
most important village but no reason is given.  
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The same question was included in the KIQ used in 2011, in the four villages: Namt 
Yoke, Man Pein, Kaung Sang and Man Kan. It is observed that most subjects seemed 
that they do not know how to answer this question; this kind of question is abstract 
for them.  
 
Table 55: The most important Meung Yum village  

Village Answer Reason 

Namt Yoke Pang Wan, Pang Khaw, Kaung 
Sang, Pa Paw 

Speak more polite and sweet, easy to 
understand 

Man Pein No village is important than the 
other 

 

Kaung Sang No answer  
Man Kan Our own village  

 
Namt Yoke village leader mentioned that Pang Wan, Pang Khaw, Kaung Sang and Pa 
Paw are the most important villages, since they speak politely; sweetly and it is easy 
to understand. But Man Pein village chief reported that one village is not more 
important or more pure than another. Kaung Sang village leader gave no answer. 
Man Kan’s village chief reported that their own village is the most important village. 
 
Among the Meung Yum, which speech variety seems purer than others? (11-
KIQ65) 
When asking about the purest variety/ village spoken among the people, Namt Yoke 
village leader reported that people from every village speak pure Meung Yum 
language. There is no village that speaks the purest Meung Yum. The subjects from 
the three other villages also did not say any village as the purest Meung Yum variety. 
To summarize all the data about a prestige variety among the people, Namt Yoke 
village is most frequently name given by 12/48 [25%] people. This evidence is 
nonbiased since the subjects who said this are not from Namt Yoke itself. However, 
the Namt Yoke village leader did not name his own village as an important village. 
 
12/48 [25%] of subjects mentioned that no village is more prestigious than the 
other.  A few people mentioned some villages’ names: Kaung Sang, Meung Yum, 
Pang Wan, Pang Khaw, and Pa Paw. So, it can be summarized that Namt Yoke is the 
leading candidate for most prestigious village. Likewise, other big villages: Kaung 
Sang, Meung Yum, Pang Wan, Pang Khaw, and Pa Paw are suitable varieties for 
language development. 
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6.3 Interaction between Meung Yum varieties 
This section describes sociolinguistic data concerning the following research 
question. 

Research Question 3.3: What are the types, natures, and extent of interaction 
between and within the Meung Yum varieties? 

 
In the 2009 KIQ results, the Kaung Sar village leader reported that a few adults from 
their village travel to Man Pein, Namt Yoke and Pan Tan to visit people there about 
once a year. The Man Kyu village leader reported that a few young people from their 
village travel to Namt Yoke and Pang Wan for visiting and for festivals about 3-4 
times a year. The Man Phan village leader reported that almost everyone from their 
village goes to Man Kyu, Pan Tan, Ong Tong and other Meung Yum places for 
visiting almost every week. A few villagers from the villages where they go to visit 
also come to their villages about 3-4 times a year. They come to visit and for 
seasonal religious festivals. When those people come, they speak Meung Yum. 
 
The Namt Yoke village leader reported that they do not have to change the way they 
speak in communicating with Meung Yum from Wa-SAR. They can understand one 
another well. However, the village headmen from three other villages said they do 
not meet Meung Yum people from the Wa-SAR. 
 
According to the 2011 KIQ results, Namt Yoke village leader reported that Meung 
Yum people from the Wa-SAR, especially from Meung Yum village, Man Hawng, 
Man Kyu, and Noat Awng, frequently come to their village everyday or once a week 
for trading, festivals and weddings. They both use their own varieties when they 
meet with each other and they completely understand each other The Kaung Sang 
village leader reported that Meung Yum people from Ho Loi and Pa Paw always 
come to their village. However, Meung Yum people from Wa-SAR do not come to 
the other three villages because there is no official entry point between Kunlong and 
the Wa-SAR not to mention the difficulty of travel. 
 
Which Meung Yum villages do you visit most often? (11-ISQ32) 
This question was asked to 36 subjects from Man Pein, Kaung Sang and Man Kan. 
The responses are displayed in Table 56. Note that some subjects mentioned that 
they have traveled to many different villages. 
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Table 56: Other Meung Yum villages the subjects travel to 
 Interview Location 
Villages that the subjects travelled to Man Pein Kaung Sang Man Kan Total 
Pang Wan 7 2 1 10 
Kaung Sang 3  4 7 
Pang Khaw 4 2 1 7 
Namt Yoke 6   6 
Man Pein  2 3 5 
Pa Paw 1 2 1 4 
Man Gyat   1 1 1 3 
Man Kaung 2   2 
Kaung Sar  1  1 
Pan Tan  1  1 
Meung Yum, Wa-SAR   1 1 
Man Hawng, Wa-SAR   1 1 
NA (never travelled) 2 6 7 15 
Total 26 17 20 63 

 
A little less than half of the subjects15/36 [41.6%] reported that they have never 
visited other Meung Yum villages. The remaining 21/36 [58.3%] subjects have 
traveled to a total of 12 other Meung Yum villages as listed in Table 56. All villages 
listed above are located in Kunlong Township except Meung Yum and Man Hawng. 
The 21 subjects who travel, the frequency of traveling is shown in Table 57. 
 
Table 57: How often the subjects travel to other Meung Yum villages 

How often the 21 subjects travel to other Meung Yum villages No. of subjects 
everyday 2 
one or two times a month 2 
once in a month 4 
once or twice a year 6 
only once in their life so far 2 
only twice in their life so far 2 
three or four times in their life so far 3 
Total 21 

 
Among the 21 subjects who traveled, 6/21 [28.57%]of them have frequent contact 
with people from other villages, such as every day, once or twice a month, However, 
13/21[61.9%] subjects rarely travel to other villages; they have only gone there up 
to or once or twice a year, 1-3 times in their life so far.  
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Table 58 shows the reasons why the 21 subjects travel to other Meung Yum villages. 
 
Table 58: Reasons subjects travel to other Meung Yum villages 

Reasons the subjects travel to other Meung Yum villages  No. of subjects 
To visit 11 
Religious ceremonies, festivals 3 
Weddings 3 
To fetch firewood 1 
To buy things 1 
To get soybeans 1 
To go farm 1 
Total 21 

 
According to the report, 11 subjects mentiond that they travel go traveling to the 
other Meung Yum villages for visiting, 3 subjects go for religious ceremonies and 
festivals, and 3 subjects go there for weddings. One subject each goes there to work 
fetching firewoods, buying things and getting soybeans and farming.  
 
Table 59 shows how long the subjects stay in other Meung Yum villages. 
Table 59: Length of time visiting other Meung Yum villages 

How long the subjects stay in other Meung Yum villages  No. of subjects 
a few hours 1 
1 day 7 
2 days 6 
3 days 4 
10 days 1 
no time given 2 
Total  21 

 
Most of the subjects who travel stay one to three days in other Meung Yum villages. 
A few subjects go traveling for a few hours and come back again. One subject stayed 
ten days there. 
 
To sum up all the answers, there is regular contact between Meung Yum people in 
different villages in Kunlong Township. Some have frequent contact with one 
another. The Meung Yum people in Kunlong Township generally have little contact 
with the people in the Wa-SAR. 
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6.4  Linguistic relationship with other Palaungic varieties 
This section presents data about the linguistic relationship of Meung Yum with Wa 
varieties and other Palungic varieties. Section 6.4.1 presents phonetic comparions 
with Diffloth’s Proto Wa and Watkins’ Standard Wa and Section 6.4.2 presents a 
lexical comparison of Meung Yum with the selected Wa varieties and Palaungic 
varieties. 

Research Question 3.4: What are the linguistic relationships between Meung 
Yum and other Palaungic varieties? 

 Phonetic comparisons  6.4.1
This section provides phonetic features of Meung Yum in comparison with Proto 
Wa10 (Diffloth 1979) and Standard Wa (Watkins 2002).  
 
Table 60: Consonant segments of Proto-Wa, Meung Yum and Standard Wa 

Phonetics Segments Examples 
Proto 
Wa 

Meung 
Yum 

Standard 
Wa 

Proto 
Wa 

English 
gloss 

Meung 
Yum 

WL 
Ref. 

Standard 
Wa 

Page 
No. 

*ph pʰ pʰ *phɒn five pʰuan 354 pʰuan 37 
*p p p *pon four pon 353 pon 36 
*b pʰ p *bɤy person (ʔɛʔ) 

pʰi 
190 pui 43 

*th   *thɔk to spit out pʰec 
mia 

263 pe h  

*t t t *teʔ hand teʔ 167 taiʔ 40 
*d tʰ t *dɛm short, low tʰiam 373 t  iam 40 
*kʰ cʰ kʰ *kʰiʔ moon cʰiʔ 3 kʰiʔ 37 
*k k k *kɨɲ father kəɲ 191 kɯɲ 43 
*g kʰ k *grɨŋ clothes,tools kʰrɯŋ 222 kra ɯŋ 40 
*ʔ ʔ ʔ *ʔɛt a few ʔiat 369 ʔiak 40 
*s s s *sɔʔ dog soʔ 92 soʔ 35 
*j c c *joŋ 

[*coŋ] 
foot/leg cəŋ 170 ca uŋ 36 

*s-j cʰ  *s-jen heavy cʰian    
*h h h *hɨk hair hak 139 haɯk 40 

                                              
10 Note that Diffloth did not always use the IPA standard transcription. In particular, the 

use of j, y, and c are different. In this table where the transcription differs from IPA, the IPA 
is given in square brackets following the original text. 
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Phonetics Segments Examples 
Proto 
Wa 

Meung 
Yum 

Standard 
Wa 

Proto 
Wa 

English 
gloss 

Meung 
Yum 

WL 
Ref. 

Standard 
Wa 

Page 
No. 

*m m m *maʔ mother maʔ 192 mɛ  ʔ 36 
*hm m mʰ *hmac sand mac 33 mʰac 42 
*ʔn n ⁿg *ʔn-

( naʔ) 
sour naʔ 403 ⁿgeʔ  

*hn n   *hnam blood n am 183   
*ɲ ɲ ɲ *ɲaʔ house ɲaʔ 213 ɲɛ  ʔ 36 
*ŋ ŋ ŋ *ŋɔk neck ŋɔk 156 ŋɔ k 36 
*l l l *lɒŋ black loŋ 391 l ŋ 36 
*hl l lʰ *hlaʔ leaf laʔ 46 lʰaʔ 37 
*ʔr r r *ʔrɨʔ deep rauʔ 380 raɯʔ 33 
*w v v *wac sword, knife vac 247 va c 42 
*hw v vʰ *hwek dark vec 399 vʰac 42 
*y j y *yoʔ 

[joʔ] 
To see joʔ 252 ya uʔ 36 

*s.t s.t ⁿd *snteʔ eight səteʔ 357 ⁿdaiʔ 34 
*s.ʔ s.ʔ s.ʔ *sʔaŋ bone saʔaŋ 176 s.ʔaŋ 35 
*s.m s.m s.m *smal/r seed səma 49 s.mɛ   39 

 
The entries in Table 60 display phone correspondences of Meung Yum varieties and 
Standard Wa with Diffloth’s reconstruction of proto Wa forms.  26 consonant phones 
are found in the Meung Yum variety. Every consonant phone found in Meung Yum 
variety is found in proto Wa, except the phone, /v/. However, [v]and [w] are very 
similar segments, and the two sounds could be transcribed differently. Many 
cognates are found across the three sources. 

 Lexical comparisons 6.4.2
This section presents lexical comparison with the varieties of other subranches of the 
Palaungic language family. Twelve varieties are used for the comparison: Namt Yoke, 
was chosen to represent Meung Yum, and Thein Tan to represent Savaiq. Six Waic 
varieties from different places in Shan State of Myanmar; Yaong Shuai, the Standard 
variety of Wa. One Lawa dialect from Thailand and Sava’ from China are also 
included. Outside of Wa varieties, Pangpung Plang and Muak Sa-ak data are also 
included in the analysis. The sources and formats are listed in Table 61. 
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Table 61: Sources data for lexical comparisons 
Ref. Variety 

Name 
LRP’s hometown Format Data Source Year 

01 Sivet  Pang Phak, Kengtung 
Twp 

Wa 229 
wordlist  

Tutu (p.c.) 2006 

02 En  Nam Lin Mai, 
Kengtung Twp 

Wa 229 
wordlist 

Tutu 2006 

03 Lawa  Ban La-up, 
Maehongson, Thailand 

Diffloth 
(1980) 

Diffloth (1980) 
fieldnotes of 
Schlatter 

1980 

04 Sava'  Chaho village, 
Monglian,China 

326 
wordlist 

Hopple (p.c) 2005 

05 Savaiq  Thein Tan, Kunlong 
Twp 

454 
wordlist 

Author February 
2011 

06 Meung Yum  Namt Yoke, Kunlong 
Twp 

454 
wordlist 

Author February 
2011 

07 Mongmao Mongmao Town, Wa-
SAR 

 Hopple (p.c) 2006 

08 Yaong Shuai Man Hawng, Tant Yan 
Twp 

454 
wordlist 

Author June 2011 

09 Mantong  Kyo Phyu, Kengtung 
Twp 

Wa 229 
wordlist 

Tutu (p.c) February, 
March 2006 

10 Kawng 
Meung 

Pangseng, Kengtung 
Twp 

Wa 229 
wordlist 

Tutu (p.c) February, 
March 2006 

11 Pangpung 
Plang 

 451 
wordlist? 

Suknaphasawat 
(p.c) 

2007 

12 MuakSa'aak  Wan Fai,  
MongYawngTwp 

1700 
wordlist 

Hall (p.c) 2008 

 
Using the procedure described in section 3.5.2, basic, everyday vocabulary from 
each of the varieties was compared to see how many of the words are similar. The 
percentages of similar words out of about up to 105 are shown in Figure 9. The 
numbers 80% and below are shown in white; the numbers between 81 and 100% 
are shown in grey.  
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Figure 9: Lexical similarity for Meung Yum and related Palaungic varieties11 

Based on the lexical similarity percentages, it is possible to draw some initial 
conclusions about how similar the Meung Yum variety and the Savaiq variety, to 
other Wa varieties and to other Palaungic varieties. 
 
Meung Yum and Yong Shuai (Ai-Shuai) share high lexical similarity, i.e., 84%. 
Likewise Meung Yum shares high (81-91%) lexical similarity with the other Waic 
varieties, namely En, Lawa, Sava, Savaiq, Mongmaw, Mantong or Kawng Meung.  
However, Meung Yum and Sivet, one of the Waic varieties shares low (74%) lexical 
similarity. Therefore, Meung Yum and Sivet are not likely to understand each other. 
Meung Yum and Waic varieties that are not from the Wa node share low lexical 
similarity, and is evidence that they belong to different branches of language family. 
Meung Yum shares only 70% lexical similarity with Pangpung Plang and 39% with 
Muak Sa'aak. They are not likely to understand each other because they have low 
lexical similarity. 

                                              
11 The numbering for Figure 9 is as follows: 01 Sivet (Kengtung Twp), 02 En (Nam Lin 

Mai, Kengtung Twp), 03 Lawa (Ban La-up, Maehongson, Thailand) 04 Sava' (Chaho village, 
Monglian,China), 05 Savaiq (Thein Tan, Kunlong Twp 06 Meung Yum (Namt Yoke, Kunlong 
Twp), 07 Mongmaw (Mongmaw Town), 08 Yaong Shuai(Man Hawng, Tant Yan Twp), 09 
Man Tong (Kyo Phyu, Kengtung Twp), 10 Kawng Meung (Pangseng, Kengtung Twp), 11 
Pangpung Plang, 12 Muak Sa’aak, Mong Yawng Twp 

Sivet  01 100     
En 02 75 100 

   LW 03 78 90 100 
  Sava 04 90 80 92 100 

Svq 05 79 86 89 95 100 
   MY 06 74 81 81 88 90 100 

MM 07 73 86 86 88 92 91 100 
YS 08 72 84 81 83 85 84 94 100 
MT 09 74 80 82 78 83 82 91 89 100 
KM 10 75 82 83 85 85 81 89 88 92 100 
P Plg 11 65 72 82 68 73 70 79 71 69 65 100 
Msk 12 32 40 51 39 40 39 48 40 40 41 47 100 
  01 02 03  04 05  06 07 08 09 10  11  12 
  Sivet En LW Sava Svq MY MM YS MT KM P Plg M Sk 
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 Summary of findings for linguistic relationship of 6.4.3
Meung Yum with other varieties 
Phonetic comparison shows that Meung Yum is highly similar phonetically with the 
proto Wa and Standard Wa. Meung Yum shares high lexical percentage with the 
Standard Wa varity Yong Shuai, and as well as some other Waic varieties (En, Lawa, 
Sava, Savaiq, Mongmaw, Mantong or Kawng Meung). The evidence suggests that 
Meung Yum belongs to the Wa node of the Waic branch of Palaungic language 
family. 

6.5 Summary of findings and conclusion relating to Goal 3: 
the most suitable variety for Meung Yum language 
development.  
Significant dialect variation is not found at the phonetic segment and lexical level. 
Each Meung Yum variety shares 96-100% lexical similarity to one another. 
Therefore, lexical similarity would not prevent it from being selected as the variety 
for development. Likewise, RTT results indicate that every selected village 
understands the Namt Yoke variety well.  
 
Through sociolinguistic data it has been found that one Meung Yum village is not 
more prestigous than the other, Namt Yoke is the most given name as the most 
prestigious variety among the people. So it can be concluded that Namt Yoke can be 
taken to be the most prestigious variety among the people. Namt Yoke dialect 
should be chosen for language development. 
 
There is regular contact between Meung Yum people in different villages in Kunlong 
Township but less contact with the people in the Wa-SAR. Meung Yum shares high 
lexical similarity with the Standard Wa variety high enough to suggest that Meung 
Yum belongs to Wa node of Waic branch of Palaungic language family. 
 
The following sections present evidence relating to Goal 4, i.e., assessing whether 
Savaiq speakers could benefit from a language development program for Meung 
Yum. 
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6.6 Intelligibilty of Meung Yum for Savaiq 
This section presents sociolinguistic and linguistic data of two selected Savaiq 
villages-Man Gyat and Thein Tan, aimed at answering the following research 
question. 
 
Research Question 4.1: Can Savaiq speakers understand Meung Yum? 
Three sub-sections are included: lexical comparison, RTT results and the last 
subsection will present the summary of the answers and findings found in previous 
subsections for research question 4.1. 

 Lexical comparison 6.6.1
The computed lexical similarity percentages of eight Meung Yum villages and two 
Savaiq varieties are shown in Figure 10 . The similarity percentages for Meung Yum 
varieties with two Savaiq varieties are shown in the shaded rows. 
 

Kaung Sar 01 100 
         

Pan Tan 02 98 100         
Man Kyu 03 97 96 100 

       
Man Phan 04 96 97 96 100       
Namt Yoke 05 96 96 98 97 100          
Man Pein 06 96 96 99 97 98 100        
Kaung Sang 07 97 97 98 99 100 99 100      
Man Kan 08 97 97 99 97 99 99 100 100   

 
Man Kyat 09 88 90 90 90 91 93 93 91 100  
Thein Tan 10 88 90 93 90 91 92 91 93 100 100 
 

 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 
 

 
Kaung 
Sar 

Pan 
Tan 

Man 
Kyu 

Man 
Phan 

Namt 
Yoke 

Man 
Pein 

Kaung 
Sang 

Man 
Kan 

Man  
Kyat 

Thein  
Tan 

Figure 10: Lexical similarity percentages for 8 Meung Yum and 2 Savaiq 
varieties 

Two Savaiq villages share 100% lexical similarity with each other although this 
might be expected because the two villages are quite close together. Savaiq and 
Meung Yum share 88% to 93% lexical similarity. The village with the lowest 
similarity, Kaung Sar is the furthest from the main concentration of Savaiq villages. 
From a lexical point of view, Meung Yum and Savaiq are closely related. 
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 RTT results 6.6.2
The Namt Yoke RTT was conducted in the two Savaiq villages to research how well 
the Savaiq speakers could understand the Namt Yoke variety of Meung Yum. The 
average (mean) scores for each village as well as standard deviation are presented in 
Table 62. 
 

Table 62: Savaiq Villages’ Meung Yum RTT scores 

Variety 
Tested 

Village 
Tested 

Conclusion Average 
Score 

Standard 
Deviation 

No. of 
Subjects 

Meung Yum: 
Namt Yoke 

Man Gyat   understand 88% 11% 11 
Thein 
Tan 

most 
understand 

83% 18% 13 

 

As shown in Table 62, the subjects from both the Savaiq villages also scored well on 
the Meung Yum RTT story. The average score for each of these two villages is at 
least 83%. Man Gyat village had a standard deviation of 11%, so using Blair’s 
criteria in Table 6, Man Gyat villagers understand Namt Yoke Meung Yum well. 
Thein Tan’s standard deviation was 18%. So it can be concluded that most subjects 
from Thein Tan understand the Namt Yoke variety of Meung Yum well, but some are 
less familiar with Meung Yum speech, perhaps not surprising because they live 
further away from Meung Yum people than villagers from Man Gyat. In general, it 
can be concluded that most of the Savaiq people from these villages understand the 
Namt Yoke variety of Meung Yum well.  
 

A few questions were asked after each RTT session and Table 63 shows how much 
the Savaiq people from both villages thought they could understand the Meung Yum 
RTT. Since the results of dialect intelligibility testing show that intelligibility is over 
80%, then Meung Yum and Savaiq varieties may be referred to as ‘similar dialects’. 
 

Table 63: Savaiq subjects’ self-reported comprehension on Meung Yum RTT 

 Interview Location 
Level of understanding Man Gyat  Thein Tan No. of subjects 
Everything 9 5 14 
Most 0 5 5 
Half 1 2 3 
Some 1 1 2 
Total 11 13 24 
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14/24 [58.3%] of the Savaiq subjects thought they understand everything from the 
Meung Yum story. 5/24 [20.8%] of them thought they understand most, 3/24 
[12.5%] of them understand half and 2 subjects reported that they understand only 
some of the story. Most of the Savaiq subjects reported that the Meung Yum variety 
was ‘a little different’ or ‘different’ from their variety. However, a few of them from 
Thein Tan reported that both varieties are the same. 
 
Table 64 shows whether the subjects think that the Savaiq children in their village 
can or cannot understand the storyteller’s variety. 
 
Table 64: Children’s reported understanding of storyteller’s variety 

Can the children understand that variety? No. of subjects 
No 10 
Yes 9 
Yes, but not all 4 
No answer 1 
Total 24 

 
10/24 [41.6%] of the subjects reported that the Savaiq children from their village 
might not understand Meung Yum. However, 13/24 [54.1%] of the subjects said the 
Savaiq can understand everything in the story or most of the story. 
 
The village leaders from both Savaiq villages reported that they use their own 
varieties when they talk with Meung Yum people. All ISQ subjects, 24/24 [100%] 
reported that when they hear Meung Yum they can understand it very well. 
However, they reported that the Meung Yum and Savaiq languages are not the same. 
The people dress differently and they also speak differently and according to the 
subjects Meung Yum and Savaiq are different in the usage of words, tones, pitch and 
accent. 

 Summary of findings for Savaiq’s intelligibility of 6.6.3
Meung Yum 
The lexical similarity results of Savaiq with Meung Yum varieties were fairly high, 
i.e. 88% to 93%. Also, most of the Savaiq adults understand the Meung Yum RTT 
well. However, the adults’ opinions about children could comprehend the Meung 
Yum story from Namt Yoke were mixed since about whether half of them said ‘yes’, 
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but the other said ‘No’. This suggests that inherent intelligibility between Meung 
Yum and Savaiq could be high due to high result for the RTT score with 11-18% of 
standard deviation. Village leaders from both Savaiq villages reported that Meung 
Yum and Savaiq people both use their own varieties when they meet each other. 
Taking the evidence together, it can be concluded that Savaiq speakers understand 
Meung Yum well. 

6.7 Language attitude of Savaiq speakers towards Meung Yum 
This section presents sociolinguistic data to answer the following research question. 
Research Question 4.2: Do Savaiq speakers have negative attitudes to Meung Yum? 
 

Attitudes toward the Namt Yoke variety of Meung Yum are observed through Post-
RTT questions, shown in Table 65. 

 
Table 65: Attitudes of Savaiq people toward the Namt Yoke Meung Yum 
variety 

 Interview Location 
Subjects’ attitudes Man Gyat Thein Tan No. of subjects 
Like 2 12 14 
Dislike 9 1 10 
Total 11 13 24 

 
When asked the question, “Do you like the way this person speaks?” 14/24 [58.3%] 
of subjects answered, ‘Yes’. So it can be assumed that most Savaiq people have 
positive attitudes toward the storyteller’s Meung Yum variety. 
 
However, 10/24 [41.6%] of the subjects, especially from Man Gyat village, reported 
that they do not like the storyteller’s Meung Yum variety. However, the survey team 
feels that the answers given in Man Gyat village may be biased. In Man Gyat village, 
the survey team had mentioned about orthography development during the 
participatory tools for Dialect Mapping before the SLQ interviews were conducted. It 
was observed that a village chief in Man Gyat encouraged all his villagers to answer 
negatively, maybe because the survey team members belong to a different religion 
or they were afraid of being forced to use a new orthography. Because of these 
factors, most people from Man Gyat village answered that they do not like the 
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Meung Yum speech. But in Thein Tan village, there is no reason to suspect the 
interviews to be biased.  
 
Table 66 shows the reasons why the 10 Savaiq subjects disliked the storyteller’s 
Meung Yum speech. 
 
Table 66: Reasons why 10 subjects disliked the storyteller’s speech 

Reasons No. of subjects 
This is not my language, I like only Savaiq language 4 
They are not our people 3 
He speaks not sweet or rough 2 
We do not take Meung Yum language seriously 1 

Total 10 
 
10 subjects reported that they disliked the Meung Yum variety, because the Meung 
Yum language is not their language, the Meung Yum people are not their people, the 
storyteller speaks not sweet, or he speaks rough, and they do not take Meung Yum 
seriously. 
 
Table 67 shows the reasons why the 14 subjects liked the storyteller’s Meung 
Yumvariety.  
 
Table 67: Reasons why 14 subjects liked the storyteller’s speech 

Reasons No. of subjects 
We all are from the same Wa people  3 
He speaks politely, fluently and clearly 3 
I can understand well 2 
This is my own language 2 
He speaks almost the same like us 1 
He speaks like he is preaching 1 
I do not know 1 

Total 14 
 
14/24 [58.3%] liked the way the storyteller spoke because they all are the same Wa 
people, he speaks politely, fluently and clearly, they can understand the story well, 
he used their own language, the storyteller speaks almost the same like they do, and 
he speaks like preaching. One subject did not give a reason. 
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Table 68 shows how the subjects would feel if their child or relative wanted to 
marry someone who spoke like the storyteller.  
 

Table 68: Feelings about intermarriage with Meung Yum 

How would you feel if your child or relative 
wanted to marry someone from that variety? 

No. of 
subjects 

Man 
Gyat 

Thein 
Tan 

Like it 13 2 11 
Dislike it 5 4 1 
Neutral (Feel nothing) 5 4 1 
No answer 1 1 0 

Total  24 13 11 
 
In summary, 13/24 [54.16%] of the subjects felt good about intermarriage with a 
Meung Yum person. 11 of them are from Thein Tan and only 2 subjects who agree 
Meung Yum intermarried are from Man Gyat. 5/24 [20.8%] of them thought 
intermarriage was not good: 4 from Man Gyat and 1 from Thein Tan. 5/24[20.8%] 
felt neutral about intermarriage. It can be summarized that Thein Tan villagers have 
positive attitude toward Meung Yum however Man Gyat villagers’ attitude on 
Meung Yum is not positive. 
 
Table 69 shows the reasons why the 13 Savaiq subjects felt positive and agreed 
about intermarriage with Meung Yum.  
 
Table 69: Reasons why subjects would agree to intermarriage 

Reasons for approving intermarriage No. of subjects 
They are our people 5 
We speak the same language, not very different 5 
We believe in the same religion 1 
They have freedom to choose their own partner 1 
I do not know 1 

Total 13 
 
Most of the subjects who agreed with intermarriage said that because they feel that 
they are the same tribe and speak the same language. A few subjects said they 
believe in the same religion and they have freedom to choose their own partners.  
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Table 70 shows the reasons why the 5 Savaiq subjects felt negative about 
intermarriage with Meung Yum.  
 
Table 70: Reasons why subjects do not agree to intermarriage 

Reasons for not approving about intermarriage  No. of subjects 
We are not the same people group 3 
We speak differently 1 
We have different cultures and behaviors 1 

Total 5 
 
5/24[20.8%] of the subjects reported that they do not agree with intermarriage with 
Meung Yum people because they are not the same people group, they speak 
different, and they have different cultures and behaviors than Meung Yum people. 
In summary, more than half of the Savaiq subjects reported that they like the way 
the storyteller speaks because they can understand the story well, the storyteller 
speaks almost the same as them and they are all the same Wa people. So it can be 
assumed that most Savaiq people have positive attitudes toward the storyteller’s 
Meung Yum variety. 
 
A little more than half of the Savaiq subjects felt good about intermarriage with a 
Meung Yum person because they feel that they are the same tribe and speak the 
same language, but some of them thought intermarriage was not good because they 
are not the same people group, they speak different, and they have different cultures. 
 
If there will be a writing system based on Meung Yum-Namt Yoke variety, how 
interested would you be in learning to read and write it?  (a) Very interested, 
(b) rather interested, (c) a little interested, (d) not at all. (11-ISQ31) 
The responses to this question are displayed in Table 71. 
 
Table 71: Savaiqs who want to read and write Meung Yum-Namt Yoke 

Level of interest Man Gyat Thein Tan Total No. of subjects 
Not at all 9 0 9 
Very interested 2 11 13 
Rather interested 0 1 1 
A little interested 0 1 1 

Total  11 13 24 
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9/24 subjects reported that they are not interested in learning Meung Yum Namt 
Yoke variety. All 9 of these subjects are from, Man Gyat village. The reasons they 
gave are: they do not like Meung Yum language, Savaiq (our language) is used wider, 
Meung Yum are not our people, we are not mutually intelligible to one another.  
13/24 of subjects reported that they are very interested in learning the variety.  2 
subjects are from Man Kyat and 11 are from Thein Tan. The reasons are: the 
language is good, we speak the same, none of us is literate, I like this way of 
speaking, and we are the same people group. 
 
One subject reported he is rather interested in learning the variety and the reason is 
We (Savaiq and Meung Yum people) understand each other's language. One subject 
is a little interested in learning the Meung Yum variety. 
 
To summarize the findings for research question 4.2, strong evidence for positive 
attitudes of Savaiq toward Meung Yum is not found. Positive attitudes for the Meung 
Yum intermarriage is not found among all subjects but only found among Thein Tan. 
It is also true with the Savaiq attitude toward a writing system in Meung Yum 
variety. Since attitudes seem to depend strongly on the village, more Savaiq villages 
need to be surveyed before firm conclusions can be drawn about the attitudes of the 
people group in general.   

6.8 Interactions between Meung Yum and Savaiq 
This section seeks to answer the following research question. 
Research Question 4.3: What are the types, natures and extent of interaction 
between the Meung Yum and Savaiq? 
 
The village leaders from both Savaiq villages reported that Meung Yum people from 
Man Hawng, Kaung Sang, and Pang Kham frequently come to their village at least 
once a week to visit and to work in the rice fields together. In summary to the 
answer for Research Question 4.3, Savaiq people and Meung Yum people in the area 
have a close relationship with one another. 

6.9 Summary of findings and conclusion relating to Goal 4: 
extensibility of Meung Yum to Savaiq 
In summary of the findings concerning to Goal 4: it has been shown that Savaiq 
speakers understand simple narrative texts in Meung Yum well. Likewise, Savaiq 
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shares high lexical similarity with Meung Yum, i.e. 88% to 93%. The two people 
groups have regular contact with one another. Positive attitudes toward the Meung 
Yum writing system of Savaiq people is not found very strong in the data, since out 
of 13 people who positive attitude toward Meung Yum writing, 11 0f them are Thein 
Tan villagers but only 2 of them are from Man Gyat. Likewise the report shows that 
none of the Man Gyat subject is interested in a Meung Yum writing system, one 
reason given that Savaiq is spoken more widely than Meung Yum. So it can be 
observed that there are some Savaiq villagers who see themselves as more 
prestigious and developed than the Meung Yum people. 
 
Despite high lexical similarity, high intelligibility and regular contact between 
Savaiq and Meung Yum, language attitude indicates that it is unlikely for Savaiq to 
join in the Meung Yum language development program. Further survey is needed 
before a firm conclusion is drawn about the best approach for Savaiq language 
development. 
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 Chapter 7
Conclusions 

This chapter presents an overview of the research findings, conclusions and 
suggestions for further research. 

7.1 Overview of the study 
The main purpose of the research presented in this thesis is the assessment for the 
need of Meung Yum language development. The data of this thesis was collected on 
two survey field trips conducted in eight Meung Yum-majority villages and two 
Savaiq villages in Kunlong Township, Northern Shan State, Myanmar.  
 
The first field trip was conducted in four Meung Yum villages and data collected 
included wordlists and Knowledgeable and Individual Sociolinguistic Questionaires 
(KIQ and ISQ). The KIQ collected information about are demographics, ethnic group, 
village name, group name, schools, language maintenance, LWC, contact, festivals, 
intermarriage, prestige dialect, orthography and language development. The ISQ 
collected information about demographics, contact, attitudes toward LWCs 
literatures, interest in literacy, bilingual proficiency, children language use and 
language maintenance, domain of language use, ethno-linguistic identity. 
 
The second survey trip was conducted in another four Meung Yum-majority villages 
and two Savaiq villages. The same survey instruments were used with some revision 
in the second survey. Moreover, three more instruments were added: Religious 
Leader Interview Questionaire, Recorded Text Test (RTT) and Dialect Mapping Tools 
to research further information which had not been covered in the first survey.  The 
Religious Leader Interview Questionaire was designed to collect information about, 
subject demographics, village monastery information, religious festivals, religious 
language use, literatures, and orthography and language development. RTT was 
designed to discover the comprehension of the people in the various villages visited 
on the Mung Yum-Namt Yoke variety. The Dialect Mapping Tool collected data 
about dialect perceptions and intelligibility of neighbouring varieties. 
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Wordlist data was analysed in two ways: phonetic comparisons and lexical 
comparisons among the Meung Yum varieties and the comparison with the related 
Waic varieties and varieties from different branches of the Palaungic language 
family. The sociolinguistic data were analysed to answer the research questions 
which combined to achieve the goals of the study. The RTT data gave insights into 
the level of intelligibility of the Namt Yoke variety among subjects in the four 
villages. The data collected using the Dialect Mapping Tools did not provide many 
useful insights. 

7.2 Conclusions relating to the goals of the study 
In this section the goals of the study are stated in brief and a summary of the 
conclusions that can be drawn relating to each goal is presented. 

 Goal 1: Assess the need for Meung Yum language 7.2.1
development 
The first goal was to determine the need for vernacular language development for 
Meung Yum speakers. Ten specific questions were used to investigate the potential 
for Meung Yum speakers to use existing literature or written materials in the LWCs: 
Shan, Lachid, Burmese, Chinese and Wa.  
 
The survey revealed that the attitude toward the writing in Shan was positive. The 
present literacy rate and speaking proficiency is in Shan is low. 42/96 [43.75%] 
reported that they can speak Shan, however, only 11/36 [30.5%] reported that they 
can speak Shan well and 4/48 (8.3%) said that they can speak Shan as well as a 
Shan person. So it can be observed that even though many people can do easy tasks 
in Shan, very few people are fluent in it. The Shan literacy rate for Meung Yum 
speakers is 5/36 [13.8%]. All of them are males who have received monastery 
education for some years. So it can be clearly seen that ordinary villagers are not 
literate in Shan. These factors are likely to prevent the Meung Yum from developing 
Shan literacy skills in the future.  
 
The evidence shows that Lachid has very low potential as an alternative for Meung 
Yum language development. 38/96 [39.58%] of all the subjects said they can speak 
Lachid, of these only 5/38 [13.2%] subjects are from Budhhist villages and 33/38 
[86.8%] are from Christian villages. Lachid is an LWC spoken in the Chirstian 
community but not by the Buddhist majority. The literacy rate in Lachid is 5/36 
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[13.8%] according to the research and it is surprising that none of these subjects are 
from Christian villages. No negative attitudes were found toward Lachid or 
bilingualism in Lachid. 
 
Concerning Burmese language evaluation, negative attitudes toward Burmese or 
bilingualism in Burmese were not found. 36/96 [37.5%] of subjects reported that 
they can speak Burmse, however only 3/36[8%] can speak Burmese well. 26/96 
[27%] of Meung Yum people had received some formal education, but only 
2/36[5.5%] reported that they are fluent in reading Burmese. This evidence 
indicates little potential for Meung Yum speakers to use Burmese as an alternative to 
vernacular language development due to their low oral proficiency in Burmese, 
 
As far as Chinese is concerned, it has been found that although many Meung Yum 
speakers are able to use Chinese for oral communication, none of them are able to 
read Chinese and none of them are interested in written Chinese. This factor also 
rules out the use of Chinese as the language for literacy for the Meung Yum.  
 
Relating to the bilingualism and attitude towards Wa language, 9/96 [9.37%] 
reported that they can speak Wa and the literacy rate in Wa is low, i.e.,1/36 [2.77%] 
or only one person out of three villages reported that he can read Wa. Negative 
attitudes toward bilingualism in Wa were not found among the people, however, the 
people want language development in their own language and only 2/36 [3.5%] 
subjects mentioned that they are very interested in reading and writing Wa. This 
evidence shows there are barriers to the use of Wa as the language for literacy for 
Meung Yum speakers. However, since Meung Yum is a Waic variety with high 
lexical similarity to Wa intelligibility testing should be done to provide further 
evidence on which discussions about literacy can be made. 

 Goal 2: Investigating the readiness 7.2.2
Five specific research questions were designed to meet the second goal of the survey 
which is to investigate the readiness for vernacular language development, 
especially by investigating language vitality, population size, interest and unity of 
the people. 
 
44/48 [91.66%] identify themselves as Meung Yum and 24/96[25%] of Meung Yum 
individual subjects are monolingual.  36/36 [100%] reported that children in their 
village speak Meung Yum first in childhood. 84/84 [100%] speak Meung Yum the 
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best. 36/36 [100%] reported that the children speak their mother tongue, when they 
play together. Meung Yum is the language most used by Meung Yum people both 
inside and outside the home. These factors all show that that language vitality 
among Meung Yum people is very high.  
 
The size of the Meung Yum population in Kunlong and Wa-SAR is estimated as 
8,000 according to this survey and this population is big enough to support a 
language development project. 
 
Meung Yum people in general, village leaders and religious leaders reported that 
they are interested in language development in their own language and people 
mainly have good relationships with each other although speakers in Kunlong 
Township are geographically remote from those in the Wa-SAR. Only a few people 
among the whole Meung Yum population are educated. They could possibly be 
helpful people for language development efforts in the future.     

 Goal 3: Determine the most suitable variety 7.2.3
The lexical similarity percentages, intelligibility level on the Meung Yum RTT, and 
the attitude of the people towards their mothertongue were the factors used to 
determine the most suitable variety/varieties for development. 
 
All the evidence shows that there is no substantial variation among Meung Yum 
varieties. All Meung Yum varieties share lexical similarity percentages of 96% to 
100% which means that differences in vocabulary would present few problems in 
comprehending speakers of other varieties. Also a deeper level of intelligibility 
testing (RTT) produced Meung Yum village’ scores, 92% and 97%.This showed that 
the Namt Yoke variety is understood in other villages about as well as it was 
understood in Namt Yoke village itself. Namt Yoke is found to be the most 
prestigious variety among the people. Though no Meung Yum village was chosen by 
everybody as the most prestigious, Namt Yoke is by far the most commonly given 
name as the most prestigious variety among the people. There is regular contact 
between Meung Yum people in different villages in Kunlong Township but less 
contact with the people in the Wa-SAR.  
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 Goal 4: Could Savaiq be incorporated in a Meung Yum 7.2.4
language program? 
Three specific research questions were asked to meet the final goal, which was to 
determine whether Savaiq language development could be achieved by a joint 
program with Meung Yum.  
 
The RTT results show that Savaiq speakers understand simple narrative texts in 
Meung Yum well. Savaiq shares high lexical similarity with Meung Yum, i.e. 88% to 
93%. The two people groups have regular contact with one another. Attitudes 
toward Meung Yum writing system of Savaiq people were not found very strong 
through the data. Among 13/24 [54%] of subjects who reported that they are very 
interested in learning written Meung Yum; most of them, 11/24 [46%] were from 
Thein Tan and only, 2/24 [8%] were from Man Gyat. Likewise the report shows that 
none of the Man Gyat subjects were interested in Meung Yum written. One of the 
reasons given was that Savaiq is spoken more widely than Meung Yum. So it can be 
assumed that some Savaiq villagers see themselves as more prestigious than the 
Meung Yum people. 
 
Despite high lexical similarity, high intelligibility and regular contact between 
Savaiq and Meung Yum, language attitudes of the people indicate that it is unlikely 
for Savaiq to join in the Meung Yum language development program. Further survey 
is needed before a firm conclusion is drawn about the best approach for Savaiq 
language development. 

7.3 Suggestions for further research 
Further research is needed among Meung Yum and Savaiq. The evidence suggests 
that Meung Yum is likely to be identified under the Wa node of the Waic branch of 
the Palaungic language family. Further linguistic investigation is needed to firmly 
establish the linguistic classification of Meung Yum and Savaiq. 
Moreover, deeper intelligibility testing of standard Wa among Meung Yum speakers 
is needed. Meung Yum shares very high lexical similarity, 81-93%. with the Wa 
varieties in this analysis, including the Standard Wa variety, Yong Shuai and other 
varieties which are En, Lawa, Sava, Savaiq, Mongmaw, Mantong or Kawng Meung. 
This means Meung Yum and all these Wa varieties have good potential to 
understand each other. Further analysis using Standard Wa RTT is needed to test 
how much Meung Yum can actually understand the Standard Wa language, Yong 
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Shuai. The Wa RTT should be tested in various Meung Yum villages in Kunlong and 
the Wa-SAR on a continuum of more to less contact with Standard Wa. Two kinds of 
RTT methods are suggested: recorded personal experience stories and recorded 
reading of non-religious written Wa materials.  
 
Further Savaiq language survey should also be done in broader area, since this thesis 
has very limited data and limited scope on Savaiq.  
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APPENDIX A 
WORDLIST DATA 

A.1 Myanmar 454 Wordlist in English, Burmese, Lachid 
 English Burmese Lachid 

Nature 
1 sky Mug gung 
2 sun Buib’ 
3 moon Lho-mo” 
4 star Kyi 
5 cloud (rain) Sai wan 
6 rain Mug: 
7 rainbow Seing, nyang: 
8 lightning (flashing) Lap cot’ da 
9 thunder Mog gawm gawm 
10 shadow/shade Buib’ shawm 
11 wind Leid, 
12 night Myen” 
13 day Nyeid’ 
14 morning Nap sawn 
15 noon Nyeid gong 
16 yesterday Anyi” nap 
17 tomorrow Nap kyo 
18 year zan’vawt 
19 east Buib htu shawt 
20 west Buib vang shawt 
21 water Gyid 
22 to be hot (water) Gyid’ nge” 
23 to be warm (water) Gyid’ lung, 
24 to be cold (person) Ngam”da 
25 to be cool (water) Chyam”da 
26 stream Gyid zo lang 
27 river Gyid mo”lang 
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28 sea Gyid being lam 
29 soil (earth) Myit tse” 
30 mud Htawm”bawp’ 
31 dust Hpalug’ 
32 stone Lug’ zeing: 
33 sand Tsa-mwi 
34 gold Sheing: 
35 silver Ngei, 
36 iron Jaw’taw’ 
37 mountain Bawm 
38 hill Bawm, gyeing 
39 cave (natural) Lug khawng” 
40 jungle/forest Seik yo: 
41 tree Seik gam 
42 branch (tree) Seik kung 
43 tree bark Seik gwi 
44 thorn Zo 
45 root (tree) Seik gyi 
46 leaf (tree) Seik fu’ 
47 flower Ban 
48 fruit (tree) Seik  shi” 
49 seed (tree) Seik shi jid 
50 grass (field/jungle) myaw’ yo’ sayo 
51 bamboo plant (large) Vo 
52 bamboo shoot (edible) Myeuk 
53 mushroom Moug 
54 cane/rattan Gyawm 
55 kapok Da-uo-gam 
56 sugarcane Pheing chou 
57 opium Ya” phyen 
58 (rice/millet) beer Aid zhan 
59 banana (fruit) Ngaw’ myawk 
60 soy bean Nuk pawp 
61 ginger Chang” kaw’ 
62 garlic Hu-sawn 
63 corn Lamae 
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64 red pepper La-zei 
65 dry (burned) field Tung-yo 
66 wet rice field Yo-htung” 
67 paddy rice Guk 
68 rice seedling Guk myou -gam 
69 to be ripe Myhing  bye 
70 pounded rice Chen 
71 cooked rice Wawm 
72 to winnow (rice) Guk-khyaw 
73 to dry (rice) Guk-lap 
74 to pound (rice) Guk-thong” 
75 to grind (mill) Guk-pyeik 
76 to mill Pyek 
77 to cook (rice) Wawm Jhau 
78 to boil (rice) Laphaw’ 
79 to steam Bong: 
80 rice husk (powder) Vu’ phei” 
81 salt Xo 

Animals 
82 animal (tame/wild) Gung  nyung: 
83 tiger Lomo”-(Lo) 
84 pangolin Tang khwi” 
85 bear Wawm’ 
86 barking deer Shi-chid 
87 monkey La-myuk 
88 gibbon Myuk-naw 
89 rabbit Bang-tai 
90 porcupine La-pyu 
91 rat Gyu-naw 
92 dog La-khwi” 
93 to bark Gyap da 
94 to bite Ngat da 
95 cat La-nyung 
96 pig Vu 
97 cow Nu 
98 milk (cow) Nu-nung 
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99 buffalo Nu-lei 
100 horn (of buffalo) Nu-lei khyung 
101 tail Sha-mi 
102 elephant Xang 
103 elephant tusk Xang-zei 
104 bird Ngaw’ 
105 bird's nest Ngaw-sawt 
106 pigeon Pha-kyung, 
107 wing Dung 
108 feather (body hair) Ngaw’-mung 
109 to fly Dang da 
110 egg U: 
111 chicken Gyaw’ 
112 crest(chicken or bird) Gyaw’ byen 
113 fish Ngo, 
114 snake Lang myu 
115 poison (from snake) Myu-duk 
116 turtle Tuo gawp 
117 crocodile pa-pawt 
118 otter Sham 
119 frog Pa-hong 
120 insect buo (bau) 
121 spider La-gang 
122 spider web La-gang yhawm 
123 louse (head) Shen 
124 termite Jang kawn 
125 ant La-yet 
126 cockroach Phyo 
127 snail La-hoi 
128 mosquito Kyang 
129 bee Byo: 
130 fly Yang-khung” 
131 butterfly Pha-lam 
132 scorpion Muo-lagang 
133 water leech Na-myu 
134 land leech Fawt nyawk 
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135 earthworm Vu’ de 
Body 

136 head Wu -lawm 
137 face Myaw’ khawng” 
138 brain Wu-nuk 
139 hair (head) Xam 
140 body hair Gung mauo” 
141 forehead Nga-lang 
142 eyebrow Myaw’kawm 
143 eye Myaw’ jid 
144 eyelid Myaw’ kuk 
145 nose No 
146 cheek Ba-yam 
147 ear Na-khyap 
148 mouth Nawt 
149 tongue Yho 
150 spit (noun) Sha-kan 
151 tooth Zei 
152 gums Ngein 
153 chin am htang 
154 beard Nawt- mei 
155 to shave (beard) Nawt-mei yok 
156 neck Leing zeing 
157 shoulder Lo’ san 
158 back Gung tang 
159 belly Wawm duo 
160 navel Chaw 
161 heart Hkawn 
162 liver Seing” 
163 intestines U, 
164 arm Law’ 

165 elbow Law  mhawt  htung” 
htang, law xeik 

166 armpit Law chap 
167 palm Law vo 
168 finger Law nyung 
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169 fingernail Law seing 
170 leg Khyid 
171 thigh Tang” buong” 
172 knee Pawt luk 
173 calf Khyid zawn pawt 
174 shin Mang kung 
175 heel Hka-neik htung” htang 
176 bone Sha-yung 
177 joint A-xeik’ 
178 marrow Yung hkyang 
179 rib Nam cham” 
180 meat/flesh (edible) Sho” 
181 fat/grease Xu 
182 skin Sha-yein 
183 blood Swi 
184 sweat Beib kyui 
185 pus Feik 
186 excrement Khyid 
187 urine ain 

People 
188 man Yuk ge 
189 woman Myi ye 
190 person Byu 
191 father Ahpo (A ba) 
192 mother Amyi (Ayei) 
193 to be old (person) Mang lo” bye: 
194 child (young person) Za shang 

195 son (one’s own male 
child) Zo: 

196 son-in-law Ze-ung, 
197 husband Yhawm seing pho 
198 wife Yhawm seing myhi 
199 widow Chuo mo” 
200 brother (elder of f) Mang zeing 
201 brother (elder of m)       = 
202 sister (elder of f) be- zeing 
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203 sister (elder of m) A-be 
204 brother (younger of f) naw 
205 brother (younger of m) Naw-mung 
206 sister (younger of f) nya naw 
207 sister (younger of m)        = 
208 friend Byen chang 
209 name Myeing 

Home 
210 village Vo 
211 road/path Khyo 
212 boat Lhid 
213 house Yhawm 
214 door Khawm” 
215 roof Khong dang 
216 area under house Yhawm- O 
217 wall of house Xe-yam 
218 sleeping area Yawp jang 
219 mat Htan 
220 pillow Ve-khuk 
221 blanket Mae, 
222 clothing Vawt byi 
223 to weave (cloth) Yaw ‘ gan: 
224 to dye (cloth) Ma-chid gyoid 
225 sarong (male) Long gyi 
226 sarong (female) Mae sham 
227 trousers Lo” 
228 to sew Khyawp da 
229 needle Nghap’ 
230 comb Pye” 
231 ring Law’ chyawm: 
232 pot (cooking) Ong, 
233 mortar (for peppers) Chang” xawm 
234 pestle (for peppers) Chang” kyid 
235 spoon Chyaw” 
236 plate Phan’ (Phyen) 
237 firewood Htang” 
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238 fire Myi 
239 to burn something Myi nghe da 
240 to extinguish (fire) Myi sat da 
241 ashes Myi yap 
242 smoke Myi khuo” 
243 gong Mang” 
244 crossbow Mang du 
245 arrow Myo 
246 spear Lham sheing 
247 knife/blade sham 

Verbs 
248 to hear Shuo” gyaw 
249 to listen Tam” gyaw da 
250 to be smelly  Shawm nam 
251 to smell (sniff) Shauo” nam 
252 to see Myang da 
253 to look at Yu da 
254 to weep Nyau nyeid 
255 to eat Zaw da 
256 to swallow Myhau hkyaw da 
257 to be hungry Wawm yot da 
258 to be full (after eating) Wawm gyi bye 
259 to be thirsty Gyeid sheid da 
260 to drink Shuk da 
261 to be drunk (alcohol) ain yeid da 
262 to vomit Hpat(duk) da 
263 to spit Sha-kan” byi” da 
264 to have a sore throat Hkyung tsau” tsau” da 
265 to yawn Qa ham” ham” da 
266 to breathe Saw she: da 
267 to blow (on the fire) Myi mot da 
268 to whistle Nawt pyang” si” da 
269 to suck (milk) Nuk  chyop da 
270 to lick Yaw, da 
271 to smile Asam” kat da 
272 to laugh Yi :da 
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273 to speak Dang meing”  da 
274 to tell about Tai kyaw” da 
275 to shout Nyhaw da 
276 to lie/fib Mhau da 
277 to sing Ma hkawn hkawn da 
278 to think Myaid son da 
279 to know Se da 
280 to forget Taw myeid da 
281 to choose Khyein da 
282 to love Chyid da 
283 to hate Yu yaw da 
284 to be ashamed Shaw da 
285 to wait Lang nyeid 
286 to count Nghap nyeid 
287 to be afraid Gyuk da 
288 to be angry Neik yaw da 
289 to sleep Yhawp da 
290 to snore Yhawp meing meing da 
291 to dream Yhawp’ maw’maw :da 
292 to get up (from bed) Yhawp taw da 

293 to be hurt (after hitting 
finger with hammer) Naw :da 

294 medicine Ma-chid 
295 to be itchy Yaw da 
296 to scratch oneself Kyen: da 
297 to shiver Nan” da 
298 to die Shid’ da 
299 ghost Sa-byo 
300 to sit (remain) Zhong da 
301 to stand (remain) Yap: da 
302 to kneel Pawt htuk htuk da 
303 to walk Hkyo saw” da 

304 to crawl on belly (like a 
snake) Ywi da 

305 to go Yhe da 
306 to come Law da 
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307 to return Dawm law da 
308 to run Gei da 
309 to ascend Daw’ da 
310 to descend Gyaw” da 
311 to enter (house) Vang da 
312 to go out / exit (house) Htu’ da 
313 to push Don da 
314 to pull Lang da 
315 to kick Peik da 
316 to throw She pyam da 
317 to fall (from a height) Byid gyaw da 
318 to swim Gyid shap shap da 

319 to float Gyid dang mae myu: 
htu’ nyeid 

320 to submerge something Gyid nop law 
321 to flow (river) Gyid yau nyeid 
322 to give Byeid da 
323 to tie (something) Tei da 
324 to wipe Myeik da 
325 to rub/scrub Htu sawt da 
326 to wash (hands) Law chid da 
327 to wash (clothes) Bye mae chid da 
328 to bathe Gong chid da 
329 to hit/beat (with force) Bat: da 
330 to split Hkaw’ da 
331 to slice/saw Yham” phyit da 
332 to cut (hair) Xam nyham” da 
333 to stab Htau” sat’ da 
334 to plant Shaw” da 
335 to dig (with a tool) Du da 
336 to bury (a corpse) Nyhawp da 
337 to work Mu zei da 
338 to play Sop kun da 
339 to dance Gaw” da 
340 to shoot (gun) Myi awm beik da 
341 to hunt Sha-hkat hkat da 
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342 to kill Sat da 
343 to fight (hand-to-hand) Chyaw byaw’  da 
344 to buy Qei, da 
345 to sell Ong” da 
346 to exchange Chyaw htai da 
347 to pay Ahpau byein 
348 to steal Hkau da 
349 to hide oneself Gau da 

Numbers 
350 one (person) Da yuk 
351 two (persons) Eik yuk 
352 three (persons) Sawm yuk 
353 four (persons) Myeid yuk 
354 five (persons) qei yuk 
355 six (persons) Khyuk yuk 
356 seven (persons) Nyhet yuk 
357 eight (persons) Shet yuk 
358 nine (persons) Gao yuk 
359 ten (persons) Ta xe” yuk 
360 twenty (persons) eik xe yuk 
361 hundred (persons) Da sho: yuk 
362 thousand (persons) Da-khying: yuk 
363 to be many (people) Myaw: da 
364 all Da-ngan” 
365 some (people) Da-yham” 
366 to be few (people) Shau da 
367 half (quantity) Da-hkang” 

Dimensions 
368 to be big Gyi da 
369 to be small Nge da 
370 to be long Sheing da 
371 to be short (length) Leing”  da 
372 to be tall Myhang  da 
373 to be short (height) Nyhawm da 
374 to be thick (thing) Htu da 
375 to be thin (thing) Paw” da 
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376 to be fat (person) Xu da 
377 to be skinny (person) Ngong da 
378 to be wide/broad Lam: da 
379 to be narrow Chyap da 
380 to be deep Naw da 
381 to be shallow A-naw 
382 to be round Leing leing” da 
383 to be full (container) Byeing” da 
384 right side Law yo: shawt’ 
385 left side Law kung shawt 
386 to be straight (road) Dan: da 

387 to be far (village many 
miles away) We: da 

388 to be near (village very 
near) Jhang da 

389 this He da 
390 that Ho da 

Appearance 
391 black A-naw 
392 white A-phyu 
393 red A-ne 
394 green A-nyung 
395 yellow A-bo” 
396 to be dirty (clothes) Nyon, da 
397 to be new (things) A-seik’ 
398 to be old (things) A-xauo” 
399 to be dark (outside) Mau chot’ da 
400 to shine (flashlight) Bang: da 
401 to be the same Du: da 

Taste/Feel 
402 to be sweet Chau da 
403 to be sour Chyen da 
404 to be bitter Hkaw” da 
405 to be spicy Hpyeik da 
406 to be rotten Bop da 
407 to be swollen Yam da 
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408 to be dry (rice) Qhei da(kyok da) 
409 to be wet (with water) Gyeid chyu da 
410 to be sharp Htaw da 
411 to be blunt Hke, da(keing da) 
412 to be heavy Lai da 
413 to be light Som” da 
414 to be hard (rock) Htan: da 
415 to be soft (cotton) Nam da 
416 to be smooth (road) Chyawt yong” da 

Other Qualities 
417 to be fast Myap da 
418 to be slow Nae” da 
419 to be strong Yawm gyi da 
420 to be weak Yawm shau da 
421 to be tired Myong da 
422 to be ill, sick Gong du a-ngawn” 
423 to be blind Myaw’ jid da 
424 to be deaf Na-jid da 
425 bald Nga-lang pyawt 
426 to be good Ge da 
427 to be bad Yon da(a-ge) 
428 to be correct Jaw da  
429 to be wrong Shawt: da 

Misc. 
430 when (past) Hka-nam 
431 when (future)     = 
432 where Hka-mae 
433 who Hang” 
434 what Che jung 
435 how many (persons) Hka-myaw-yuk’ 
436 I (1s) Ngo 
437 you (2s) Nang 
438 he/she (3s) Haw yuk 
439 we (1p) Nga-nung” 
440 you (2p) Na-nung” 
441 they (3p) Haw bang: 
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442 to take Yu da 
443 to put/place Taw” taw”da 
444 to be lost or disappear Byok da 
445 to bend Kon da 
446 to lift Vu’ da 

447 to do/make 
(something) Kot da(zei da) 

448 don't do it A-kawt 
449 to be difficult Yau hke” da 
450 to be easy Lei  da 
451 to be loose Shwi da 
452 to be tight seing” da 

453 to set free, let go 
(animal) Nhang kat da 

454 to squeeze Chyop da 
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A.2 Wordlist used for Lexical comparison 
The following list is 105 words are used for the lexical comparison in section 6.1.2. 
It should be noted that the data shown is based on field transcriptions and has not 
undergone phonological analysis. 
 

  Meung Yum Savaiq 
436 
WL 
Ref 

Gloss Kaung 
Sar  

Pan 
Tan  

Man 
Kyu  

Man 
Phan  

Namt 
Yoke 

Man 
Pein 

Kaung 
Sang 

Man
Kan 

Man 
Gyat   

Thein 
Tan 

2 sun sə  ɲi   sə ɲ    sə  
ɲi  / 

sə  ɲi   sə ɲiʔ  sə ɲiʔ  səɲeʔ  sə ɲiʔ sə ɲeʔ sə ɲiʔ 

4 star sim   
ʔuɲ  

sim   
ʔuin  

sim   
ʔuin  

sim   
ʔuɲ  

simʔ 
ʔuɲ 
[loŋ] 

sim 
ʔuɲ 
[loŋ] 

simʔ 
ʔuɲ  

sim 
ʔuɲ 
[loŋ ] 

sim 
buɲ 

sim 
buiɲ 

10 shadow
/ shade 

poe  poeː  poe  vi   pʰre viː vɯː v ɯi vɯai vɯɛ 

11 wind kɯ  gɯː  gɯ  gɯ  gɯː gɯː gɯː gɯ gɯːa gɯ ːa 

12 night pʰan  
pʰo  

pʰan  
pʰoː  

pʰan  
pʰo  

pʰan  
pʰo  

[pʰan
] pʰoː 

pʰan 
pʰoː 

[pʰon] 
pʰoː 

[pʰan
] pʰo 

[pʰon] 
pʰo  

[pʰon] 
pʰua 

18 year num  num  num  num  num num num num num nɯm 

21 water rom  rom  rom  rom  rom rom rom rom ʔom ʔum 

29 soil 
(earth) 

hak   
tɛʔ  

ha k   
tɛʔ  

hak   
t   

hak   
tɛ  

[hak] 
tɛʔ 

[hak] 
dɛʔ 

[hak] 
dɛʔ 

[hak] 
dɛʔ 

[hak] 
tɛʔ 

[ⁿ] dᵉɛʔ 

35 silver mə  mə  mə  
(prim
 ) 

mə  
(pɯm 
) 

mə mə mə mə mə məː 

36 iron rɛm  rɛm  rɛm  jɛm  jiam jiam rɛm rɛm rɛm rɯam 

41 tree num  
kʰauʔ   

num  
kʰau   

kʰaw
ʔ   

num  
kʰau   

num 
kʰauʔ 

[num] 
kʰauʔ 

num 
kʰauʔ 

[num
] 
kʰauʔ 

[num] 
kʰauʔ 

[nɯm] 
kʰauʔ 

42 branch 
(tree) 

kak  
kʰauʔ   

kak  
kʰawʔ   

kak  
kʰaw
ʔ   

kak  
kʰauʔ   

kak 
[kʰau
ʔ] 

kak 
[kʰauʔ
] 

kak 
[kʰauʔ
] 

kak 
[kʰau
ʔ] 

kak 
[kʰauʔ
] 

kak 
[kʰauʔ] 

 thorn kat   kʰom  kat  kat  kat kat kat kat kat kaːt 

48 root 
(tree) 

rai   liai   rai  
kʰaw
ʔ   

rip  
kʰaw   

jiɛh 
[kʰau
ʔ] 

jiaih 
[kʰauʔ
] 

r ɛh 
[kʰauʔ
] 

riaih riɛ 
[kʰauʔ
] 

riɛ 

46 leaf 
(tree) 

laʔ   
kʰawʔ   

laʔ   
kʰawʔ   

laʔ   
kʰaw
ʔ   

laʔ   
kʰawʔ 
  

laʔ 
[kʰau
ʔ] 

l  aʔ 
[kʰauʔ
] 

l  aʔ 
[kʰauʔ
] 

l  aʔ 
[kʰau
ʔ] 

l  aʔ 
[kʰauʔ
] 

laʔ 
[kʰauʔ] 

48 fruit 
(tree) 

pli  pli     pli  
kʰaw
ʔ   

pli   
kʰawʔ 
  

bliʔ 
[mak
] 

pliʔ 
[kʰauʔ
] 

pli 
kʰauʔ 

bliʔ pli 
[mak] 

pliʔ 
[mak] 
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  Meung Yum Savaiq 
436 
WL 
Ref 

Gloss Kaung 
Sar  

Pan 
Tan  

Man 
Kyu  

Man 
Phan  

Namt 
Yoke 

Man 
Pein 

Kaung 
Sang 

Man
Kan 

Man 
Gyat   

Thein 
Tan 

51 bamboo 
plant 
(large) 

ʔo   ʔoh   ʔo   ʔo   ʔoʔ ʔoʔ ʔoʔ ʔoʔ ʔuaʔ ʔuoʔ 

53 mushro
om 

dih  dih  dih  dih  di  h di  h dih di  h di  h di  h 

59 banana 
(fruit) 

mɔi   mɔi  mɔi  mɔi  [bliʔ] 
mɔi 

mɔi mɔ ih mɔi mɔ ih muaih 

63 corn [sə ] 
kloe  

sə klwe
  

sə  
kloe  

sə  
kloe  

[kʰau
] gloe 

sə kloe [sə] 
kloe 

[sə] 
kloe 

sə pʰiʔ sak phi 

65 dry 
(burned
) field 

ma ma ma  ma  ma ː  ma ː  m aː m aː maː [kə] 
maː 

67 paddy 
rice 

ŋo   ŋoʔ   ŋoʔ   ŋoʔ   ŋoʔ ŋ oʔ ŋ oʔ ŋoʔ ŋuaʔ ŋoːʔ 

71 cooked 
rice 

ʔəp  ʔəp   ʔəp  ʔəp  ʔəp ʔəp ʔəp ʔəp ʔəap ʔɯap 

81 salt cʰiʔ   cʰi  cʰi  cʰi  cʰih cʰiː cʰih cʰih kʰiː kʰi 

86 barking 
deer 

pwe  pweh  pweh
  

pweh  bweh bwe h bwe h bwe h bweh bwe h 

87 monkey ro  ro  ro  ro  roː roː roː ro vah vaʔ 

91 rat kʰaŋ  kʰaŋ  kʰaŋ  kʰaŋ  kʰaŋ kʰaŋ kʰaŋ kʰaŋ kʰaŋ kʰaŋ 

92 dog soʔ   soʔ   soʔ   soʔ   soʔ soʔ soʔ soʔ suaʔ suᵊʔ 

94 to bite cʰɛt  cʰɛt   cʰɛt   cʰɛt   cʰiat cʰiat cʰiat cʰiat kʰiat kʰiɛt 

96 pig lik  lik  lic  lik  lig lig lig lig leg lɛg 

99 buffalo krak  krak   krak   krak   krak krak krak grak krak krak 

100 horn (of 
buffalo) 

ruŋ  ruŋ ruŋ   
krak  

ruŋ   ruŋ ruŋ ruŋ ruŋ rəŋ rɯŋ 

101 tail sə  
taʔ   

sə  taʔ   sə   
taʔ  

sə   
taʔ   

[sa] 
taʔ 

[sə] 
taʔ 

[sə] 
taʔ 

[sə] 
daʔ 

[sə] 
taʔ 

[sə]ta:ʔ 

104 bird sim sim   sim   sim   sim sim sim sim sim sim 

110 wing bric   bric    bric   bluic   brɯc brɯc pluic briːk bluic bruic 

109 to fly plu  plu  plu  plu  bluː pluː pluː bluː puaː puaː 

110 egg tom  tom  tom  tom  tom tom tom [ⁿ]do
m 

tom tom 

111 chicken ʔia  ʔia  ʔja  ʔia  ʔia jiaː ʔja ʔja ja jia 

114 snake sə  
ʔuɲ   

sə  
ʔuiɲ  

sə  
ʔuiɲ   

sə  
ʔuiɲ  

sə 
ʔuiɲ 

sə ʔuɲ sə ʔuɲ sə 
ʔuɲ 

sə ʔuɲ səʔuiɲ 
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123 louse 
(head) 

siʔ   siʔ  / sih  (
head)
/mɹi
ŋ (bo
dy) 

sih   siʔ siʔ siʔ siʔ s  iʔ siʔ 

129 bee hia   hia  hia   hia  hia jia  hiaː hja hia hia 

136 head pʰaŋ  
toŋ 

pʰaŋ  
ceɲ  

pʰaŋ  
ceɲ 

pʰaŋ  
ceɲ  

[pʰan
] ceɲ 

[pʰaŋ 
toŋ], 
[pʰaŋˈ]
ceɲ 

ceɲ ceɲ keɲ keɲ 

139 hair 
(head) 

hak    ha k  ha k   ha k  hak hak hak hak  hək hək 

143 eye t  ə  
ŋai  

ta  ŋai  (sə  
ma ) 
ŋai  

(sə  
ma )tə
  ŋai  

[tə] 
ŋai 

[tə] 
ŋai 

[tə] 
ŋai 

[tə]ŋ
ai 

[səma] 
ŋai 

[sam ] 
ŋai 

145 nose tə  
mɯh  

tə  
mɯh  

tə  
mɯi
h  

tə  
mɯi  

[tə] 
mɯ 

[tə] 
m ɯ h 

[tə] 
m ɯh 

[tɤ] 
mɯ h 

[kʰɔŋ] 
mɯɛ 

[kʰɔŋ] 
məaih 

147 ear ti   jak  tə  jak   tə  
jak   

ti   
jak  

[lə]ja
k 

[tə] 
j ak 

[tiʔ] 
jak 

[tə] 
jak 

[lə] 
jok 

[lə] jok 

149 tongue tak  tak   tak  tak   tak ⁿdak ⁿdak ⁿdak tak ⁿtak 

151 tooth raŋ  raŋ  raŋ  raŋ  raŋ r aŋ r aŋ raŋ raŋ raŋ 

156 neck ŋɔk  ŋɔk  ŋɔk  ŋɔk  ŋɔk ŋɔk ŋ ɔg ŋɔg ŋɔk ŋɔk 

161 heart sə  
rom  

sə  
rom  

sə  
rom  

sə  
rom  

sə 
rom 

sə rom sə rom sə 
rom 

sok 
rom 

səma 
rom,so
k rom 

162 liver tɔm  tɔm  cʰin tɔm tɔm tɔm tɔm dɔm tɔm [nau,] 
dɔm 

168 finger kɔn 
cɛn 

 kɔn  
cɛn   

kɔn  
cɛn  

[kɔn ]
  cɛn   

cian 
[deʔ] 

[kɔn] 
cɛn 

kɔn 
cian 

[kɔn] 
cian 

kian 
[teʔ] 

kiɛn 
[deʔ] 

173 fingerna
il 

m im  m im  mim  mim  mim 
[deʔ] 

mim nim mim nim 
[teʔ] 

nim 

176 bone sa  
ʔaŋ  

sa  ʔaŋ  sə  
ʔaŋ  

sa  
ʔaŋ  

sə 
ʔaŋ 

sə ʔaŋ sə ʔaŋ sə 
ʔaŋ 

sə ʔaŋ səʔaŋ 

180 meat/fle
sh 
(edible) 

nɛ  nɛ   nɛ   nɛ  nɛʔ nɛʔ nɛʔ nɛʔ nɛʔ n ɛʔ 

181 fat/grea
se 

l  weh  l  weh  lweh  lwe  lweh lwe h lweh lwe ləʔwe ləʔwe 

183 blood nam  nam  nam  nam  n am n am n am  nam nam nam 
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184 sweat la  
lah  

la  la  la  
la  

la  la  [lə] 
l  aʔ 

[lə] 
l  ah 

[lə] l  aː lo lah [lə]ʔa i [la] 
ʔaːr 

190 excreme
nt 

ʔen  ʔen  ʔeɲ  ʔeɲ  ʔeŋ ʔeɲ ʔeɲ ʔeɲ ʔeɲ ʔeŋ 

187 urine nəm  nɯm  nɯm
  

nɯm  nəm nɯm [rom] 
nəm 

[rom
] 
nəm 

nəam [ʔom] 
nəam 

195 father kəɲ  kəɲ  krəɲ  kəɲ  kəɲ kəɲ kəɲ gəɲ cə cə 

195 son 
(one’s 
own 
male 
child) 

kɔn 
lemɛʔ 

kɔn 
lemɛʔ 

kɔn 
lemɛʔ 

kɔn kɔn kɔn 
[ləmeʔ
] 

kɔn 
[ləmɛʔ
] 

kɔn 
[ləmɛ
ʔ] 

kɔn [lə 
mɛʔ] 

kɔn [lə 
mɛʔ] 

210 village jaŋ  jaŋ  jaŋ  jaŋ  jaŋ jaŋ jaŋ jaŋ joŋ joŋ 

211 road/pa
th 

kraʔ  kra ʔ  kraʔ  kraʔ  graʔ graʔ kraʔ graʔ kraʔ kraʔ 

213 house ɲa  ɲa  ɲa  ɲa  ɲaʔ ɲaʔ ɲaʔ ɲaʔ ɲaʔ ɲaʔ 

227 to 
weave 
(cloth) 

ci  cʰɔŋ  daiɲ tauɲ 
kʰɹəɲ 

taiɲ ⁿtaiɲ ⁿdaiɲ [ⁿ]dai
ɲ 

taiɲ [ⁿ]daiɲ 

228 to sew cʰeɲ   cʰeɲ   cʰeɲ   cʰen   cʰeɲ cʰeɲ cʰeɲ cʰeɲ cʰeɲ cʰeŋ 

229 needle ɲɛʔ   ɲɛʔ   ɲɛʔ   ɲɛʔ ɲɛʔ ɲɛʔ ɲɛʔ ɲɛʔ ɲɛʔ ɲɛʔ 

233 mortar 
(for 
peppers
) 

cɔk  cɔk  cɔʔ  cɔʔ  cɔk cɔk cɔk cɔk cɔk cɔk  

238 fire ŋo ŋo  ŋo  ŋo  ŋo ŋoː ŋoː ŋo ŋua ŋuo 

245 ashes ɲoʔ   ɲoʔ   ɲoʔ   ɲoʔ   ɲoʔ ɲoʔ ɲoʔ ɲoʔ ɲoʔ ɲoʔ 

246 smoke mət   
ŋo  

mət   
ŋo  

mət   
ŋo  

mət   
ŋo  

mət 
[ŋo] 

mət 
[ŋo] 

mət 
[ŋo] 

mɯt 
[ŋo] 

mət 
[ŋwo] 

mət 
[ŋuo] 

252 to see joʔ   joʔ   joʔ   joʔ   joʔ joʔ joʔ joʔ joʔ joʔ 

254 to weep jam   jam   jam   jam   jam jam jam jam jam jam 

255 to eat ʔih   ʔi  h  ʔi  ʔi  ʔi  ʔ ʔih ʔih ʔih ʔih ʔih 

260 to drink ɲəʔ   ɲə   ɲəʔ   ɲə   ɲəʔ ɲəʔ ɲəʔ ɲəʔ ɲəʔ ɲəʔ 

262 to vomit hau  hau  hau  hau  hau hau hau hau hau hau 

263 to spit pʰec  pʰet  pʰec pʰet  pʰec pʰec pʰec pʰec pʰrec pʰec 
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[mja] [mjaː] [mjaː] [ʔom] 
pʰrec 

[teik] 

279 to know joŋ   joŋ   joŋ   joŋ   joŋ  joŋ joŋ joŋ juaŋ juaŋ 

287 to forget pʰi   pʰji   pʰji   pʰji   pʰi  pʰji pʰi pʰi pʰji 
[ʔom] 

pʰə 
[ʔom ] 

289 to sleep ʔit   ʔit   ʔit   ʔit   ʔit ʔit ʔiːt ʔit ʔit ʔit 

291 to 
dream 

lə   
mo   

lə   
mo   

lə   
mo   

lə   
mo   

[lə] 
moʔ 

[lə]mo
ʔ 

[lə] 
moʔ 

[lə] 
moʔ 

[lə]mo
ʔ 

[lə]mo
ʔ 

294 medicin
e 

lə  
pai  

lə pai  lə  
pai  

lə  
pai  

[lə] 
bai  

[lə] 
bai  

[lə] 
bai  

[lə] 
bai  

[lə] 
ta h 

[lə] ta h  

295 to be 
itchy 

ŋa   ŋaː   ŋa   ŋa   ŋaʔ ŋaʔ ŋaʔ ŋaʔ ɲaʔ ŋaʔ 

298 to die jum   jum   jum   jum   jum jum jum jum jum jəam  

300 to sit 
(remain
) 

ŋɔm   ŋɔm   ŋɔm   ŋɔm   ŋɔm ŋɔm ŋɔm ŋɔm ŋɔm ŋɔm 

301 to stand 
(remain
) 

cʰoŋ   cʰoŋ   cʰoŋ   cʰoŋ   cʰoŋ cʰoŋ cʰoŋ cʰoŋ cʰuaŋ cʰuaŋ 

315 to kick tʰɛt   tʰ ːt   tʰa t
   

tʰ t   tʰɛt tʰɛt tʰɛt tʰiat tʰiat tʰiat 

322 to give kʰa   kʰa    kʰa   kʰa   kʰah kʰaːh kʰaːh kʰah tɔʔ tɔʔ 

334 to plant sum  sum  s  um sum  sum sum sum sum sɯm səam 

335 to dig 
(with a 
tool) 

kaŋ   kaŋ  kaŋ  kaŋ   kaŋ kaŋ kaŋ kaŋ koŋ koŋ 

340 to shoot 
(gun) 

puɲ  puːɲ  puɲ  puɲ  puɲ puɲ puɲ puɲ puɲ puɲ 

351 two 
(persons
) 

raʔ    raʔ    raʔ   
kauʔ   

raʔ   
kauʔ   

raː raː raː raː r aː raː 

352 three 
(persons
) 

lɔiʔ    lɔi    lɔi  
kauʔ   

lɔi  
kauʔ   

lɔi lɔi lɔi lɔi lɔi lɔi 

353 four 
(persons
) 

pon    pon   pon  
kauʔ   

pon  
kauʔ   

pon pon pon pon pon pon 

354 five 
(persons
) 

pʰɔn   pʰɔn   pʰɔn  
kauʔ   

pʰɔan  
kauʔ   

pʰɔn pʰwan pʰwan pʰwa
n 

pʰwan pʰwan 
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355 six 
(persons
) 

ljai  ljai   ljai  
kauʔ   

ljai  
kauʔ   

ljaih ljaih ljaih ljaih ljaih lijɛh 

356 seven 
(persons
) 

ʔa  
ljai   

ʔa  
ljai  

ʔa  
ljai  
kauʔ   

ʔa  
ljai  
kauʔ   

ʔah 
ljaih 

ʔa 
ljaih 

ʔa 
ljaih 

ʔa 
ljaih 

ʔa 
ljaih 

ʔa lijɛh 

357 eight 
(persons
) 

sə   
teʔ   

sə  teʔ    sə   
teʔ   
kauʔ   

sə   
teʔ   
kauʔ   

[sə] 
teʔ 

[sə] 
teʔ 

[sə] 
teʔ 

[sə] 
deʔ 

[sə]teʔ [sə]teʔ 

358 nine 
(persons
) 

sə  
dim   

sə dim   sə  
dim  
kauʔ   

sə  
dim  
kauʔ   

[sə] 
tim 

[sə]di
m 

[sə]di
m 

[sə] 
dim 

[sə]tim [sə]di
m 

359 ten 
(persons
) 

kau   kau   kau  
kauʔ   

kau  
kauʔ   

kau kau kau kau kau kau 

364 all kom  
ʔuit   

kom  
ʔuit   

kom  
ʔuit   

kom  
ʔuit   

[kum
] ʔuit 

[kum] 
ʔuit 

[kum] 
ʔuit 

[kum
] ʔuit 

[kum] 
ʔuit 

[kam] 
ʔuik 

392 white (pi ) 
pʰaiɲ  

pʰaiɲ  biʔ  
pʰaiɲ 

biʔ  
pʰaiɲ 

pʰaiɲ [bi] 
pʰaiɲ 

[bi] 
pʰaiɲ 

pʰaiɲ [biʔ] 
pʰaiɲ 

[bə] 
pʰaiɲ 

398 to be 
old 
(things) 

pi  
brim  

bɹim  pi 
brim 

pə  
bɹim  

[piʔ] 
brɯm 

[bi] 
brim 

[bi] 
brim 

brɯ
m 

[cə] 
prim 

pə jɔk  

405 to be 
spicy 

pr ʔ pɹ ʔ pr ʔ pr ʔ breʔ breʔ breʔ preʔ preʔ breʔ 
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APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRES USED 

B.1 Meung Yum Knowledgeable Insider Sociolinguistic Questionnaire 2009 
Preliminary Information 

1. Questionnaire Number (start with 1 and 
number consecutively) 

 

2. Survey  
3. Interview Location  
4. Interviewer Name  
5. Date  
6. Language of Elicitation  
7. Language of Response  
8. Interpreter Name (if needed)  
9. Comments (anything unusual or noteworthy 

about this interview) 
 

Subject Demographics 
10. What is your name? ၁၀. နာမည်ဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ။ 
11. Gender ၁၁. (ကျား/မ) 

12. How old are you? ၁၂. အသက်ဘယ်ခလာက်ရှိပြီလဲ။ 
13. Are you married? ၁၃. အိမ်ခောင်ရှိလား။ 

14. (if married) Do you have any children? ၁၄. (အကယ်၍ရှိေဲ့ခသာ်)  
a. Yes or no (က)သားသမီးရှိလား။ 

b. (if yes) How many? (ေ) ဘယ်နှစ်ခယာက်ရှိလဲ။ 
15. What is your job? ၁၅. ဘာအလုြ်လုြ်သလဲ။ 

16. What is the highest level of education you 
have completed? 

၁၆.ခကျာင်းဘယ်နှစ်တန်းေိတက်ေဲ့ရလဲ 

a. Level က. ြညာအရည်အေျင်း 
b. What school did you go to? ေ. ဘယ်ခကျာင်းမှာတက်ေဲ့ရလဲ 

c. What was the language of instruction at that 
school? 

ဂ. ခကျာင်းမှာစာသင်တဲ့အေါ ဘာစကားကုိသံုးပြီးသင်သလဲ 

17. When you were born, what village did you 
live in? 

၁၇. ခမွေးရြ်ဇာတိက ဘယ်မှာလဲ 

18. Where did you grow up? ၁၈. ဘယ်မှာကကီးပြင်းလာသလဲ 

19. Where do you live now? ၁၉. အေုဘယ်မှာခနသလဲ 
20. How long have you lived there/here? ၂၀. ဒီမှာနေတာဘယ်နောက်ကကာပြီေဲ 
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21. What do you call your language? ၂၁. ကုိယ်န ြာတ့ဲစကားကုိကုိယ်ကဘယ်ေုိနေါ်သေ 
Village Name, Population 

22. What is the official name of this village? ၂၂. ဒီရွောရဲ ့အစုိးရအသိအမှတ်ပြုနာမည်ဘယ်လုိလဲ 
a. Name က. ရွောအမည် 

b. What “district” is it in? [Ask about all the 
administrative levels.] eg – in Burma – Village, 
Township, District, State or Division; Cambodia 
– Village, Commune, District, Province) 

ေ. ဘယ်ပမ ို ့နယ်ေဲမှာရိှသလဲ  

23. What do the people who live here call this 
village? 

၂၃. ခဒသေံလူခတွေကခရာဒီရွောကုိဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ 

a. Name က. ရွောအမည် 
b. What does that name mean? ေ. ဘယ်လုိအဓိြ်ြယ်ရှိြါသလဲ 

24. What do outsiders call this village? ၂၄. အပေားခဒသကလူခတွေခရာ ဒီရွောကုိဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ 
a. Name  က. ရွောအမည် 

b. (if not the same as their own name for the 
village) Who calls it that? 

 ေ. (ခဒသေံလူခတွေခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင်) အဲဒီလုိ 
ဘယ်သူခတွေကခေါ်သလဲ 

c. (if not the same as their own name for the 
village) What does that name mean? 

 ဂ. (ခဒသေံလူခတွေခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင်) 
ဘယ်လုိအဓိြ်ြယ်ရှိြါသလဲ 

d. (if not the same as their own name for the 
village) Do people in this village like that 
name? 

 ဃ. အဲဒီလုိခေါ်တာကုိခဒသေံလူခတွေက နှစ်သက်ြါသလား 

25. How many houses are in this village? ၂၅. ဒီရွောမှာအိမ်ခပေခြါင်းဘယ်ခလာက်ရှိသလဲ 
26. What is the total number of people in this 

village? (adults and children) 
၂၆. ဒီရွောမှာရွောသူရွောသားခြါင်းဘယ်ခလာက်ရှိသလဲ 
(လူကကီး၊ကခလးအားလံုး) 

Languages and Ethnic Groups 
27. What do you call the language of this 

village? 
၂၇. ဒီရွောမှာအဓိက ဘာဘာသာစကားသံုးသလဲ 

a. Language name  က. ဘာသာစကားအမည် 

b. What does that name mean?  ေ. ဘယ်လုိအဓိြ်ြယ်ရှိြါသလဲ 
28. What do others call the language of this 

village? 
၂၈. အပေားလူမျ ိုးခတွေကခရာ 
ကုိယ့် ရဲ ့စကားကုိဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ 

a. Language name  က. စကားအမည် 
b. (if not the same as their own name for the 
language) Who calls it that? 

 ေ. (အကယ်၍ သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင်) 
အဲဒီလုိဘယ်သူကခေါ်သလဲ 

c. (if not the same as their own name for the 
language) What does that name mean? 

 ဂ. အကယ်၍ 
သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင်)ဘယ်လုိအဓိြ်ြယ်ရှိြါသ
လဲ 

d. (if not the same as their own name for the 
language) Do people in this village like that 
name? 

 ဃ. (အကယ်၍ 
သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင်)သူတုိ့က 
အဲဒီလုိခေါ်တာကုိကကိုက်သလား 
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29. What do the people who live in this village 
call themselves? 

၂၉. ဒီက ရွောသူရွောသားခတွေက ကုိယ့် ကုိယ်ကုိ 
ဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ။ 

a. People name  က. စကားအမည် 
b. What does that name mean?  ေ. ဘယ်လုိအဓိြ်ြယ်ရှိြါသလဲ 

30. What do others call the people who live in 
this village? 

၃၀. အပေားလူများက ဒီ ရွောသူရွောသားခတွေကုိ 
ဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ။ 

a. People name  က.  လူမျ ိုးနာမည် 
b. (if not the same as their own name for their 
people) Who calls you that? 

 ေ. (အကယ်၍ သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင်) 
အဲဒီလုိဘယ်သူခတွေကခေါ်သလဲ 

c. (if not the same as their own name for their 
people) What does that name mean? 

 ဂ. အကယ်၍ သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင်) 
ဘယ်လုိအဓိြ်ြယ်ရှိြါသလဲ 

d. (if not the same as their own name for their 
people) Do people in this village like that 
name? 

 ဃ. (အကယ်၍ 
သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင်)သူတုိ့က 
အဲဒီလုိခေါ်တာကုိကကိုက်သလား 

31. Is this village all [X] people or are there 
others living here as well? 

၃၁. ဒီရွောသူရွောသားခတွေက မိန်းယွေမ်းခတွေြဲလား၊ 
လူမျ ိုးပေားခတွေခရာရိှခသးလား 

a. All [X] or others, too  က. မိန်းယွေမ်းအားလံုး (သုိ့) လူမျ ိုးပေားခတွေခရာရှိ 
b. (if others, too) What groups live here?  ေ. ဘယ်လူမျ ိုးခတွေလဲ 

(if others, too) About how many houses and people in this village are from each group? 
i. Number of houses for each group ဂ. ဘယ်နှစ် အိမ်ခောင်စီရိှကကလဲ 

ii. Number of people for each 
group 

ဃ. လူဉီးခရဘယ်ခလာက်စီရှိလဲ 

32. Has it always been this way? ၃၂. ဟုိးအရင် အရင်ကတည်းက 
ဒီလုိဘဲခနေုိင်လာေဲ့ကကသလား 

a. Yes or no  က. ခန/မခန 
b. (if no) Which way is it changing… More [X] 
people or fewer? 

 ေ. ဘယ်လုိခပြာင်းလဲလာသလဲ 
(မိန်းယွေမ်းခတွေြုိများလာသလား၊ နဲသွေားသလား) 

Current Residents’ History 
33. Where did the people who are here now 

come from? 
၃၃. ဒီကရွောသူရွောသားခတွေ ဘယ်အရြ်ခဒသက 
ခပြာင်းခရွှေ ့လာကကသလဲ 

a. Where က. ဘယ်အရြ် 

b. When did they move here? ေ. ဘယ်အေျနိ်ခလာက်တုန်းကခပြာင်းလာကကသလဲ 
c. (if they have moved here recently) When they 
were there, what other groups were they 
around? 

ဂ.  ဒီခနရာကုိမခပြာင်းေင် ဘယ်လူမျ ိုးခတွေန့ဲ 
အနီးအနားမှာခနေုိင်ေဲ့ကကသလဲ 

d. (if they have moved here recently) What 
languages/varieties were used there? 

ဃ. အဲဒီခနရာမှာဘာသာစကားခတွေအသံုးပြုကကသလဲ 

e. Why did they move here?  င. ဘာခကကာင့်ခပြာင်းလာကကသလဲ 
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f. Do people from there ever come here? Do 
people from here ever go there? Why? 

စ.  အရင်ခနေဲ့တဲ့ခဒသကလူခတွေန့ဲ 
အဆက်အသွေယ်ရှိခသးလား 

g. Where did they come from before that? ဆ. အဲဒီမတုိင်ေင်ကခရာ ဘယ်အရြ်မှာခနေုိင်ေဲ့ကကသလဲ 

People Group History 
34. Where did the [X people] in general, not just 

this village, come from? 
၃၄. မိန်းယွေမ်းလူမျ ိုးနွေယ်စုအားလံုးခရာ 
ဘယ်အရြ်ခဒသကခပြာင်းခရွှေ ့လာကကသလဲ 

a. Where  က. ဘယ်အရြ် 

b. When did they come to this area?  ေ. ဘယ်အေျနိ်ခလာက်တုန်းကခပြာင်းလာကကသလဲ 
c. Why did they leave their former home?  ဂ. ဘာခကကာင့်ခပြာင်းလာကကသလဲ 

d. Do people from there ever come here? Why?  ဃ. အရင်ခနေဲ့တဲ့ခဒသကလူခတွေန့ဲ 
အဆက်အသွေယ်ရှိခသးလား 

e. Do people from here ever go there? Why?  င. သူတုိ့ရဲ ့ မူလအစခြါက်ဖွေားရာခနရာက ဘယ်မှာလဲ 
School 

35. Is there a school in this village? ၃၅. ဒီရွာမှာစာသင်နကျောင်းရိှြါသေား 
a. Yes or no  က. ရှိ/မရှိ 

b. (if yes) What levels are taught in the school?  ေ. ဘယ်နှစ်တန်းအေိရိှြါသလဲ 
c. (if yes) What is the language of instruction?  ဂ. ဘယ်ဘာသာစကားန့ဲသင်ြါသလဲ( ဆရာ/မ 

ခပြာတဲ့စကား၊ ဖတ်စာအုြ်သံုးဘာသာစကားမဟုတ်) 
d. (if yes) What language groups attend this 
school? 

 ဃ. ဘယ်လူမျ ိုးခတွေ တက်သလဲ 

e. (if yes) About what proportion of the school is 
from each ethnic group? 

 င. အများဆံုးလာတက်တဲ့ လူမျ ိုးစုနှစ်စုကဘာလဲ၊ 
ဘယ်လူမျ ိုးကြုိများလဲ 

f. (if yes) What language(s) do the 
schoolchildren use with each other? 

 င.ခကျာင်းသူ/သားအေျင်းေျင်း ဘာစကားခပြာကကသလဲ 

36. Do any children go to any other 
villages/towns for school? 

၃၆. ဒီရွောက ကခလးခတွေ အပေားခနရာခတွေမှာ 
ခကျာင်းသွေားတက်ခသးလား 

a. Yes or no  က. တက်/မတက် 
b. (if yes) About what proportions of children go 
elsewhere for school? 

 ေ. ဘယ်ခဒသခတွေမှာ တက်သလဲ 

c. (if yes) Where?  ဂ. ဘယ်နှစ်တန်းတက်ဖ့ုိအတွေက်သွေားသလဲ 
d. (if yes) What is the language of instruction in 
that place? 

 ဃ. ဘယ်ဘာသာစကားန့ဲသင်သလဲ ( ဆရာ/မ 
ခပြာတဲ့စကား၊ ဖတ်စာအုြ်သံုးဘာသာစကားမဟုတ်) 

e. (if yes) What levels do they go for? င. ဘယ်လူမျ ိုးခတွေတက်ြါသလဲ  

37. About how many years of education do 
children from this village usually 
complete?primary, middle, or secondary? 

၃၇. ဒီရွောက ကခလးခတွေ များခသာအားပဖင့်  
ဘယ်အတန်းေိခကျာင်းခနကကလဲ 

Languages of Wider Communication 
38. Other than [X], what languages are spoken 

in this village? 
၃၈. မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားအပြင် 
ဒီရွောမှာအပေားဘာစကားခပြာခသးသလဲ 
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39. (for each LWC)(eg. Kachin, Shan, Burmese, 
Chinese and if any other) Who speaks [LWC] 
well? [In other words, what type of people? 
– men, women, old, young, merchants, etc.] 

၃၉. က. ဘယ်သူခတွေက အဲဒီစကား 
ခတွေကုိခကာင်းခကာင်းးခပြာနုိင်လဲ 

a. Why do those types of people need to speak it 
well? 

 ေ. သူတုိ့ဘာခကကာင့်  ခကာင်းခကာင်းခပြာနုိင်ကကသလဲ 

b. Are there any types of people in this village 
who speak [LWC] poorly? 

ဂ. ခကာင်းခကာင်းဘယ်သူခတွေက  

i. What types မခပြာနိူင်ဘူးလဲ ဃ. ခပြာနိူင်/မခပြာနိူင် 

ii. Why?  င. ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ 
40. Not including [X], which of these languages 

is used by the most people? 
၄၀. လူအများစုက ဘယ်စကားကုိြုိအသံုးများသလဲ 

a. Language  က. ဘာသာစကား/ 
b. About what percent speak that language?  ေ. ရာေုိင်နှုန်း 

41. About what percent use each of the rest of 
these languages? 

၄၁. တပေား စကားခတွေကုိရာေုိင်နှုန်း 
ဘယ်ခလာက်စီခပြာသလဲ 

42. If someone from this village meets someone 
who cannot speak [X], what language do 
they use with that person? 

၄၂. ဒီရွောမှာ မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားမတတ်တဲ့လူခတွေ့ရင် 
ဘယ်စကားကုိသံုးြါသလဲ 

43. What languages are spoken within the area 
that [X people] live and travel? 

၄၃. မိန်းယွေမ်းလူမျ ိုးခတွေ သွေားလာခလ့ရိှသည့်ခဒသများတွေင် 
ဘယ်ဘာသူ စကားများကုိသံုးြါသလဲ  

44. Do you know any [X people] who don’t 
speak [X] any more?  

၄၄. မိန်းယွေမ်းလူမျ ိုးပဖစ်ပြီးခတာ့ ကုိယ့်စကားကုိ 
လံုး၀မခပြာခတာ့တဲ့လူခတွေကုိသိသလား 

a. Are there very many?  က. ဘယ်နှစ်ခယာက်ခလာက်ရှိသလဲ 

b. Where do they live?  ေ. သူတုိ့ ဘယ်မှာခနေုိင်ကကသလဲ 
c. What language(s) do they speak?  ဂ. သူတုိ့ ဘာစကားခတွေခပြာကကသလဲ 

45. Are there people in this village who speak 
only your language? 

၄၅. ဒီရွောေဲမှာ မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားြဲတတ်ပြီး 
အပေားစကားမတတ်တဲ့လူရိှသလား 

a. Yes or no  က. ရှိ/မရှိ 
b. (if yes) What types of people?  ေ. (ရိှေဲ့ရင်) ဘယ်လုိလူခတွေလဲ 

46. Are there [X] people who speak [X] poorly? ၄၆. မိန်းယွေမ်းလူမျ ိုးပဖစ်ပြီးခတာ့ 
မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားသိြ်မတတ်တဲ့သူခတွေခရာရိှခသးလား 

a. Yes or no  က. ရှိ/မရှိ 
b. (if yes) What types of people?  ေ. (ရိှရင်) ဘယ်လုိလူခတွေလဲ 

c. (if yes) What language(s) do they speak well?  ဂ. (ရှိရင်) ဘယ်စကားခတွေကုိြုိပြီးကျွမ်းသလဲ 
d. (if yes) What language do you use with them?  ဃ. (ရှိရင်) အဲဒီလူခတွေန့ဲစကားခပြာတဲ့အေါ 

ဘာစကားကုိသံုးသလဲ 
47. Are there any religious festivals/gatherings 
with more than one [ethnic group / village]? 

၄၇. ဒီခဒသမှာ ဘာသာခရးြွေဲခတွေလုြ်ရင် 
အပေားလူမျ ိုးခတွေန့ဲခြါင်းပြီးလုြ်ခလ့ရှိသလား 

a. Yes or no  က. လုြ်/မလုြ် 
b. What festivals? ေ. (လုြ်ရင်) ဘာြွေဲခတွေလုြ်သလဲ 
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c. Where are they held?  ဂ. ဘယ်မှာကျင်းြခလ့ရှိသလဲ 

d. What [groups / villages] attend?  ဃ. ဘယ်လုိလူမျ ိုးခတွေ အဲဒီြွေဲကုိလာကကသလဲ 
e. How often?  င. ဘယ်ခလာက်ကကာကကာ တေါလုြ်တတ်သလဲ 

f. What languages are used for 
announcements?  

 စ. အဲဒီြွေဲမျ ိုးမှာအားလံုးအတွေက်ဘာစကားကုိသံုးသလဲ 

g. What languages do people use with each 
other? 

 ဆ. ဘာစကားန့ဲအေျင်းေျင်းခပြာကကသလဲ 

Intermarriage 
48. Is it common for [X] people from this village 
to marry [non-X] speaking people? 

၄၈.ဒီရွောရိှ မိန်းယွေမ်း လူမျ ိုးခတွေ အပေားလူမျ ိုးများနှင့်  
အိမ်ခောင်ပြုခလ့ရှိြါသလား 

a. Yes or no  က. ရှိ/မရှိ 

b. (if yes) What [non-X] speaking people do 
they marry? 

ေ. (ရိှရင်) ဘယ်လူမျ ိုးနှင့် အိမ်ခောင်ပြုြါသလဲ  

49. (if yes) If an [X] man from this village 
marries a [non-X] woman… 

၄၉. တကယ်လုိ့ ကုိယ့်လူမျ ိုးေဲက အမျ ိုးသားတစ်ခယာက်က 
လူမျ ိုးပေား အမျ ိုးသမီးတစ်ခယာက်ကုိ 
အိမ်ခောင်ပြုတယ်ဆုိရင် 

a. Where do they live? (in [X] area or outside) က. မိန်းယွေမ်းခဒသမှာခနေုိင်ြါသလား(သ့ုိ) 
အပေားခဒသမှာခနေုိင်ြါသလား 

b. Usually, what language do their children 
end up speaking? 

 ေ. သူတုိ့ရဲ ့သားသမီးခတွေ ဘာစကားကုိ အဓိကခပြာသလဲ 

c. Why?  ဂ. ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ 

d. (if not [X]) Can they also still speak [X]?  ဃ. မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားမဟုတ်ရင် သူတုိ့ 
မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားကုိခပြာတတ်ခသးရဲ ့လား 

e. How many men do this: few, some, half, 
most, or all? 

င.အမျ ိုးသားဘယ်ခလာက်ခလာက်ကလူမျ ိုးပေားခတွေန့ဲ 
အိမ်ခောင်ပြုသလဲ(၁)အများစု (၂)အေျ ို ့ (၃)အနည်းငယ်. 

50. (if yes) If an [X] woman from this village 
marries a [non-X] man… 

၅၀. တကယ်လုိ့ ကုိယ့်လူမျ ိုးေဲက အမျ ိုးသမီးတစ်ခယာက်က 
လူမျ ိုးပေား အမျ ိုးသားတစ်ခယာက်ကုိ 
အိမ်ခောင်ပြုတယ်ဆုိရင် 

a. Where do they live? (in [X] area or 
outside) 

 က. မိန်းယွေမ်းခဒသမှာခနေုိင်ြါသလား(သုိ့) 
အပေားခဒသမှာခနေုိင်ြါသလား 

b. Usually, what language do their children 
end up speaking? 

 ေ. သူတုိ့ရဲ ့သားသမီးခတွေ ဘာစကားကုိ အဓိက  ခပြာသလဲ 

c. Why?  ဂ. ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ 

d. (if not [X]) Can they also still speak [X]? ဃ. မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားမဟုတ်ရင် သူတုိ့ မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားကုိ 
ခပြာတတ်ခသးရဲ ့လား 

e. How many women do this: few, some, 
half, most, or all? 

င. အမျ ိုးသမီးဘယ်ခလာက်ခလာက်ကလူမျ ိုးပေားခတွေန့ဲ 
အိမ်ခောင်ပြုသလဲ(၁). အများစု(၂). အေျ ို ့(၃). အနည်းငယ် 

51. Are any of your young people now living in 
[major city]? 

၅၁. ဒီကမိန်းယွေမ်းလူငယ်ခတွေ ပမ ို ့ေဲမှာြဲခနကကသလား 

a. Yes or no  က. ခန/မခန 
b. (if yes) Why did they go?  ေ. (ခနရင်) ဘာခကကာင့်  အဲဒီမှာသွေားခနကကသလဲ 
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c. (if yes) Do very many go or just a few?  ဂ. (ခနရင်) လူခတွေအများစုသွေားခနကကသလား/ 
အနည်းငယ်ြဲသွေားခနကကသလား 

d. (if yes) While they live there, do they 
speak MY? 

 ဃ. (ခနရင်) သူတုိ့ပမ ို ့မှာခနတဲ့အေါ 
မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားခပြာခသးလား 

e. (if yes) Do they ever come back to live 
here (to stay)? 

 င. (ခနရင်) ဒီမှာပြန်လာခနတဲ့ လူငယ်ခတွေခရာရိှသလား 

52. Do people from this village travel to other 
[X] villages? 

၅၂. ဒီရွောသူရွောသားခတွေ 
အပေားမိန်းယွေမ်းရွောခတွေကုိသွေားခလ့ရိှသလား 

a. List locations  က. (သွေားတတ်ခနရာခတွေများကုိခရးရန်) 

b. What types of people go? [not looking 
for specific names!] 

 ေ. ဘယ်လုိလူမျ ိုးခတွေသွေားတတ်ကကသလဲ 

c. Do very many go, or just a few? ဂ. လူခတာ်ခတာ်များများသွေားတတ်ကကသလား ၊ 
အနည်းငယ်ြဲလား 

d. Why do they go? ဃ. ဘာခကကာင့်သွေားကကသလဲ 
e. How often do they go? င. ဘယ်ခလာက်ကကာကကာတေါသွေားတတ်ကကသလဲ 

f. Are they able to speak to each other in 
[X] or do they have to use another 
language? 

စ. သူတုိ့ဟုိမှာသွေားတ့ဲအေါ မိန်းယွေမ်းစကား သံုးသလား(သ့ုိ) 
အပေားစကားသံုးသလား 

g. (if they use X) Do they have any trouble 
understanding each other? 

ဆ. (မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားြဲသံုးရင်) သူတုိ့န့ဲစကားခြါက်ကကသလား 

h. (if they use X) Do they have to change 
the way they speak [X] to communicate? 

ဇ. (မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားြဲသံုးရင်)သူတုိ့န့ဲစကားခြါက် ဖုိ့အတွေက် 
နဲနဲခပြာင်းခပြာရခသးလား 

53. Do people from other [X] villages ever come 
here? 

၅၃. အပေားမိန်းယွေမ်းရွောကရွောသူရွောသားခတွေ 
ဒီရွောကုိလာခလ့ရှိသလား 

a. Yes or no က. (လာတတ်တဲ့ရွောများကုိခရးရန်) 

b. From what villages?  ေ. ဘယ်လုိလူမျ ိုးခတွေလာတတ်ကကသလဲ 
c. What types of people come? [not looking 

for specific names!] 
 ဂ. လူခတာ်ခတာ်များများလာတတ်ကကသလား ၊ 
အနည်းငယ်ြဲလား 

d. Do very many come, or just a few?  ဃ. ဘာခကကာင့်လာကကသလဲ 
e. Why do they come?  င. ဘယ်ခလာက်ကကာကကာတေါလာတတ်ကကသလဲ 

f. How often do they come?  စ. သူတုိ့ဒီမှာလာတဲ့အေါ မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားသံုးသလား (သုိ့) 
အပေားစကားသံုးသလား 

g. Are they able to speak to people here in 
[X] or do they have to use another 
language? 

ဆ. (မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားြဲသံုးရင်)သူတုိ့န့ဲ စကားခြါက်ကကသလား 

h. (if they use X) Do they have any trouble 
understanding each other? 

ဇ. (မိန်းယွေမ်းစကားြဲသံုးရင်)သူတုိ့န့ဲစကားခြါက် ဖုိ့အတွေက် 
နဲနဲခပြာင်းခပြာရခသးလား 

54. Is there a weekly market? ၅၄. ဒီမှာခစျးခန့ရှိလား 

a. Yes or no က. ရှိ/မရှိ 
If yes, then ask the following: ေ. (ရိှရင်) ဘယ်မှာလုြ်ခလ့ရှိသလဲ 

b. Where is it held? ဂ. ခစျးသည်ခတွေခရာ ဘယ်ခဒသ/ရွော ကလာကကသလဲ 
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Interviewer Observations  
1. Were there any distractions or interruptions 

that interfered with the flow of the interview 
or seemed to influence some of the 
responses? 

 

2. Did the subject seem to understand the 
language of elicitation? 

 

3. Did the subject seem shy or fairly confident 
about expressing his/her opinions?   

4. Did the interpreter change any of the 
questions? Note what was actually asked. 

 

5. Other observations about the interview?  
6. Were there any questions that seemed to 

work really well? Which questions? Why? 
 

7. Were there any questions that seemed to not 
work well? Which questions? Why? 

 

 
B.2. Meung Yum Knowledgeable Insider Sociolinguistic Questionnaire 2011 
Oral Informed Consent 

 
ENTER THE ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING AHEAD OF TIME IN YOUR 

NOTEBOOK:  
English  
1. Questionnaire Number  
2. Tribal Group  
3. Interview Location  
4. Interviewer Name  
5. Date (Day / Month / Year)  
6. Time (Morning or Evening)  
7. Language of Elicitation  
8. Language of Response  
9. Interpreter Name (if needed)  
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SUBJECT DEMOGRAPHICS 
English Burmese Shan 

10. What is your name?  qkd0jfoAif qkd0fjoifcKj/ 

11. Gender ,dif;? qmB;/ 

12. How old are you? noufj vB;uKj[ld0f ,0fhcKj/ 

13. What is your religion? 0BjzKboKboifcKj/ 

14. Up to what level of 
education did you 
complete? (or) Have you 
ever attended monastery 
school? For how many 
years? 

,rfj,lbuRif;xkdifw?ef;oifcKj/ 

(nrfbeef) ,rfjyAefzKh 

yAefrkefq0fj,l[K;? ,rfjyAefrK;vByD/ 

15. What is (was) your 
work? 

[Awf;umefoifcKj/ 

16. When you were born, 
what village did you live 
in? 

wDjukdwfbyAefwDjvgfcKj/( 0efvB? nldifbvB? 

rldif;vBcKj) 

17. Where did you grow up? ,gfrK;wD;vfgcKj//( 0efvB? nldifbvB? rldif;vfg) 

18. How long have you lived 
here in this village? 

,lbwDj 0mefjeBh [kdifrK;vfgyD,0fhh/ 

19. Have you lived anywhere 
else for more than a 
year? Where? When? 
How long did you live 
there? 

 

vld0feefh ,rfj,lbwDj[kdifvld0f yD ekdifj/ 

wDjvfg/,rfj,lbrld0fvfg/ ,lbwDjeefj [kdifvgfyD/ 

20. What language did you 
speak first? 

qArfrld0fjvAufh 

wifjtwbarKvwfjugmrf;arKvwfjugmrf;rK;e

efh arKvwfjugmrf;nefvgf n.efwif;okwf;/ 

21. What other languages do 
you speak? 

vld0fugmrf;zKboKwl0fq0fu0fbeefh 

arKvwfjugmrf;oifxFifj/ 

22. Of all the languages you 
speak, which language 
do you speak best? 

ugmrf;zKboKbnefarKvwfjwmif;oAifjeefh 

ugmrf;nefvgf arKjvwfjvld0fyldefj/ 

a. … second best? ugmrf;zKboKbnefvgf arKvwfjvDvld0f 

xlefjo.if/ 

b. … third best? ugmrf;zKboKbnefvgf arKvwfjvDvld0f 

xlefjorf/ 
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TRIBAL GROUP INFORMATION 
English Burmese Shan 
23. What do you call your 

language and people 
group? 

qkd0fjoAifugmrf;rA0f;[0f;cKj 

nef[0f;cKjeefuefuef [.ifhuef 

qld0fheifb[ld0f/ 

24. What do other people call 
your language and people 
group? 

qkd0fjoAifnefulef;wifbrA0f; 

[.ifhugmrf;rA0f;[0f;cKjorfh qld0fheifb[ld0f/ 

a. What do these names 
mean? 

qkd0fjoAifqld0fheefhorfh 

rD;nwdufjtybqldifh[kd0f/ 

b. How do you feel about 
these names? 

rld0fjnef yldefj[.ifh[0f;cKj qldifheifbeefh 

[0f;cKjxkufbqfg,lb[K;/  

25. How long has your tribal 
group lived in your home 
village? for example: 30 
years, 50 years, 100 years 

ulef;rA0f;[0f;cKj wif;oAifjefg;0mefjclifbeBh 

cBhrK;,lbuKjefg; 0mefjeBh [kdifrK;vfgyD,0fhcKj/ 

(rldefeifb0Kj - 30? 50 ? 100 yD) 

26. Where did your tribal 
group originally come 
from? 

ulef;rA0f;rldif;,krf; wif;qld0fhwif;cld0f; 

vkufhuKjwDjvgfrK;/ 

27. Where did your tribal 
group live before they 
lived here? 

rld0fjnefnrfbyBb ,lbuKjwDjeefjeefh 

vkufhuKjwDjvfgrK;/ 

28. Why did your tribal 
group move to this 
village?  

u.yfjv.ifjwif;oiftvj vBjcBhrK;,lbwDjeBj/ 

 
VILLAGE NAME AND POPULATION 

English Burmese Shan 
29. What is the official name 

of this village? 
ckefrldif; nql0f;,Khc0fyefqkkd0fjoAif0mefeBh0Bh 

qldifh[kd0f/ 

a. What Village Group, 
Township, District, and 
Division is it in? 

0mefclifbeBh rD;uKjegf; nlufhqknefvgf? 

nldifbvgf/ rldif;vgf/ 

30. Does this village have 
any alternate names? 

0mefjeBh q.ifbrD; qkd0fjwifbrA0f;/  

a. (if so) What are the 
alternate names? 

qkd0fjwifbrA0f;eefh yAefoif/ 

31. How many houses are in 
this village? 

uKjefg;0mefjeBh  rD;[ldef;a,; vgf[ldef;/ 
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English Burmese Shan 
32. What is the total number 

of people in this village? 
(adults and children) 

ulef;0mefjwif;oAifj ( vAufh,fgb ,dif;qmB; 

wif;oAifj) rD;vgfauKh/ 

33. Is this village made up of 
all your people or are 
there other people 
groups living here as 
well? 

ulef;0mefjwif;oAifj yAefulef;rA0f; 

rldif;,krf;u.B;[K;/ ulef;wifbrA0f;auKjrD;,lb[K;/ 

a. (if others, too) What are 
all the groups who live 
here? 

ayK;0Kj ulef;wifbrA0f; auKjrD;eBqldif 

rD;ulef;rA0f;oifu.B;u.B;/ 

b. (if mixed, ask for each 
group) 
(Group)… How many 
houses? 

ayK;0Kj ulef;wifbrA0f; 

auKjrD;eBqldif ,kdifjrA0f; ,kdifjrA0f; rD;vfg[ldif;/ 

c. (if mixed, ask for each 
group) About how long 
have they lived here? 

ayK;0Kj ulef;wifbrA0f; auKjrD;eBqldif 

c0fqld0fheefh ,lbrK;efg;0mefjeBh [kdifrK; 

vfgyD,0fh/ 

 
SCHOOL 

English Burmese Shan 
34. Is there a school in this 

village? 
wDj0mefjeBh uRifbrD;o.efvdufj/ 

a. (if yes) What levels are 
taught in the school? 

uRif;eefh rD;xkdifvfgwmef;/ 

b. (if yes) How many of the 
Meung Yum children 
attend the school? (1) all 
(2) most (3) half (4) 
some (5) very few 

ayK;qld0fheef 

efg;vkufjn.efrldif;,krf;wif;oAifj ulef;uKj[kd0f 

vBju.KbckdefjuRif;o.efvdufj/ 

c. (if yes) What is the 
language of instruction? 

ayK;qld0fheef rld0fjYoKb? 

YoKbrc0fo.efvdufjeefh c0fvwfjugmrf; 

zKboKboif/ 

d. (if yes) What language 
groups attend this 
school? 

ayK;qld0fheef ulef;rA0f;oifuldpf;uldpf; 

rK;ckdefjwDj uRif;eBh/  

e. (if yes) Which language 
group is the majority at 
the school? 

ayK;qld0fheef ulef;rA0f;oifrK;ckdefjuRif; 

erfvld0fyldefj/ 
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English Burmese Shan 
f. (if yes) What language(s) 

do the Meung Yum 
schoolchildren use with 
each other? 

ayK;qld0fheef vkufbn.efbuRif;rldif;,krf;c0f 

eifbuefuefvwfjawKbuefeefh 

c0fvwfjugmrf;zKboKboif/ 

35. Do any Meung Yum 
children go to any other 
villages/towns for 
school? 

vkufjn.efrldif;,krf;c0f 

q.ifbu.KbckdefuRif;wifbwDj wifbrldif;/ 

a. (if yes) Where? ayK;qld0fheef u.KbckdefjwDjvfg/ 

b. if yes) What levels do 
they go for? 
 

ayK;qld0fheef c0fu.Kbckdefjxkdifwef; 

oifulpf;ulpf;/ 

36. About how many years of 
education do Meung Yum 
children from this village 
usually complete? 
(primary, middle, or 
secondary?) 

c0fckdefjxkdifwef; oif/ (okifwDjokwf;) 

 
LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE 

English Burmese Shan 
37. Are there people in this 

village who can only 
speak Meung Yum? 

ulef;efg;0mefjeBh auKhnefarKvwfjugmrf; 

rldif;,krf; nefvA0fu.B; (nrfbarKvwfjugmrf; 

wmifbrA0f;) q.ifbrD;/ 

a. (if yes) Which types of 
people? (e.g. which 
gender, ages, 
occupations) 

(ayK;rD;qldif)yAefzfg/(,dif;?qfg;? x0fj? vAufh? 

[Awf;umefief;oif/) 

38. Are there people in this 
village who can speak 
Meung Yum, but not very 
well? 

ulef;0mefjeBh 

nefnrfbarKvwfjugmrf;rldif;,krf;vDvD 

q.ifbrD;/ 

a. If yes, Which types of 
people? (e.g. which 
gender, ages, 
occupations) 

(ayK;rD;qldif) yAefzfg/(,dif;?qfg;? x0fj? vAufh? 

[Awf;umefief;oif/) 

b. If yes, what language(s) 
do they speak well? 

c0fqld0fheefh uBharKvwfjugmrf;oif/ 
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39. Are there people in this 
village who cannot speak 
Meung Yum at all? 

ulef;0mefjeBh 

nefnrfbarKvwfjugmrf;rldif;,krf;vK;vK; 

q.ifbrD;/ 

a. (if yes) Which types of 
people? (e.g. which 
gender, ages, 
occupations) 

(ayK;rD;qldif)yAefzfg/(,dif;?qfg;? x0fj? vAufh? 

[Awf;umefief;oif/) 

b. (if yes)What language(s) 
do they speak well? 

(ayK;rD;qldif)c0fqld0fheefh 

uBharKvwfjugmrf;oif/ 

 
LWCs 

English Burmese Shan 
40. What are the languages 

of wider communication 
spoken in this area?  

vld0fao ugmrf;rldif;,krf;eefh 

vwfjugmrf;oifxFif/(rld0fjawokd0fhawcB? 

rld0fu.Kbvkrf; u.Kb[lif;,K rld0fnef 

[Awf;auKh[Awf;tojyldefj) 

41. Apart from Meung Yum, 
what other languages 
are important in this 
region? 

vld0faougmrf;rldif;,krf;eefh 

ugmrf;zKboKbnefvfg na,;,fgbvld0faoyldefj/ 

42. What groups of Meung 
Yum people can speak  
Shan well? (For 
example, which gender, 
ages, occupations, 
village) 

efg;ulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifj zgf?ulef;0efjvfg 

arKvwfjugmrf;wmB;vDvD/(nkyrKb-,dif;? qmB;? 

x0fj? vAufh? [Awf;umefief;oif? ,l0efjvfg/) 

a. Why do those types of 
people speak Shan well? 

u.yfjoiftvjc0farKvwfj 

ugmrf;wmB;vDvDqld0fheef/ 

43. What groups of Meung 
Yum people can’t speak 
Shan very well? 

efg;ulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifj zgforfh 

nrfbarKvwfj ugmrf;wmB;vDvD//(nkyrKb-

,dif;? qmB;? x0fj? vAufh? 

[Awf;umefief;oif?,lb0efjvfg/) 

a. Why can’t those types of 
people speak  Shan very 
well? 

u.yfjoiftvjc0f nrfbarKvwfj 

ugmrf;wmB;vDvDqld0fheef/ 

44. What groups of people 
can speak  Lachid well? 
(For example, which 
gender, ages, 
occupations) 

efg;ulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifj zgfarKvwfj 

ugmrf;vcsAufhvDvD/(nkyrKb-,dif;? qmB;? x0fj? 

vAufh? [Awf;umefief;oi? ,lb0efjvfgf/) 
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a. Why do those types of 
people speak Lachid 
well? 

u.yfjoiftvjc0farKvwfj ugmrf; 

vcsAufhvDvDqld0fheef/ 

45. What groups of people 
can’t speak Lachid very 
well? 

efg;ulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifj zgforfh 

nrfbarKvwfj ugmrf; vcsAufhvDvD//(nkyrKb-

,dif;? qmB;? x0fj? vAufh? [Awf;umefief;oif/) 

a. Why can’t those types of 
people speak Lachid 
very well? 

u.yfjoiftvjc0f nrfbarKvwfj ugmrf; 

vcsAufhvDvDqld0fheef/ 

46. What groups of people 
can speak Wa well? (For 
example, which gender, 
ages, occupations) 

efg;ulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifj zgfarKvwfj 

ugmrf;0Kh vDvD/(nkyrKb-,dif;? qmB;? x0fj? 

vAufh? [Awf;umefief;oif/) 

a. Why do those types of 
people speak Wa well? 

u.yfjoiftvjc0farKvwfj ugmrf;0Kh 

vDvDqld0fheef/ 

47. What groups of people 
can’t speak Wa very 
well? 

efg;ulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifj zgforfh 

nrfbarKvwfj ugmrf;0Kh vDvD//(nkyrKb-,dif;? 

qmB;? x0fj? vAufh? [Awf;umefief;oif/) 

a. Why can’t those types of 
people speak  Wa very 
well? 

u.yfjoiftvjc0f nrfbarKvwfj ugmrf;0Kh 

vDvDqld0fheef/ 

48. What groups of people 
can speak  Burmese 
well? (For example, 
which gender, ages, 
occupations) 

efg;ulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifj zgfarKvwfj 

ugmrf;rmefj vDvD/(nkyrKb-,dif;? qmB;? x0fj? 

vAufh? [Awf;umefief;oif/) 

a. Why do those types of 
people speak Burmese 
well? 

u.yfjoiftvjc0farKvwfj ugmrf; rmefj 

vDvDqld0fheef/ 

49. What groups of people 
can’t speak Burmese 
very well? 

efg;ulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifj zgforfh 

nrfbarKvwfj ugmrf;rmefj vDvD//(nkyrKb-

,dif;? qmB;? x0fj? vAufh? [Awf;umefief;oif/) 

a. Why can’t those types of 
people speak  Burmese 
very well? 

u.yfjoiftvjc0f nrfbarKvwfj ugmrf;rmefj 

vDvDqld0fheef/ 
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50. What groups of people 
can speak  Chinese 
well? (For example, 
which gender, ages, 
occupations) 

efg;ulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifj zgfarKvwfj 

ugmrf;tcbvDvD/(nkyrKb-,dif;? qmB;? x0fj? 

vAufh? [Awf;umefief;oif/) 

a. Why do those types of 
people speak Chinese 
well? 

u.yfjoiftvjc0farKvwfj ugmrf;tcb 

vDvDqld0fheef/ 

51. What groups of people 
can’t speak Chinese very 
well? 

efg;ulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifj zgforfh 

nrfbarKvwfj ugmrf;tcbvDvD//(nkyrKb-,dif;? 

qmB;? x0fj? vAufh? [Awf;umefief;oif/) 

a. Why can’t those types of 
people speak  Chinese  
very well? 

u.yfjoiftvjc0f nrfbarKvwfj ugmrf;tcb 

vDvDqld0fheef/ 

 
CONTACT 

English Burmese Shan 
52. Do people from this 

village intermarry with 
people from other people 
groups? 

ulef;rA0f; rldif;,krf;egf;0mefjeBh 

q.ifbuBhtwbeKj[ldef;q.rf; ulef;wmifbrA0f;/ 

a. (If yes)From which 
people groups? 

(ayK;qld0fheef) 

uBhtwbeKj[ldef;q.rf;ulef;rA0f;oif/ 

b. (if yes) About how many 
couples are there in this 
village? 

(ayK;qld0fheef) ulef; nefaweKj rD;vgfulj 

vfgauKh/ 

53. Meung Yum people from 
which villages visit this 
village? 

ulef;rldif;,krf; 0mefjvfg uBhwDj0mefjeBh/ 

a. (for each village) How 
often do they come?  
(1) at least once a day 
(2) at least once a week 
(3) at least once a month 
(4) at least once every 6 
months 
(5) about once a year or 
never 

 

 

 

 

 

(xrfykefjulj0mefj) ulef;nef 

uBhrK;nF0fb rK;tvb 

1) rK;ulj0mef; 

2) rK;ywfjekdifj y.ufjekdifj 

3) rK;vldefekdifj y.ufjekdifj 

4) yDekdifjrK; o.ify.ufj 

5) rK;yDekdif y.ufjekdif? nrfbrK;aoy.ufj 

b. Why do they come? c0fuBhrK; ykefjv.ifjoif/ 
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CONTACT WITH SAVAIQ AND MEUNG YUM IN WA REGION 

English Burmese Shan 
54. Do Savaiq people ever 

come here? 
ulef;rA0f; o0mBhc0f uBh rK;wDj 

0mefjeBh ,lb[K;/ 

a. (if yes) Where do they 
come from? 

(ayK;qld0fheef) c0fyAef0mefvfg uldpf;uldpf;/ 

b. (if yes) How many times 
per year do they come?  
(1) at least once a day 
(2) at least once a week 
(3) at least once a month 
(4) at least once every 6 
months 
(5) about once a year or 
never 

 

 

 

 

 

(ayK;qld0fheef) c0fuBhrK;,l[K;/  

1) rK;ulj0mef; 

2) rK;ywfjekdifj y.ufjekdifj 

3) rK;vldefekdifj y.ufjekdifj 

4) yDekdifjrK; o.ify.ufj 

5) rK;yDekdif y.ufjekdif? 

nrfbrK;aoy.ufj 

c. (if yes) What do they 
come to do? 

c0frK;[Awf;oif/ 

55. When you speak with 
Savaiq people, what 
language do you use 
with each other?  

Answer needs to be (1) I 
switch to his variety, (2) he 
switches to my variety, (3) 
we both switch our 
varieties slightly, (4) we 
both use our own varieties, 
(5) we change to use a 
different language (such as 
Burmese). 

[0f;cKjvwfjugmrf;zKboKboif 

awKbulef;rA0f; o0mBhc0f/ 

1) cKjvwfjugmrf;c0f 

2) c0fvwfjugmrf;cKj 

3) [0f;cKjwif;o.ifauKh 

vBhydefbugmrf;[0f;cKjndwf;ndwf; 

ykefjawy.ifbuef/ 

4) cKjvwfjugmrf;cKj 

rmef;vwfjugmrf;rmef;/ 

5) [0f;cKjo.ifbauKh 

vwfjugmrf;wifbrA0f;(rldefeifb 

ugmrf;rmefj ugmrf;wmB;) 

 

 

a. (if not your language) 
Why don’t you speak to 
them in your language? 

(ayK;nrfbvwfjugmrf;[0f;cKj)u.yfjoiftvj 

[0f;cKjnrfbvwfjugmrf;[0f;cKjawKbc0f/ 

56. When you hear Savaiq, 
how much do you 
understand: (1) 
everything, (2) most, (3) 
half, (4) some, (5) none? 

[0f;cKj y.ifbqgf ugmrf;o0mBh uKj[kd0f/ 

1) y.ifbqgf uljacKj 

2) y.ifbqfg zufberf 

3) y.ifqgf ckdifjekdifj 

4) y.ifbqfg urfjz.ifj 

5) nrfby.ifqfg aondwf; 
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English Burmese Shan 
57. How are the Meung Yum 

language and Savaiq 
language different? 

ugmrf;rldif;,krf; wif; ugmrf;o0mBh 

yldifjuefqldifh[kd0f/ 

58. Do Meung Yum people 
from Wa Region ever 
come here? 

ulef;rA0f;rldif;,krf; nef,lbuKjwDj 

nldifbrldif;0Kh qld0fheefh q.ifb uBhrK;wDjeBj/ 

a. (if yes) Where do they 
come from? 

c0fj,lb0mefjvgf/ 

b. (if yes) How many times 
per year do they come?  
(1) at least once a day 
(2) at least once a week 
(3) at least once a month 
(4) at least once every 6 
months 
(5) about once a year or 
never 

 

 

 

 

 

yDekdifj yDekdifj c0frK;wDjeBj vfgy.ufj/ 

1) rK;ulj0mef; 

2) rK;ywfjekdifj y.ufjekdifj 

3) rK;vldefekdifj y.ufjekdifj 

4) yDekdifjrK; o.ify.ufj 

5) rK;yDekdif y.ufjekdif? 

nrfbrK;aoy.ufj 

c. (if yes) What do they 
come to do? 

c0fuBhrK;[Awf;oifwDjeBj/ 

59. When you speak with 
Meung Yum people 
from Wa Region, what 
language do you use 
with each other?  

Answer needs to be (1) I 
switch to his variety, (2) 
he switches to my 
variety, (3) we both 
switch our varieties 
slightly, (4) we both use 
our own varieties, (5) we 
change to use a different 
language (such as 
Burmese). 

[0f;cKjvwfjugmrf;zKboKboif 

awKbulef;rldif;,krf;nef,lbwif;nldifbrldif;0Kh

c0feefhf/ 

1) cKjvwfjugmrf;c0f 

2) c0fvwfjugmrf;cKj 

3) [0f;cKjwif;o.ifauKh 

vBhydefbugmrf;[0f;cKjndwf;ndwf; 

ykefjawy.ifbuef/ 

4) cKjvwfjugmrf;cKj 

rmef;vwfjugmrf;rmef;/ 

5) [0f;cKjo.ifbauKh 

vwfjugmrf;wifbrA0f;(rldefeifb 

ugmrf;rmefj ugmrf;wmB;) 

 

d. (if not your language) 
Why don’t you speak to 
them in your language? 

u.yfjoiftvj 

[0f;cKjnrfbvwfj[0f;cKjawKbc0f/ 
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English Burmese Shan 
60. When you hear Meung 

Yum from Wa Region, 
how much do you 
understand: (1) 
everything, (2) most, (3) 
half, (4) some, (5) none? 

[0f;cKj y.ifbqgf 

ugmrf;rldif;,krf;wif;nldifbrldif;0Kh uKj[kd0f/ 

1) y.ifbqgf uljacKj 

2) y.ifbqfg zufberf 

3) y.ifqgf ckdifjekdifj 

4) y.ifbqfg urfjz.ifj 

5) nrfby.ifqfg aondwf; 

 
PRESTIGE DIALECT 

English Burmese Shan 
61. Does all the Meung Yum 

speak the same 
language? 

ulef;rA0f;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifeefh 

vwfjugmrf;rA0f;vA0f rldefuefulpf;[K;/ 

62. (if no) Within the 
Meung Yum language, 
what are the varieties? 

(ayK;nrfbqfgjqld0fheef) 

ugmrf;rldif;,krf;rD;vgfrA0f;/ 

63. Among the Meung Yum, 
which village speech 
variety seems the most 
important? 

egf;ugmrf;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifjeefh 

ugmrf;nefvfg yAefnef 

na,;,fgjvld0fyldef/ 

a. Why? u.yfjoiftvj na,;,fgbvld0fyldefj/ 

64. Among the Meung Yum, 
which speech variety 
seems to be the second 
most important? 

egf;ugmrf;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifjeefh 

ugmrf;nefvfg yAefnef 

na,;,fgjvld0fxlefjo.if/ 

a. Why? u.yfoiftvj na,;,fgjvld0fxlefjo.if/ 

65. Among the Meung Yum, 
which speech variety 
seems purer than 
others? 

egf;ugmrf;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifjeefh 

ugmrf;nefvfg yAefugmrf;nefqFwfjvld0fyldef/ 

a. Why? u.yfjoiftvj yAefugmrf;nefqFwfjvld0fyldef/ 

66. Among the Meung Yum, 
which speech variety 
seems second-most 
pure? 

egf;ugmrf;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifjeefh 

ugmrf;nefvfg 

yAefugmrf;nefqFwfjxlefjo.if/ 

a. Why? u.yfjoiftvj 

yAefugmrf;nefqFwfjxlefjo.if/ 
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ORTHOGRAPHY AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
English Burmese Shan 
67. Are there any printed 

materials in the Meung 
Yum language? 

q.if,rfjrD;vdufjvmB;rldif;,krf;/ 

a. (if yes) What kinds of 
materials? 

ayK;qld0fheef rD;vdufjvB;v.ifjoif/ 

68. Would you like to have 
written Meung Yum? 

q.ifcBj[ld0fj rD;vdufjvmB;rldif;,krf;/ 

a. (if yes) For what 
purpose? 

ayK;qld0fheef cBj[ld0fjrD; u.yfjyld0fjoif/ 

69. What kind of alphabet 
would be most 
appropriate for Meung 
Yum writing? (Roman 
script, Burmese script, or 
Shan script?) 

vdufjvmB;rldif;,krf;eBh awwFrfjqldifh[kd0f 

xkufbrFefjvD iBjvD/ wFrfjrldef 

vdufjndif;uvAwfj[K;/ rldefvdufjrmefj 

vdufjwmB;[K;/ 

a. Why? u.yfjyld0fjoif/ 

 
INTERVIEWER OBSERVATIONS 

Ideally, answer these questions right away. If you cannot do that, try to do so as soon 
as you can, perhaps at the end of each day’s work. 
English Burmese Shan 
Were there any 
distractions or 
interruptions that 
interfered with the flow of 
the interview or seemed 
to influence some of the 
responses? 

rld0fjcdifbxrf,lbeefh 

q.ifbokufhoufh ,kifj,ifj 

ykefulef;aww.yfbayK;w.yfb,yfb 

nrfbeefauKj w.yfbzdwf;[K;/  

Did the subject seem to 
understand the language 
of elicitation? 

auKhw.yfbeefh q.if[lhugmrf;zKboKbnefvwfj 

rld0fnefxrfeefh,lb[K;/ 

Did the subject seem shy 
about expressing his/her 
opinions? 

auKhw.yfbeefh q.ifb[wf;w.yfb,lb[K;/ 

nrfbeefauKj nmBeKb[K;/ 
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 Did the surveyor or 
interpreter change any of 
the questions? Note what 
was actually asked. 

auKhnefxrf auKhnefyFefbzKboKbc0f 

q.ifbyAefbugmrf;xrf[K;/ 

xrfrldefnefwFrfj0Bheefh,lb[K;/ 

Were there any questions 
that seemed to work 
really well? Which 
questions? Why? 

acKjxrfnefvfg xkufbvD rFefvD/ 

u.yfjoiftvj/ 

Were there any questions 
that seemed to not work 
well? Which questions? 
Why? 

acKjxrfnefvfg nrfbayK;xkufbrFef?,yf/ 

u.yfjoiftvj/ 

Other observations about 
the interview? 

acKjugmrf;nef[efxkdif wifbrA0f;/ 
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B.2 Meung Yum Religious Leader Interview Questionnaire 
Use with at least one religious leader in each village.  

 
English Burmese 

1. Questionnaire Number  
2. Tribal Group  
3. Religion  
4. Interview Location  
5. Interviewer Name  
6. Date (Day / Month / Year)  
7. Time (morning / afternoon (ne le) / night)  

8. Language of Elicitation  
9. Language of Response  
10. Interpreter Name (if needed)  

 
SUBJECT DEMOGRAPHICS 

English Burmese Shan 
11. What is your name?  qkd0jfoAif qkd0fjoifcKj/ 

12. Gender ,dif;? qmB;/ 

13. How old are you? noufj vB;uKj[ld0f,0fhcKj/ 

14. What is your religion? 0BjoK zKboKboifcKj/ 

15. Up to what level of 
education did you complete? (or) 
Have you ever attended 
monastery school? For how 
many years? 

,rfj,lbuRif;xkdifw?ef;oifcKj/ (nrfbeef) 

,rfjyAefzKh yAefrkefq0fj,l[K;? 

,rfjyAefrK;vByD/ 

16. What is (was) your work? [Awf;umefoifcKj/ 

17. Where were you born? wDjukdwfbyAefwDjvgfcKj/( 0efvB? nldifbvB? 

rldif;vBcKj) 

18. What ethnicity are you? yAefulef;rA0f;oifcKj/ 

19. What languages do you 
speak? 

arKvwfjugmrf;zKboKbvfgrA0f;cKj/ 

20. (if not Meung Yum) Can you 
speak some Meung Yum? 

ayK;nrfbarKbvwfjugmrf;rldif;,krf;qldif 

q.ifarKvwfjugmrf;rldif;,krf;/ 

21. What languages can you 
read? 

q.ifbarKzwf;vdufj/ 
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English Burmese Shan 
22. Could you tell us the name of 

the monastery that you are 
working in now? 

uRif;nef rkefqm0fj[0f; emifj,lb 

[Awf;umef,lbeBh qkd0fjoifcKj/ 

23. What is (was) your position 
in the monastery? 

rkefqm0fj[0f;[Awf;umef,lbwDjuRif;eBh 

[kdifrK;vfgyD,0fhcKj/ 

24. How long have you been a 
monk among the Meung 
Yum? 

rkefqm0fj[0f;[Awf;umef uKjefg; yDje.ifhulefrA0f; 

rldif;,krf; [kdifrK;vfgyD,0fhcKj/ 

25. Where have you attended 
monastery school? 

qArfrld0fjvAufh wifjtwbyAefzKh yAefwkhrK;eefh 

o.efn0fxmrf;wDjuRif;vgfrK;/ 

26. Which written language was 
used at that school? 

rld0fjeefh o.efn0fxmrf; zwf;nmefbxrf; 

egf;vdufjoif/(ugmrf;zKboKboif/) 

 
VILLAGE MONASTERY INFORMATION 

English Burmese Shan 
27. How many monasteries are 

in this village?  
wDj0efjeBh rD;uRif;rkefq0fj vgfuRif;/ 

28. How many monks are there 
in this monastery? 

wDjuRif;eBh rD;rkefq0fj(wkh) vfgq0f/ 

29. How many novices are there 
in this monastery? 

uRif;uRif;ekdif rD;zKh vfgq0fvfgyK;/ 

30. How many years has this 
monastery been in this 
village? 

uRif;eBh rD;[kdifrK;vgfyD,0fh/ 

 
FESTIVALS 

English Burmese Shan 
31. What kind of religious 

festivals do you hold with 
more than one village? 

 
0mefjclefwif;vBj qkkwkrfumeftv 

q.ifb[Awf;y.B;[Awf;vrf;/ 

a. (if yes) Where are they 
held? 

 ayK;qld0fheef uBh[Awf;y.B;[Awf;vrf;wDjvfg/ 

b. (if yes) How often are they 
held in a year?  

ayK;qld0fheef yDekdif [Awf;y.B;vfgy.ufj/ 

c. (if yes) What people groups 
and villages attend?  

ayK;qld0fheef wDjeefjulef;rA0f;oif 

uBhrK;uldpf;uldpf;/ 

d. (if yes) At these festivals, 
what languages do people 
use with each other? 

 
ayK;qld0fheef wDjeefj 

uBhvwfjugmrf;zKboKboifuldpf;uldpf;/ 
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LANGUAGE USE 
English Burmese Shan 
32. Which kinds of religious 

activities do you do? 
Example: medidating, preaching, 
teaching, praying, 
reciting/chanting, visiting, 
festivals, funerals, etc.  

nefqyfoFifbuefwif; zfgbzKboKbYwK;eefh 

[Awf;oifulpf;ulpf;cKj/ nkyrKb- urfodef? 

a[K;YwK;? ol;w.if;? uRKbtv? ckdefjyifukrf/ 

33. What languages do monks 
use when they medidate? 

rld0fj urfodefeefh vwfjugmrf;zKboKboifcKj/ 

34. What languages do monks 
use when they preach? 

rld0fja[K;vwfjYwK;eefh 

a[K;wif;ugmrf;zKboKboif/ 

35. What languages are used 
when they recite/chant? 

rld0fj wAwfjxmrf;eefh 

wAwfjwif;ugmrf;zKboKboif/ 

36. What languages are used 
for teaching in your 
monastery? 

rld0fjo.efYwK;yefyldefjeefh 

o.efwif;ugmrf;zKboKboif/ 

37. What languages are used 
for announcements? 

rld0fjykdefc0fb? rld0fausKbpKbeefh 

vwfjwif;ugmrf;zKboKboif/ 

38. What languages are used 
for festivals? 

rld0fj[Awf;y.B;[Awf;vrf;eefh 

vwfjwif;ugmrf;zKboKboif/ 

39. What languages are used 
for funerals? 

rld0fju.Kb[ldef;ulef;wBeefh 

vwfjwif;ugmrf;zKboKboif/ 

40. What languages are used 
for visiting? 

rld0fjuRKbtvbuRKbqB;yldefjeefh 

vwfjwif;ugmrf;zKboKboif/ 

41. What languages are used 
when talking in your 
family? 

rld0fjvwfjawKb ayKjtrjar;vkufjvefc0feefh 

vwfjwif;ugmrf;zKboKboif/ 

42. What languages are used 
for (other activities)? 

ayK;rD;v.ifjwifbrA0f; 

43. What languages are used 
for (other activities)? 

ayK;rD;v.ifjwifbrA0f; 

44. For all your religious 
activities, which language 
is used most? 

ayK;0Kjvwfjugmrf;vld0faorA0f;ekdifjqldif 

ugmrf;zKboKbnefvfgvwfjzgfberfvld0fyldefj/ 

45. Which of these languages is 
easy for the Meung Yum 
villagers to understand? 

ugmrf;zKboKbnefvfg 

awyAefnefiBjykefjulef;rldif;,krf;/ 

46. Which of these languages is 
hard for the Meung Yum 
villagers to understand? 

ugmrf;zKboKbnefvfg 

awyAefnef,yfbykefjulef;rldif;,krf;/ 
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LITERATURE 
English Burmese Shan 
47. What kinds of religious 

literature are used in your 
monastery?  

wDjuRif;eBh okif;wkd0f;xmrf;?vdufjvmB;oifcKj/ 

48. What languages are the 
literature materials in? 

vdufjvmB; nefokif;wkd0f;,lbwDjuRif;eefh 

yAefvdufj(ugmrf;zKboKb)oif/ 

49. Who can read these 
languages? 

auKhnef uBhzwf;nmefbvdufjvmB;xrf;qld0fheefh 

yAefzgf/ 

50. Is it easy or hard for the 
Meung Yum villagers to 
understand these languages? 

ykefjulef;rldif;,krf;wif;oAifjc0feBh vdufjvmB; 

qld0fheBh iBj[K;? ,yfb[K;/ 

51. Would you like to have 
Meung Yum writing system? 

q.ifcBj[ld0fj rD;rK;vdufjvmB;rldif;,krf;/ 

b. (if yes) For what purpose? ayK;qld0fheef cBj[ld0fjrD; u.yfjyld0fjoif/ 

52. How interested are you in 
having written Meung Yum 
to use in your monastery? 
(a) very interested (b) rather 
interested (c) a little 
interested (d) not at all 
interested 

ykefjwK vdufvB; 

xrf;wif;erfawqifjwFrfyAefrK;wif;vdufjrldif

;,krf; eefhrkefq0f yK;qfguKj[kd0fcKj/ 

(1)yK;qfgeKbeKb (2) wmefbwmefb (3) 

ndwf;ndwf; (4) nrfbyK;qfg 

53. What kind of alphabet 
would be most convenient 
for Meung Yum alphabet? 
Roman script, Burmese or 
Shan script? 

vdufjvmB;rldif;,krf;eBh awwFrfjqldifh[kd0f 

xkufbrFefjvD iBjvD/ wFrfjrldef 

vdufjndif;uvAwfj[K;/ rldefvdufjrmefj 

vdufjwmB;[K;/ 

54. Why? u.yfjyld0fjoif/ 

55. Why are you using the 
Meung Yum language so 
little in your monastery? 

u.yfjoiftvj wDjuRif;eBh 

qBhugmrf;rldif;,krf;tubeKb/ 

56. What would help the people 
in your village use the 
Meung Yum language more 
for their religious life? 

ykefjwKbulef;rldif;,krf;awckdef,fgrK;egf;zgfbzKb

oKbYwK; eefh awqifjqB.jxFrf 

c0f{vwfjugmrf;wl0fq0fj   

u0fberfrK;xFifjqldifh[kd0f/ 
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INTERVIEWER OBSERVATIONS 
Ideally, answer these questions right away. If you cannot do that, try to do so as soon 
as you can, perhaps at the end of each day’s work. 
 

English Burmese Shan 

57. Were there any 
distractions or 
interruptions that 
interfered with the flow of 
the interview or seemed to 
influence some of the 
responses? 

rld0fjcdifbxrf,lbeefh q.ifbokufhoufh ,kifj,ifj 

ykefulef;aww.yfbayK;w.yfb,yfb 

nrfbeefauKj w.yfbzdwf;[K;/  

58. Did the subject seem to 
understand the language of 
elicitation? 

auKhw.yfbeefh q.if[lhugmrf;zKboKbnefvwfj 

rld0fnefxrfeefh,lb[K;/ 

59. Did the subject seem 
shy about expressing 
his/her opinions? 

auKhw.yfbeefh q.ifb[wf;w.yfb,lb[K;/ 

nrfbeefauKj nmBeKb[K;/ 

60. Did the surveyor or 
interpreter change any of 
the questions? Note what 
was actually asked. 

auKhnefxrf auKhnefyFefbzKboKbc0f 

q.ifbyAefbugmrf;xrf[K;/ 

xrfrldefnefwFrfj0Bheefh,lb[K;/ 

61. Were there any 
questions that seemed to 
work really well? Which 
questions? Why? 

acKjxrfnefvfg xkufbvD rFefvD/ 

u.yfjoiftvj/ 

62. Were there any 
questions that seemed to 
not work well? Which 
questions? Why? 

acKjxrfnefvfg nrfbayK;xkufbrFef?,yf/ 

u.yfjoiftvj/ 

63. Other observations 
about the interview? 

acKjugmrf;nef[efxkdifwifbrA0f;/ 
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B.3 Meung Yum Individual Sociolinguistic Questionnaire, including RTT 2011 
Interview at least 12 people (3 older women, 3 younger women, 3 older men, 3 younger men) 
from each village.  

 
Question Answer 
1. Questionnaire Number  
2. Tribal Group  
3. Interview Location  
4. Interviewer Name  
5. Date (Day / Month / Year)  
6. Time (Morning or Evening)  
7. Language of Elicitation  
8. Language of Response  
9. Interpreter Name (if needed)  

 
SUBJECT DEMOGRAPHICS 

English Burmese Shan 
10. Name qkd0jfoAifqkd0fjoifcKj/ 

11. Gender ,dif;? qmB;/ 

12. How old are you? noufjvB;uKj[ld0f,0fhcKj/ 

13. What is your religion? 0BjoKzKboKboifcKj/ 

14. What is (was) your 
work? 

[Awf;umefoifcKj/ 

15. Up to what level of 
education did you 
complete? (or) Have 
you attended monastery 
school? For how many 
years? 

,rfj,lbuRif;xkdifw?ef;oifcKj/ 

(nrfbeef) ,rfjyAefzKh 

yAefrkefq0fj,l[K;? ,rfjyAefrK;vByD/ 

16. Where were you born? wDjukdwfbyAefwDjvgfcKj/(0efvfg?nldifbvfg?rldif;

vfgcKj) 

17. Where did you grow 
up? 

,lbrK;,fgbrK;wDj0efvgf/ 

18. How long have you 
lived in this village? 

,lbwDj0mefeBh [kdifrK;vgfyD,0fh/ 
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19. Have you lived outside 
this village for more 
than a year? Where? 
When? How long did 
you live there? 

,rfj,lbaowDjwDj [kdifvld0f 

yDekdifj,l[K;/ ,rfj,lbwDjvgf/ ,lbrK;rld0fjvfg

/ ,lbrK;[kdifvfgyD/ 

SCREENING CRITERIA #1:Grew up in a Meung Yum village, Lives in a Meung Yum 
village now, and, If they have lived outside the Meung Yum area, it is not more than 
five years.   
YES    □           NO    □  

□ □

,gfbrK;wDj0mefjrldif;,krf; ,lbwDj0mefjrldif;,krf;,lb/ nrf,rfj,lbwDjefg;aujulkef;wifbrA0f;[kdifvld0f(5)yD/  qfgj □      nrfbqfgj  □                                                     

20. What tribal language 
did you speak first 
(including your own 
mother tongue?) 

qArfrld0fjvAufh 

wifjtwbarKvwfjugmrf;arKvwfjugmrf;rK;

eefh arKvwfjugmrf;nefvgf 

n.efwif;okwf;/ 

21. What other languages 
can you speak?  

vld0fugmrf;zKboKwl0fq0fu0fbeefh 

arKvwfjugmrf;oifxFifj/ 

22. Of all the languages you 
speak, which language 
do you speak 
best?( Including mother 
tongue) 

ugmrf;zKboKbnefarKvwfjwmif;oAifjeefh 

ugmrf;nefvgf arKjvwfjvld0fyldefj/ 

a. … second best? ugmrf;zKboKbnefvgf arKvwfjvDvld0f 

xlefjo.if/ 

b. … third best? ugmrf;zKboKbnefvgf arKvwfjvDvld0f 

xlefjorf/ 

SCREENING CRITERIA #2:     Speaks Meung Yum language first or best.           
YES    □          NO    □ 

□ □

awvBjyAefauKhnefvwfj?arKugmrf;rldif;,krf; n.efwif;okwf; nrfbeefauKj arKvwfjvDvDanKj/  qfgj □          nrfbqgfj   □ 

23. Where was your father 
born? 

wDjuldwfbayKj yAefwDjvfg/ 

a. What people group is 
your father from? 

ayKjyAefulef;rA0f;oif/ 

b. What language did your 
father usually speak to 
you when you were a 
child? 

qArfrld0fjvAufh ayKjvwfjugmrf;zKboKbpoif 

awKbolq0fj/ 

24. Where was your mother 
born? 

wDjuldwfbtrj yAefwDjvfg/ 
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a. What people group is 
your mother from? 

trjyAefulef;rA0f;oif/ 

b. What language did your 
mother usually speak to 
you when you were a 
child? 

qArfrld0fjvAufh trjvwfjugmrf;zKboKbpoif 

awKbolq0fj/ 

SCREENING CRITERIA #3: At least one parent spoke Meung Yum with the subject.            
YES    □           NO    □  

auKhnefaww.yfeefh awvBjyAef auKhnefvwfjrldif;,krf; awKb ayKj nrfbeefauKj vwfjawKbtrjanKj/ 

*** Screening criteria Subjects  
 

RTT 
Question # Question Answer 

Pr
ac

tic
e 

sto
ry

 

1 What did he see? 
ref;[efoif/ 

He saw a snake. 
ref;[efil;/ 

2 How did he feel? 
ref;yAefu.Kbqldifh[kd0f/ 

He was so scared. 
ref;ul0feKb/ 

3 Who did he call? 
ref;[.ifhzfgrK;/ 

His father 
ayKjref; 

TOTAL  

If they seem to be getting the hang of the procedure (2-3 correct out of 3), then administer 
the RTT story.  

Question 
# 

Subject’s Answer Score 

RT
T 

st
or

y 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   
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Question 
# 

Subject’s Answer Score 

8   

9   

10   

11   

12   

TOTAL  

 
POST-RTT QUESTIONS FOR MEUNG YUM 

English Burmese Shan 
25. Do you like the way 

this person speaks? 
q.ifbxkufbqgf ugmrf;nefauKheBh 

vwfju.Kbeefh/ 

a. Why or why not? oazK;vBj?nrfbvBj/ u.yfjoif/ 

26. How much did you 
understand: (1) 
everything, (2) most, 
(3) half, (4) some, (5) 
none? 

nefref;vwfju.Kbwif;oAifjeefh 

y.ifbqgfuKj[kd0f/ (1)uljacKjuljugmrf; (2) 

zfgberf (3) ckdifjekdifj (4) urfjz.ifj (5) 

nrfby.ifbqgfaondwf;/ 

27. Is the way he speaks 
the same, a little 
different or very 
different from the way 
you speak? 

nefref;vwfjwif;olq0fjvwfjeefhq.

ifbrldefumef[K;/ rldefuefndwf;ndwf;[K;/ 

nrfbrldefuef[K;/  

28. Now that you’ve heard 
their accent… where do 
you think the Meung 
Yum person who told 
this story is from? 

oAifugmrf;nefauKheBhvwfju.KbeBh yAefoAif 

ugmrf;rldif;,krf;0mefjvfg/ 

b. Why do you think that? u.yfjyld0foif/ 

29. Can the children here 
understand that 
variety? 

vkufjn.efbegf;0mefjeBh q.ifbawy.ifbqgf 

ugmrf;nefref;vwfjeBh,lb[K;/ 
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English Burmese Shan 
30. How would you feel if 

one of your children or 
relatives wanted to 
marry someone from 
that variety? 

ayK;vkufjvif;[0f;cKjawtwbeKj[ldef;q.rf

;ulef;0mefjeBhqldif 

[0f;cKjawq.ifawxkufbqfg,lb[K;/ 

nrfbxkufbqgf[K;/ 

a. Why? u.yfjyld0foif/ 

31. If that variety had a 
writing, how interested 
would you be in 
learning to read and 
write it?  (a) very 
interested, (b) rather 
interested, (c) a little 
interested, (d) not at all 
interested 

ayK;0KjawrD;vdufjvmB;nefwFrfj0Bhwif; 

ugmrf;eBhqldif [0f;cKjq.ifbawcBjo.efzwf; 

o.efnefb/ (1)yK;qfgerferf (2) 

yK;qgfwefbwefb (3)yK;qfgndwf;ndwf; 

(4)nrfbyK;qgfaondwf;/ 

a. Why? u.yfjyld0foif/ 

 
CONTACT WITH OTHER MEUNG YUM VILLAGES 

English Burmese Shan 
32. Do you ever travel to 

other Meung Yum 
villages? 

q.ifb,rfju.Kb0mefrldif;,krf;wifb0efj 

a. (if yes) Which villages 
do you visit most often? 

ayK;,rfju.Kbqldif 

0mefjnefuBhuBhu.Kbqld0fheefh yAef0mefjvgf/ 

b. (if yes) How often do 
you go? How many 
times per year? 

ayK;,rfju.Kbqldif yDekdif u.Kbvfgy.ufj/ 

c. (if yes) What do you go 
to do? 

ayK;,rfju.Kbqldif uBhu.Kb[Awf;oif/ 

d. (if yes) How long do 
you usually stay there? 

ayK;,rfju.Kbqldif rld0fju.Kbeefh ,lbwDjeefj 

[ldifuKj[kd0f/ 
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e. (if yes) When you speak 
with Meung Yum 
people there, what 
language do you use 
with each other?  

Answer needs to be (1) I 
switch to his variety, (2) 
he switches to my variety, 
(3) we both switch our 
varieties slightly, (4) we 
both use our own 
varieties, (5) we change to 
use a different language 
(such as Burmese) 

ayK;,rfju.Kbqldif 

rld0fjolq0fjvwfjugmrf;awKbulef;rldif;,krf;

wDjeefeefh vwfjugmrf;oif/ 

1) cKjvwfjugmrf;nefc0fvwfj 

2) c0fvwfjugmrf;nefcKjvwfj 

3) vwfjugmrf;zgf ugmrf;ref;/ 

4) vwfjugmrf;zgfugmrf;ref;ulpf;ulpf;u

KjvBjtr;yAefbvwfjndwf;ndwf;/ 

5) wif;o.ifauKh vwfjugmrf;wifbrA0f; 

 

f. (if not Meung Yum) Why 
don’t you speak to them 
in Meung Yum? 

ayK;nrfbvwfjugmrf;wl0fq0fju0fbqldif 

u.yfjyld0foiftvjnrfbvwfj/ 

 
ATTITUDES TOWARD LWC LITERATURE 

English Burmese Shan 
33. Can you read in Shan 

(with understanding)? 
q.ifbarKzwf;vdufjwB; xefjayK;y.ifbqgf/ 

34. If yes, how interested 
are you in reading and 
writing Shan?  (a) very 
interested, (b) rather 
interested, (c) a little 
interested, (d) not at all 
interested 

ayK;arKqldif? yK;qgfefg;wif;nef 

wFrfj?zwf;nefbvdufjwmB;uKj[kd0f/  

1) erferf 

2) wefbwefb 

3) ndwf;ndwf; 

4) nrfbyK;qgf 

35. If yes, do you think it is 
easy or hard to 
understand written 
Shan? 

ayK;arKqldif? vdufjwmB;eBh iBj,l[K;? 

nrfbiBj[K;/ 

36. Can you read in Lachid 
(with understanding)?  

q.ifbarKzwf;vdufj vcsAufh 

xefjayK;y.ifbqgf/ 
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37. If yes, How interested 
are you in reading and 
writing Lachid?  (a) 
very interested, (b) 
rather interested, (c) a 
little interested, (d) not 
at all interested 

ayK;arKqldif? yK;qgfefg;wif;nef 

wFrfj?zwf;nefb vdufjvcsAufh uKj[kd0f/  

1) erferf 

2) wefbwefb 

3) ndwf;ndwf; 

4) nrfbyK;qgf 

38. If yes, Do you think it is 
easy or hard to 
understand written 
Lachid? 

ayK;arKqldif? vdufjvcsAufh eBh iBj,l[K;? 

nrfbiBj[K;/ 

39. Can you read in Wa 
(with understanding)? 

q.ifbarKzwf; vdufj0 xefjayK;y.ifbqgf/ 

40. If yes, How interested 
are you in reading and 
writing Wa?  (a) very 
interested, (b) rather 
interested, (c) a little 
interested, (d) not at all 
interested 

ayK;arKqldif? yK;qgfefg;wif;nef 

wFrfj?zwf;nefbvdufj0 uKj[kd0f/  

1) erferf 

2) wefbwefb 

3) ndwf;ndwf; 

4) nrfbyK;qgf 

41. If yes, Do you think it is 
easy or hard to 
understand written Wa? 

ayK;arKqldif? vdufj0 eBh iBj,l[K;? 

nrfbiBj[K;/ 

42. Can you read in 
Burmese (with 
understanding)? 

q.ifbarKzwf;vdufjrmefj 

xefjayK;y.ifbqgf/ 

43. If yes, How interested 
are you in reading and 
writing Burmese?  (a) 
very interested, (b) 
rather interested, (c) a 
little interested, (d) not 
at all interested 

ayK;arKqldif? yK;qgfefg;wif;nef 

wFrfj?zwf;nefb vdufjrmefj uKj[kd0f/  

1) erferf 

2) wefbwefb 

3) ndwf;ndwf; 

4) nrfbyK;qgf 

44. If yes, Do you think it is 
easy or hard to 
understand written 
Burmese? 

ayK;arKqldif? vdufjrmefj eBh iBj,l[K;? 

nrfbiBj[K;/ 

45. Can you read in 
Chinese (with 
understanding)? 

q.ifbarKzwf;vdufjtcb xefjayK;y.ifbqgf/ 
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46. If yes, How interested 
are you in reading and 
writing Chinese?  (a) 
very interested, (b) 
rather interested, (c) a 
little interested, (d) not 
at all interested 

ayK;arKqldif? yK;qgfefg;wif;nef 

wFrfj?zwf;nefb vdufjtcbuKj[kd0f/  

1) erferf 

2) wefbwefb 

3) ndwf;ndwf; 

4) nrfbyK;qgf 

47. If yes, Do you think it is 
easy or hard to 
understand written 
Chinese? 

ayK;arKqldif? vdufjtcb eBh iBj,l[K;? 

nrfbiBj[K;/ 

 
INTEREST IN LITERACY 

English Burmese Shan 
48. Do you have printed 

materials at home?  
wDj[ldef;q.ifbrD;vdufjwKbawzwf;/ 

a. (If yes) What kind of 
books do you have?       

ayK;rD;qldif rD;vdufjoifulpf;ulpf;/ 

b. (If yes) What languages 
are they written in? 

ayK;rD;qldif vdufjqld0fheefh 

wFrfj0Bhwif;ugmrf;oif/ 

 
BILINGUALISM 

English Burmese Shan 
49. Overall, how well do you 

speak Shan? 
1. A little  2. Enough to get 
by  3. Well 

 

arKvwfjugmrf;wmB;uKj[kd0f/ 

(1)ndwf;ndwf; (2)wefbwefb  

(3) vDvD 

50. Overall, how well do you 
speak Lachid? 

1. A little  2. Enough to get 
by  3. Well  

arKvwfj ugmrf;vcsAufh uKj[kd0f/ 

(1)ndwf;ndwf; (2)wefbwefb  

(3)vDvD 

51. Overall, how well do you 
speak Wa? 

1. A little  2. Enough to get 
by  3. Well  

arKvwfj ugmrf;0Kh uKj[kd0f/ 

(1)ndwf;ndwf; (2)wefbwefb  

(3)vDvD 

52. Overall, how well do you 
speak Burmese? 

1. A little  2. Enough to get 
by  3. Well 

 

arKvwfj ugmrf;rmefj uKj[kd0f/ 

(1)ndwf;ndwf; (2)wefbwefb  

(3)vDvD 
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English Burmese Shan 
53. Overall, how well do you 

speak Chinese? 
1. A little  2. Enough to get 

by  3. Well 

 

arKvwfj ugmrf;tcb uKj[kd0f/ 

(1)ndwf;ndwf; (2)wefbwefb (3) 

vDvD 

 
CHILDREN’S LANGUAGE USE AND LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE 

English Burmese Shan 
54. Normally, what 

language do the 
children in this village 
speak first? 

 
vkufjn.efbrldif;,krf;efg;0mefjeBh 

arKvwfjugmrf;oifn.efwif;okwf;yldefj/ 

55. Do you think the young 
people (from your 
group) in this village 
speak your language 
well? 

vkufjn.efbekrfbefg;0mefjeBh 

arKvwfjugmrf;rldif;,krf;vDvD,l[K;/ 

a. (if not) Why not?  ayK;nrfbarKvwfjvDvDqldif u.yfjyld0fjoif/ 

b. (if not) How do you feel 
about this? 

ayK;nrfbarKvwfjvDvDqldif efg;qfg 

yAef0Bhqldifh[kd0f/ 

56. What language do the 
children (from your 
group) in this village 
speak when they play 
together? 

 

vkufjn.efbrldif;,krf;efg;0mefjeBh 

rld0fjc0fvAefjq.rf;uef 

c0fvwfjugmrf;zKboKboifcKj/ 

a. (If not mother tongue) 
How do you think about 
this? Is it good or bad?  

ayK;nrfbvwfjugmrf;rldif;,krf;qldif efg;qfg 

yAef0Bhqldifh[kd0f/ 

57. Twenty years from now, 
what languages do you 
think children in this 
village will be 
speaking? 

xFifj o0f; yDrK;eBh 

vkufjn.efbrldif;,krf;q.ifbawarKvwfj

ugmrf;rldif;,krf;,lb[K;/ nrfbarK,0fh[K;/ 

xifbqldifh[kd0f/ 

58. Do you have any 
questions or comments 
for me? 

ayK;rD;v.ifjnefcBjvwfjaoqld0fhaoyld

ifqldif vwfjyefaourf;/ 
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Interviewer Observations 
Ideally, answer these questions right away. If you cannot do that, try to do so as soon 
as you can, perhaps at the end of each day’s work. 
English Burmese Shan 
59. Were there any 

distractions or 
interruptions that 
interfered with the flow 
of the interview or 
seemed to influence 
some of the responses? 

rld0fjcdifbxrf,lbeefh 

q.ifbokufhoufh ,kifj,ifj 

ykefulef;awayK;w.yfb,yfb nrfbeefauKj 

w.yfbzdwf;[K;/  

60. Did the subject seem to 
understand the language 
of elicitation? 

auKhw.yfbeefh 

q.if[lhugmrf;zKboKbnefvwfj 

rld0fnefxrfeefh,lb[K;/ 

61. Did the subject seem shy 
or fairly confident about 
expressing his/her 
opinions? 

auKhw.yfbeefh q.ifb[wf;w.yfb,lb[K;/ 

nrfbeefauKj nmBeKb[K;/ 

62. Did the surveyor or 
interpreter change any 
of the questions? Note 
what was actually 
asked. 

auKhnefxrf auKhnefyFefbzKboKbc0f 

q.ifbyAefbugmrf;xrf[K;/ 

xrfrldefnefwFrfj0Bheefh,lb[K;/ 

63. Were there any 
questions that seemed to 
work really well? Which 
questions? Why? 

acKjxrfnefvfg xkufbvD rFefvD/ 

u.yfjoiftvj/ 

64. Were there any 
questions that seemed to 
not work well? Which 
questions? Why? 

acKjxrfnefvfg nrfbayK;xkufbrFef?,yf/ 

u.yfjoiftvj/ 

65. Other observations 
about the interview? 

acKjugmrf;nef[efxkdifwifbrA0f;/ 
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 B.3 Meung Yum Individual Sociolinguistic Questionnaire 2009 
Preliminary Information 
1.       Questionnaire Number (start with 1 and number consecutively) 
2.       Survey 
3.       Interview Location 
4.       Interviewer Name 
5.       Date 
6.       Language of Elicitation 
7.       Language of Response 
8.       Interpreter Name (if needed) 
9.       Comments (anything unusual or noteworthy about this interview) 

 Subject Demographics 
10. What is your name?  နာမည်ဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ။
11. Gender  ကျား မ
12. How old are you?  အသက်ဘယ်ခလာက်ရှိပြီလဲ။
13. Are you married?  အိမ်ခောင်ရှိလား။
14. (if married) Do you have any children?  အကယ်၍ရှိေဲ့ခသာ်
a. Yes or no  သားသမီးရှိလား။
b. (if yes) How many?  ဘယ်နှစ်ခယာက်ရှိလဲ။
15. What is your job?  ဘာအလုြ်လုြ်သလဲ။
16. What is the highest level of education 

you have completed? 
 ခကျာင်းဘယ်နှစ်တန်းေိတက်ေဲ့ရလဲ

a. Level  ြညာအရည်အေျင်း
b. What school did you go to?  ဘယ်ခကျာင်းမှာတက်ေဲ့ရလဲ
c. What was the language of instruction at 

that school? 
 ခကျာင်းမှာစာသင်တဲ့အေါဘာစကားကုိသံုး ပြီး

သင်သလဲ

17. When you were born, what village did 
you live in? 

17. ခမွေးရြ်ဇာတိက ဘယ်မှာလဲ

18. Where did you grow up? 18. ဘယ်မှာကကီးပြင်းလာသလဲ
19. Where do you live now? 19. အေုဘယ်မှာခနသလဲ
20. How long have you lived there/here? 20. ဒီမှာခနတာဘယ်ခလာက်ကကာပြီလဲ
21. What do you call your language? 21. ကုိယ်ခပြာတဲ့စကားကုိကုိယ်ကဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ
22. What do others call your language? 22. အပေားလူမျ ိုးခတွေကခရာ

ကုိယ့် ရဲ ့စကားကုိဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ
a. Language name  စကားအမည်
b. (if not the same as their own name for 

the language) Who calls it that? 
 အကယ်၍သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင် အဲ

ဒီလုိဘယ်သူကခေါ်သလဲ

c. (if not the same as their own name for 
the language) Do you like that name? 

 အကယ်၍သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင် သူ
တုိ့က အဲဒီလုိခေါ်တာကုိကကိုက်သလား
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d. (if no) Why not? 
 အကယ်၍သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမဘူးဆုိရင် သူတုိ့

က အဲဒီလုိခေါ်တာကုိကကိုက်သလား
23. What do you call the people who speak 

your language? 
23. ကုိယ့် န့ဲစကားတူတဲ့သူခတွေကုိ ကုိယ်က

ဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ။
24. What do others call the people who 

speak your language? 
24. ကုိယ့် န့ဲစကားတူတဲ့လူခတွေကုိ အပေားလူများက

ဘယ်လုိခေါ်သလဲ။
a. People name  လူမျ ိုးနာမည်
b. (if not the same as their own name for 

their people) Who calls you that? 
 အကယ်၍သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင် အဲ

ဒီလုိဘယ်သူခတွေကခေါ်သလဲ

c. (if not the same as their own name for 
their people) Do you like that name? 

 အကယ်၍သူတုိ့ခေါ်တဲ့နာမည်န့ဲမတူဘူးဆုိရင် သူ
တုိ့က အဲဒီလုိခေါ်တာကုိကကိုက်သလား

d. (if no) Why not?  မကကိုက်ဘူးဆုိရင် ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။
25. What language did you speak first as a 

child? 
 ငယ်ငယ်ကတည်းကစပြီး ဘယ်စကားကုိ

စခပြာတတ်လာသလဲ။
26. Do you speak any other languages?  အပေားဘာစကားခတွေခပြာတတ်ခသးသလဲ။
27. Of all the languages you speak, which 

language… 
 ခပြာတတ်တဲ့စကားခတွေအားလံုးေဲမှာ

a. …do you speak best?  ဘယ် စကားကုိအကျွမ်းဆံုးလဲ
b. …do you speak second best?  ဒုတိယ အကျွမ်းဆံုးကခရာ ဘယ်စကားလဲ
c. …do you speak third best?  တတိယ အကျွမ်းဆံုးကခရာ ဘယ်စကားလဲ
28. (Subject’s Parents)  ခပဖဆုိသူ၏ မိဘ
a. Where was your father born?  ဖေင်ရဲ ့ခမွေးရြ်ဇာတိက ဘယ်မှာလဲ
b. What about your mother... where was 

she born?  
 မိေင်ရဲ ့ခမွေးရြ်ဇာတိကခရာ ဘယ်မှာလဲ

c. What [people group / tribe / clan] is 
your father from? 

 ဖေင်က ဘာလူမျ ိုးလဲ

d. What about your mother... what 
[people group / tribe / clan] is she 
from? 

 မိေင်ကခရာ ဘာလူမျ ိုးလဲ

e. What language did your father speak 
first as a child? 

 ဖေင် ငယ်ငယ်ကတည်းကစပြီး ဘယ်စကားကုိ
စခပြာတတ်လာသလဲ။

f. What about your mother... what 
language did she speak first as a child? 

 မိေင်ငယ်ငယ်ကတည်းကစပြီး ဘယ်စကားကုိ
စခပြာတတ်လာသလဲ။

g. What language did your father usually 
speak to you when you were a child? 

 ကုိယ်ငယ်ငယ်ကတည်းကစပြီး ဖေင်က
ဘယ်စကားန့ဲ ကုိယ့် ကုိစခပြာသလဲ။

h. What about your mother... what 
language did she usually speak to you 
when you were a child? 

 ငယ်ငယ်ကတည်းကစပြီး မိေင်က ဘယ်စကားန့ဲ
ကုိယ့် ကုိစခပြာသလဲ။

i. When you were a child, what language 
did your parents speak to each other? 

 မိဘခတွေကခရာ သူတုိ့အေျင်းေျင်း
ဘာစကားန့ဲခပြာကကသလဲ။
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29. (if married) 
 အကယ်၍ ခပဖဆုိသူက အိမ်ခောင်သည်

ပဖစ်မယ်ဆုိရင်

a. Where was your [husband/wife] born? 
 ေင်ြွေန်း သ့ုိ ဇနီးသည် ၏ ခမွေးရြ်ဇာတိ က

ဘယ်မှာလဲ။
b. What [people group / tribe / clan] is 

your [husband/wife] from? 
 ေင်ြွေန်း သ့ုိ ဇနီးသည် က ဘာလူမျ ိုးလဲ

c. What language did your 
[husband/wife] speak first as a child? 

 ေင်ြွေန်း သ့ုိ ဇနီးသည် က
ငယ်ငယ်ကတည်းကစပြီး ဘယ်စကားကုိ
စခပြာတတ်လာသလဲ။

30. What language do [X] children in this 
village speak first? 

 ဒီရွောေဲက ကခလးခတွေ ငယ်ငယ်ကတည်းကစပြီး
ဘယ်စကားကုိ စခပြာတတ်လာသလဲ။

31.  What language do [X] children in the 
village speak when they play together? 

 ၃၁ ဒီရွောေဲက ကခလးခတွေ အတူတူ
ကစားတဲ့အေါဘာစကားကုိ ခပြာကကသလဲ။

a. Language(s).   ဘာသာစကားအမည် များ ။

b. If they answer more than one language 
they speak mostly? 

 အကယ်၍ ရွောေဲက ကခလးတွေက ကစားတ့ဲအေါ
စကား တစ်မျ ိုး ေက်ြုိပြီး ခပြာတယ် ဆုိရင်
ဘယ်စကားကုိ အခပြာဆံုးလဲ။

c. If they answer more than one language 
they speak rarely? 

 ဘယ်စကားကုိ အခပြာအနည်းဆံုး လဲ။

d.  (if not only [X]) How do you feel 
about that? 

 ကုိယ့် မိန်းယွေမ်းစကား မခပြာ ဘူးဆုိရင်
ဘယ်လုိေံစားရလဲ။

e. (if not only [X]) Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။
32. Do [X] children speak any other 

languages before they start school? 
 ဒီရွောက ကခလးခတွေ ခကျာင်းမခနေင်

အပေားစကားခတွေခပြာတတ်ကကသလား။

a. Yes or no  တတ် မတတ်။
b. What languages?  တတ်ေဲ့ခသာ် ဘယ်ဘာသာစကား

ခတွေခပြာတတ်လဲ။
33. Do [X] children speak any other 

languages after they start school? 
 ဒီရွောက ကခလးခတွေ ခကျာင်းခနပြီးတဲ့ခနာက်

အပေားစကားခတွေခပြာတတ်လာကကသလား။
a. Yes or no  တတ် မတတ်။

b. What languages? 
 တတ်ေဲ့ခသာ် ဘယ်ဘာသာစကား

ခတွေခပြာတတ်လဲ။

34. [Ask for each LWC in use in the area] 
 ဒီခဒသသံုးစကားခတွေက

ဘာစကားခတွေခတွေလဲ
a. Would you like to be able to speak 

[LWC] better 
 ခဒသသံုးစကား တစ်မျ ိုးစီေွေဲ ခမးရန်

ကုိ ြုိကျွမ်းခအာင် ခပြာတတ် ေျင်တဲ့ ဆန်ဒ
ရိှသလား။

b. [For each LWC] Yes or no  ရိှ မရှိ။
c. [For each LWC] Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။
35.  Do your children ever speak anything 

other than [X] at home? 
 ကခလးခတွေက အိမ်မှာခနတဲ့အေါကုိယ့်စကား

ေက်အပေားစကားခတွေကုိ ခပြာခလ့ရှိသလား။
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a. (if yes) What else do they speak? 
က ခပြာ မခပြာ။

ခပြာတယ်ဆုိရင်ဘာစကားခတွေ ခပြာခလ့ရှိသလဲ။

b. (For each language) How do you feel 
when they do that? 

ေ က ရဲ ့အခပဖအတုိင်းတစ်ေုစီေွေဲ၍
ပြန်ခမးရန် အဲဒီလုိ စကားခတွေခပြာတဲ့အေါ
စိတ်ေဲမှာ ဘယ်လုိေံစားရလဲ။

c. (For each language) Why? ဂ ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။

36. Do your children ever speak [LWC / Y] 
at home? 

 တကယ်လုိ့ ကုိယ့်လူမျ ိုးေဲက
အမျ ိုးသားတစ်ခယာက်က လူမျ ိုးပေား
အမျ ိုးသမီးတစ်ခယာက်ကုိအိမ်ခောင်

ပြုမယ်ဆုိရင်ကုိယ့် ရဲ ့ဓခလ့ေံုးစံေဲကေွေင့် ပြုသလား။
a. Yes or No  ေွေင့် ပြု မပြု
b. (For each language) How do you feel 

when they do that? 
 ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။

c. (For each language) Why? 
 ဒီလုိဘဲ ကုိယ့်လူမျ ိုးေဲက အမျ ိုးသားခတွေ

လူမျ ိုးပေားခတွေန့ဲ အိမ်ခောင်ပြုခနကျလား။

d. 36. Would it be acceptable / 
appropriate… 

 ဒီလုိဘဲ ကုိယ့်လူမျ ိုးေဲက
အမျ ိုးသမီးတစ်ခယာက်က လူမျ ိုးပေား
အမျ ိုးသားတစ်ခယာက်ကုိ
အိမ်ခောင်ပြုမယ်ဆုိရင်ခရာ
ကုိယ့် ရဲ ့ဓခလ့ေံုးစံေဲကေွေင့် ပြုသလား။
ေွေင့် ပြု မပြု

e. a.…for a young [X] man to marry a 
[LWC] woman? 

 ဒီလုိဘဲ ကုိယ့်လူမျ ိုးေဲကအမျ ိုးသား ်က
လူမျ ိုးပေား အမျ ိုးသမီးတစ်ခယာက 
တစ်ခယာက်ကုိ အိမ်ခောင်ပြုမယ်ဆုိရင်ခရာ
ကုိယ့် ရဲ ့ဓခလ့ေံုးစံေဲကေွေင့် ပြုသလား။
ေွေင့် ပြု မပြု

f. (if no) Why not?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။

g. a. Does this happen very often? 
 ဒီလုိဘဲ ကုိယ့်လူမျ ိုးေဲက အမျ ိုးသမီးခတွေ

လူမျ ိုးပေားခတွေန့ဲ အိမ်ခောင်ပြုခနကျလား။

37. Do you prefer your neighbors to be X 
people or non-X people? 

 ကုိယ်န့ဲလူမျ ိုေျင်းတူတဲ့လူေျင်းဘဲ
တရြ်တရွောေဲခနေျင်သလား၊ ဒါမှမဟုတ်
လူမျ ိုးပေားခတွေန့ဲခနေျင်သလား။

a. Feelings  ခနေျင် မခနေျင်
b. Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ
38.  Do you think the [X] children in this 

village speak [X] well? 
 ဒီရွောက ကခလးခတွေ ကုိယ့်စကားကုိ

ခကာင်းခကာင်း ခပြာတတ်ကကသလား။

a. Yes or no  တတ် မတတ်။
b. (if no) In what ways do they speak it 

not well? 
 မတတ်ဘူးဆုိရင် ဘယ်လုိ ခကာင်းခကာင်း

မတတ်သလဲ။

c. (if no) How do you feel about that?  ဘယ်လုိေံစားရသလဲ။
d. (if no) Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။
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39.  What language do [X] parents use with 
their children? 

 မိန်းယွေမ်းမိဘခတွေက ကုိယ့်သားသမီးခတွေန့ဲ
ဘာစကားခပြာကကလဲ။

a. Language  ဘာသာစကားအမည်
b. Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။
40.  Do [X] parents teach their children any 

other languages? 
 အပေားစကားခတွေန့ဲခပြာတ့ဲ မိဘခတွေခရာရိှလား။

a. Yes or no  ရိှ မရှိ။
b. (if yes) What languages?  ဘာစကားခတွေန့ဲခပြာကကလဲ။
c. (if yes) Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။

41. If an [X] man is married to a [non-X] 
woman, what language do they use 
with their children? 

 တကယ်လုိ့ ကုိယ့်လူမျ ိုးေဲက
အမျ ိုးသားတစ်ခယာက်က လူမျ ိုးပေား
အမျ ိုးသမီးတစ်ခယာက်ကုိ
အိမ်ခောင်ပြုတယ်ဆုိရင် သူတုိ့သားသမီးခတွေန့ဲ 
ဘာစကားန့ဲခပြာကကသလဲ။

a. Language  ဘာသာစကားအမည်
b. Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။

42.  If an [X] man is married to a [non-X] 
woman, what language do they use 
with their children? 

 ဒီလုိဘဲ ကုိယ့်လူမျ ိုးေဲက
အမျ ိုးသားတစ်ခယာက်က လူမျ ိုးပေား အမျ ိုးသမီး
တစ်ခယာက်ကုိ အိမ်ခောင်ပြုတယ်ဆုိရင် 
သူတုိ့သားသမီးခတွေကုိ ဘာစကားန့ဲခပြာတတ် 
ကကလဲ။

a. Language  ဘာသာစကားအမည်
b. Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။
43. Does Meung Yum young people value 

their traditions and customs? 
 မိန်းယွေမ်း လူငယ်လူရွေယ်ခတွေကခရာ

ကုိယ့်ဘာသာစကားခပြာရတာဂုဏ်ယူသလား။
a. Yes or no  ဂုဏ်ယူ မယူ
b. Why not?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။
44. Twenty years from now, do you think 

[X] children will be speaking [X] in this 
village? 

 လာမည့် နှစ်ခြါင်း ၂၀ ကျရင် ဒီရွောမှာ
ခမွေးလာမယ့် မိန်းယွေမ်းကခလးခတွေ
ကုိယ့်စကားကုိတတ်ြါအံုးမလား။

a. Yes or no က တတ် မတတ်။
b. (if no) How do you feel about that? ေ စိတ်ေဲမှာ ဘယ်လုိ ေံစားရလဲ
c. (if no) Why? ေ ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ

45. If a [non-X] person overhears you 
speaking [X], how do you feel? 

 တကယ်လုိ့ ကုိယ်ကမိန်းယွေမ်းစကားခပြာတာ
အပေားလူမျ ိုးတစ်ခယာက်ခယာက်က
ကကားမိတယ်ဆုိရင်

a. Feelings  ကုိယ့် စိတ်ေဲမှာ ဘယ် လုိခနလဲ။

b. Do you continue in [X], change to a 
different language or stop speaking? 

 ကုိယ့်စကားကုိြဲဆက်ခပြာမလား၊
အပေားစကားကုိခပြာင်းခပြာမလား၊
စကားခပြာခနတာကုိရြ်လုိက်မလား

c. (if not [X]) Why? 
 ကုိယ့်စကားကုိဆက်မခပြာခတာ့ဘူးဆုိရင်

ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ
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46.  Are the young people abandoning the 
customs of your ancestors? 

 မိန်းယွေမ်းလူငယ်လူငယ်ခတွေ 
ကုိယ့် ရဲ ့ခရှးေံုးတမ်းစဥ်လာခတွေကုိ 
ခလးစားတန်ဖုိးေားရဲ ့လား။

a. Yes or no a. တန်ဖုိးေား မေား။
b. (if yes) How do you feel about that? b. 

c. Why? c. ေ. ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ
47.  If someone came to your village and 

wrote down your language, is it good or 
bad? 

 ဆုိြါစုိ့။ က တကယ်လုိ့ ကုိယ့် ရဲ ့ဘာသာစကားကုိ
စာအခနန့ဲခရးေျမယ်ဆုိရင် ခကာင်းမလား၊
မခကာင်းဘူးလား။

a. Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။

48. What kinds of things would you like to 
have written in your language? 

 တကယ်လုိ့ ကုိယ့် ရဲ ့ဘာသာစကားကုိ
စာအခနန့ဲခရးလ့ုိရမယ်ဆုိရင် ဘယ်လုိစာမျ ိုးကုိ
ခရးေျင်စိတ်ရှိသလဲ။

a. Answer[If no answer given, you could 
suggest the following: Proverbs? 
Folktales? Traditional stories?] 

 အခပဖ တကယ်လုိ့ ခပဖဆုိသူက
ဒီခမးေွေန်းကုိနားမလည်ဘူးဆုိရင် ဥြမာ ခရးစာ၊
ဖိတ်စာ၊ စာရင်းဇယား၊ ြံုပြင်။

b. Examples given?  Yes □     No □  ေ ရှင်းပြစရာလုိ မလုိ မှတ်သားေားရန်
c. Why? ဂ ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။

49. Out of all the [X] villages/towns, which 
village is the most important?  

 မိန်းယွေမ်းရွောခတွေအားလံုးခတွေေဲမှာ ဘယ်ရွောက
အခရးကကီးဆံုးလဲ။

a. Village/town  ရွောအမည်
b. Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။
50. Out of all the [X] villages/towns, where 

is [X] spoken the best? 
 မိန်းယွေမ်းရွောခတွေအားလံုးခတွေေဲမှာ

ဘယ်ရွောမှာခပြာတဲ့စကားက အခကာင်းဆံုးလဲ။

a. Village/town  ရွောအမည်
b. Why?  ဘာခကကာင့် လဲ။

 
Domains of Language Use 

51. What languages do you speak… 51. ဘာ(ဘာသာ)စကားန ြာေဲ။ 
a. … with your parents? a. မိဘနတွေဲစ့ကားန ြာတ့ဲအေါ  

b. …with your grandparents? b. အဘုိးအဖွားနတွေဲစ့ကားန ြာတ့ဲအေါ  
c. …with your aunt and uncles? c. ဦးနေး အနဒါ်နတွေဲစ့ကားန ြာတ့ဲအေါ  

d. …with your siblings? d. နမာင် နှမနတွေဲန့ ြာတ့ဲအေါ  
e. (if married) …with your spouse? e. အိမ်နောင်သည် ဖစ်ေ့ဲရင့် ဇေီး/ေင်ြွေး်သည်ေဲန့ ြာ

တ့ဲအေါ 
f. (if have children) …with your children? f. သားသမီးရိှြါက သားသမီးနတွေဲန့ ြာတ့ဲအေါ 
g. (if old and have children) …with your 

grandchildren / nieces / nephews? 
g. န မး၊ တူ၊ တူမရိှြါက န မး၊ တူ၊နတွေဲန့ ြာတ့ဲအေါ 

h. So, in your house, what language do you 
use the most? 

h. ကုိယ့် အိမ်ေဲမှာ ဘာ(ဘာသာ)စကားကုိ 
အမျေားဆံုးန ြာေဲ။ 
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i. What languages do you speak with Wa 
friends? 

i. ၀ေူမျိေုးနတွေဲစ့ကားန ြာတ့ဲအေါ 

j. …with non-[L1] friends? j. အ ေား မိေး်ယွမ်း မဟုတ်တ့ဲ 
သူငယ်ေျေင်းနတွေဲန့ ြာတ့ဲအေါ 

k. …with [L1] co-workers? k. မိေး်ယွမ်းေူမျိေုးေုြ်နဖာ်နဆာင်ဖက်နတွေဲန့ ြာတ့ဲ
အေါ 

l. …with non-[L1] co-workers? l. (မိေး်ယွမ်း မဟုတ်တ့ဲ)ေူမျိေုး ေားေုြ်နဖာ် 
နဆာင်ဖက်နတွေဲန့ ြာတ့ဲအေါ 

m. …at the market with [L1] people? m. နစျေးတစ်ေုေုမှာ (မိေ်းယွမ်း) 
ကုိယ့်ေူမျိေုးအေျေင်းေျေင်းေဲ ့နတွတ့ဲ့အေါ 

n. …at the market with non-[L1] people? n. နစျေးတစ်ေုေုမှာ (မိေ်းယွမ်း မဟုတ်တ့ဲ) 
ေူမျိေုး ေားေဲ ့နတွတ့ဲ့အေါ 

o. …at a funeral? o. အသုဘအိမ်နတွမှာ 
p. …at a village meeting? p. ရြ်ရွာအစည်းအနေးနတွမှာ 

q. …at (a temple / church)? q. ဘုေ်းကကီးနကျောင်း/ဘုရားရိှေုိးနကျောင်းမှာ 
r. …with a government worker?. r. အစုိးရ ေေ်ေမ်းနတွေဲ ့န ြာတ့ဲအေါ 

s. At present, what language do you speak 
with [L1] classmates at school? 

s. အကယ်၍ န ဖဆုိသူက နကျောင်းသူ/သား 
 ဖစ်မယ်ဆုိရင်နအာက်ြါနမးေွေ်း(၃)ေုဆက်နမးရ
ေ် ကုိယ့်ေူမျိေုးေျေင်း တူတ့ဲအတေး်နဖာ်သူငယ် 
ေျေင်းနတွေဲ ့နကျောင်းမှာန ြာတ့ဲအေါ 

t. …with non-[L1] classmates at school? t. ေ. ေူမျိေုး ေား အတေး်နဖာ်သူငယ်ေျေင်းနတွေဲ ့
နကျောင်းမှာန ြာတ့ဲအေါ 

u. …with your teacher? u. ကုိယ့်ရဲဆ့ရာ/မနတွေဲန့ ြာတ့ဲအေါ 

 
Ethno-linguistic Identity 

52. Do you think of yourself first as Meung 
Yum, Kachin, Burmese or something 
else? 

 ကုိယ့် ကုိယ်ကုိ မိန်းယွေမ်းလူမျ ိုးအခနနဲ့ 
ေံယူသလား။ ဒါမှမဟုတ် ကေျင်၊ ရှမ်း သုိ့မဟုတ် 
အပေားအပေားလူမျ ိုးလုိ့ ေံယူသလား။

 
Bilingual Proficiency Evaluation 

53. [Do a Bilingualism Proficiency 
Evaluation for LWCs in use] 

 

53. အေုတစ်ေါမိန်းယွေမ်းစကားအပြင်အပေားဘာစကား
ခတွေခပြာတတ်လဲဘယ်ခလာက်ခပြာတတ်သလဲဆုိ
တာလဲသိ ေျင်ြါတယ်၊ ခပြာပြနုိင်မလား။ 

54. LWC being evaluated.  [list the 
language(s) the subject can speak]. 

54. ခပဖဆုိသူခပြာတတ်ခသာ 
ဘာသာစကားအမည်(များ) 
ကုိခရးေျရန်၊ခအာက်ြါခမးေွေန်းများကုိသံုး၍စကား 

တစ်မျ ိုးစီေွေဲခမးရန် 
55. Can you buy something in 

[LWC]?( Please split the question for 
each LWC from 55 to 62) 

55. (LWC) န့ဲခစျးဝယ်တတ်သလား 
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56. Can you tell about your family in 
[LWC]? 

56. (LWC) 

န့ဲကုိယ့် မိသားစုအခကကာင်းခပြာပြတတ်သလား 

57. If you overhear two [LWC] people 
speaking [LWC] in the market can you 
describe in [X] what you heard? 

57. တကယ်လုိ့ခစျးတေုမှာလူနှစ်ခယာက်က 

((LWC)န့ဲခပြာခနတာကုိ 

မိန်းယွေမ်းလုိပြန်ပြခပြာေုိင်းမယ်ဆုိရင် 
ပြန်ခပြာတတ်မလား 

58. If you overhear two [LWC] people 
speaking [LWC] in the market can you 
describe in [LWC] what you heard? 

58. တကယ်လုိ့ခစျးတေုမှာလူနှစ်ခယာက်က 

((LWC)န့ဲခပြာခနတာကုိ ((LWC) 

လုိဘဲပြန်ခပြာေုိင်းမယ်ဆုိရင် ပြန်ခပြာတတ်မလား 

59. Could you use [LWC] explain to a [LWC] 
speaker who does not speak [X] how to 
do your job? 

59. ဆုိြါစုိ့။ ကုိယ့်ဆီမှာအလုြ်လာလုြ်တဲ့ 
လူမျ ိုးပေားတစ်ဦးဦးကုိ 

((LWC)လုိအလုြ်ေုိင်းရမယ်ဆုိရင် ခပြာတတ် 
မလား 

60. Can you speak [LWC] as fast as a [LWC] 
person and still be understood? 

60. လူမျ ိုးပေားတစ်ခယာက် အပမန်ဆံုးခပြာသခလာက် 
သူတုိ့အပမန်ခပြာသခလာက်ခပြာတတ်လား 

61. Can you speak [LWC] as well as a [LWC] 
person? 

61. လူမျ ိုးပေားတစ်ခယာက်လုိ သူတုိ့စကား 
ကျွမ်းသလား။ 

62. Have you ever read or written [LWC]?  62. စာဖတ်တတ်သလား 

a. (if literate in [LWC), what kinds of 
things do you read in [LWC]? 

a. (တတ်ေဲ့ခသာ်) ဘာစာဖတ်တတ်လဲ။ 
ဘယ်စာမျ ိုးခတွေဖတ်ခလ့ရှိသလဲ 

b. What kinds of things do you write in 
[LWC]? 

b. ဘယ်စာမျ ိုးခတွေခရးခလ့ရှိသလဲ 

c. (if not literate in [LWC) Do you see any 
advantage in being able to read and 
write [LWC]? 

c. (မတတ်ေဲ့ခသာ်) 
စာတတ်ရင်ခကာင်းတယ်လုိ့ေင်လား 

d. (if yes) What advantage? d. ဘယ်လုိခကာင်းသလဲ 

e. (if no) Why not? e. ဘယ်လုိမခကာင်းဘူးလဲ 

63. Have you ever met Wa people? Are they 
similarto you? Likewise, have you other 
group of people who speak like your people?  

63. ဝလူမျ ိုးခတွေန့ဲစကားတူသလား၊ ဘယ်လုိတူသလဲ၊ 
စကားအဲဒီလုိတူတဲ့လူမျ ိုးခတွေရှိလား၊ ဘာလူမျ ိုးလဲ 

64. Do you ever meet [Y] people? 64. ဝ လူမျ ိုး (သုိ့မှဟုတ်) စကားေျင်း တူတဲ့သူခတွေန့ဲ 

ခတွေ့ခလ့ရိှသလား 
a. Yes or no a. ွေခ့ /မခတွေ့         ေ. ခတွေ့ေဲ့ခသာ် 

ဘယ်ဘာသာစကားခတွေခပြာကကသလဲ 

b. If so, what language do you use with 
them? 

b. နှစ်ဦးစလံုး မိန်းယွေမ်း စကားခပြာတယ် 

c. Both use X  c. ကုိယ်က မိန်းယွေမ်း စကားခပြာပြီးသူက ၀ 

လုိခပြာတယ် ဒါခြမဲ့ 
အပြန်အလှန်နားလည်ကကတယ် 

d. Both use Y d. မိန်းယွေမ်းခရာ၊ ၀ ခရာမခပြာဘဲ 

အပေားစကားခပြာကကတယ် ဘာ        စကားလဲ 
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Religious Language Use 
1. Do you go to any place of 

worship? 
65. ဘာသာတရားခတွေလုြ်တဲ့အေါ 

သံုးတဲ့စကားကုိဆက်ပြီးခမးေျင်တယ်ေရစ်ယာန် 
ဘာသာ၀င်များအတွေက် 

a.  (if yes) where? a. ဘယ်မှာဘုရားခကျာင်းတက်ခလ့ရှိသလဲ 
b. … preaching b. အဲဒီဘုရားခကျာင်းမှာ တရားခဟာတဲ့အေါ ဘာစကားကုိသံုးသလဲ 

c. … fellowship c. အေျင်းေျင်း မိဿဟာယဖွေဲ့တဲ့အေါ 
d. … singing d. သီေျင်းဆုိတဲ့အေါ 

e. … reading scriptures e. သမ်မာကျမ်းစာဖတ်တဲ့အေါ 

f. … giving announcements f. ခကကပငာတဲ့အေါ 
g. .… corporate prayer g. အများအတွေက် ဆုခတာင်းတဲ့အေါ 

h. .… private prayer h. တစ်ဦးတည်းဆုခတာင်းတဲ့အေါ 
2. [If a Christian church] 

What is the language of the 
Bible used in this church? 

66. ဘုရားခကျာင်းမှာ ကျမ်းစာဖတ်တဲ့အေါ 
ဘာစကားန့ဲခရးတဲ့ကျမ်းစာကုိဖတ်သလဲ 

a. Language a. ဘာသာစကားအမည် 
b. Can you understand the 

language of this Bible? 
b. အဲဒီဘာသာစကားန့ဲခရးေားတဲ့ကျမ်းစာကုိ နားလည်သလား 

c. (if no) Why not? Is this 
because of the ideas or the 
language? 

c. (နားမလည်ေဲ့ခသာ်)ဘာခကကာင့် နားမလည် 
/ဘာသာစကားခကကာင့်လား 
/ကျမ်းစာရဲ ့အနက်အဓိြ်ြယ်ခကကာင့်လား 

Interviewer Observations 

[Ideally, answer these questions in your notebook right away. If you cannot do that, 
try to do so as soon as you can, perhaps at the end of each day’s work.] 

1.       Were there any distractions or interruptions that interfered with the flow of the 
interview or seemed to influence some of the responses? 
2.       Did the subject seem to understand the language of elicitation? 
3.       Did the subject seem shy or fairly confident about expressing his/her opinions? 
4.       Did the interpreter change any of the questions? Note what was actually asked. 
5.       Other observations about the interview? 
6.       Were there any questions that seemed to work really well? Which questions? Why? 
7.       Were there any questions that seemed to not work well? Which questions? Why? 
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 B.4  Mapping Tool Steps in English 
Purpose:  
The mapping tool is to assist speakers of a specific dialect/variety in discussing information 
they know about the dialects and levels of comprehension within the dialects of their 
language. Another purpose is to encourage them to think about which varieties of their 
language could share a single set of written or oral materials.  
 
Materials needed: 

1. 4 or 5 loops/strings 
2. Papers 
3. Color markers (5 different colors and shapes) 
4. Color pens 
5. Notebook 
6. Camera 
7. Recorder 

 
Steps: 

1) What is the name of your language? What is the name of your people? (write all 
names on paper – clearly distinguish language name and people name) (If more than 
one name, ask) Which name is the one you prefer to use?  

2) Please name all the varieties of your language, or all the villages where MT is spoken 
(write each on a separate piece of paper)  

3) Which varieties are similar to yours? (put these under a Similar heading) 
4) Which varieties are very different from yours? (put these under a Very Different 

heading) 
5) Contact: How much contact do people from this village have with the groups you 

have written down?   1. all the time (every day or every week), 2. Often (every 
month) 3. Sometimes (once a year) 4. No contact   (Show the key, use markers for 
each category) 

6) Understanding: Now we want to show which of these varieties you understand 1. 
very well, 2. most of, 3. about half, 4. only a little, and which 5. you don’t 
understand at all. (Show the key, use markers for each category) 

7) Language use: When you talk with these other people, what language do you use 
together? 1. We both use own variety, 2. we switch to their variety, 3. they switch to 
my variety, 4. we both switch to _____ variety/language). (Show the key, use markers 
for each category) 

8) If books were written in your MT, which of these people would be able to use/share 
those books (including your own variety)? (have them put a big string around those 
varieties)  

9) Which variety should best serve as the basis for the writing system (put A on that 
variety)? ( Put B for the second best, the third best C)  
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B.5 Mapping Tool Steps in Burmese 
 

 (Mapping of Dialect situation) 

 Key
(Key result

Key
result

(Key result
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APPENDIX C LIST OF VILLAGES  
C.1 Meung Yum villages 
No Township Village 

group 
Village name 
 

Language  groups (no. of families) 

1.  Kunlong Wa Soke Man Phan* Meung Yum (37), Lachid (5), Wa 
2.  Kunlong Wa Soke Man Kyu* Meung Yum (13), Lachid (12) 
3.  Kunlong Wa Soke Pan Tan* Meung Yum (30), Lachid (13) 
4.  Kunlong Wa Soke Ong Tong Meung Yum (5), Lachid, Miao, Lahu, Shan 
5.  Kunlong Wa Soke Man Kan(1) Meung Yum (9), Lachid, Lhaovo, Wa 
6.  Kunlong Wa Soke Loi Yang Meung Yum (5), Lachid, Zaiwa 
7.  Kunlong Wa Soke  Kaung Sar 

(Kaung Sar)* 
Meung Yum (20), Lhaovo (1), Kokant (20) 

8.  Kunlong Man Pyin Kham Deng* Meung Yum (5), Kokant, Lhaovo, Lachid, 
Wa 

9.  Kunlong Man Pyin Man Kaung Meung Yum (8), Lhaovo 
10.  Kunlong Taptu Namt Yoke* Meung Yum (50) 
11.  Kunlong Taptu Laijong Meung Yum (8), Lhaovo, Lachid, Chinese, 

Wa 
12.  Kunlong Taptu Pang Khaw Meung Yum (80) 
13.  Kunlong Taptu Pang Van Meung Yum (80) 
14.  Kunlong Taptu Man Pein *  Meung Yum (86) 
15.  Kunlong Taptu Taptu Meung Yum (7), Lhaovo (30) 
16.  Kunlong Taptu Kaung Khar Meung Yum (7), Lhaovo (20) 
17.  Kunlong Nawng Mo Pa Paw Meung Yum (40-60) 

18.  Kunlong Nawng Mo Kaung Sang* Meung Yum (90) 
19.  Kunlong Nam Kyin San Man Kan(2)* Meung Yum (92) 
20.  Kunlong Nam Kyin San Namt Kyin San Meung Yum (30), Kokant (50) 
21.  Kunlong Pang Hai Pang Kham Meung Yum (10), Kokant, Lhaovo, Lachid 
22.  Hopang  Nam Ping Nam Ping mixed 
23.  Hopang  Nam Ping Man Wah mixed 
24.  Hopang  Nam Ping Phak Ha mixed 
25.  Hopang  Nam Ping Man Kyu Meung Yum (30) 
26.  Hopang  Nam Ping Man Hawng Meung Yum (18) 
27.  Hopang  Kone Sar Meung Yum 

(Mong Yone) 
Meung Yum (30) 

28.  Hopang  Kone Sar Noat Awng Meung Yum 
29.  Hopang  Kone Sar Kone Sar mixed 
30.  Hopang  Kone Sar Nam Kang mixed 
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No Township Village 
group 

Village name 
 

Language  groups (no. of families) 

31.  Hopang  Kone Sar Mat Han mixed 
32.  Hopang  Kone Sar Pang Khum mixed 
33.  Hopang  Kone Sar Loi Sa(1) mixed 
34.  Hopang  Kone Sar Loi Sa(2) mixed 
35.  Hopang  Na Wi Na Wi Savaiq 
36.  Hopang  Na Wi Man Kyi mixed 
37.  Hopang  Na Wi Naung Cho mixed 
38.  Hopang  Man Sar Man Kaung mixed 
39.  Hopang  Man Sar Man Sar mixed 
40.  Hopang  Man Sar Win Kaung mixed 
41.  Hopang  Man Sar Pang Khar mixed 
42.  Hopang  Man Sar Na Wi mixed 
43.  Hopang  Pang Wo Pang Wo mixed 
44.  Hopang  Pang Wo Pang Kang mixed 
45.  Hopang  Pang Wo Hu Loi mixed 
46.  Hopang  Pang Wo Man Oo mixed 
47.  Hopang  Pang Kauk Pang Kauk (Loi 

La) 
reference from MIMU (Myanmar 
Information Management Unit) 
source: MIMU 48.  Hopang  Pang Long Pang Long (Loi 

La) 
49.  Hopang  Pang  Hkun Pang Hkun (Loi 

La) 
50.  Mongmao  Kat Hi Man Kyu 
51.  Mongmao  Man Tun Man Kyu 

 
C.2 Savaiq villages 
No. District Township Village Group Savaiq villages 

1.  Kunlong Kunlong Nam Kyin San Man Gyat * 
2.  Kun Long Kunlong Pang Hai Thein Tan* 
3.  Kunlong Kunlong Pan Hai Loi San 
4.  Kunlong Kunlong Pang Hai Hway Mong (Ywa Thit) 
5.  Kunlong Hopang Kone Hsar Namt Luk 
6.  Kunlong Hopang Man Kawng Man Kawng 
7.  Kunlong Hopang Na Wi Kaung Sar ( Wa region) 
8.  Kunlong Ho Pang Man Au Man Au 
9.  Kunlong Hopang Man Au Weng Nging 
10.  Kunlong Hopang Pang Long Pang Long 
11.  Kunlong Hopang Man Au Pang Lao 
12.  Kunlong Hopang Man Au Kaung Sang 
13.  Mong Maw Na Wi Kay Khu, Pang Houn 
14.  Mong Maw Na Wi Pang Hkar Mein Nyin 
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15.  Mong Maw Na Wi Na Wi Na Wi 
16.  Mong Maw Na Wi Pang Hkar Pang Saw 
17.  Mong Maw_ Shan Special 

Region II (Wa) 
Na Wi Kone Sar Ho Lwe 

18.  Mong Maw_ Shan Special 
Region II (Wa) 

Kawng Min 
Hsang 

Yawng Nu Man Waung 

19.  Lashio Lashio Ho Lin Ho Lin 
20.  Lashio Lashio Holin Ho Lin 
21.  Lashio Lashio Man Kat Ho Pang 
22.  Lashio Lashio Loi Chiang Loi Chiang 
23.  Lashio Lashio Nawng Aw Nawng Aw 
24.  Lashio Mongyai Hat Long Tar Kun Hawng 
25.  Lashio Mong Mao Man Kan Man Kaung 
26.  Lashio Nawng Kyawng Pang Hlyo 

(Sho) 
Pang Hio 

27.  Lashio Hseni Kawng Kaw Hu Saw (Hu Saw Ho 
Mon) 

28.  Lashio Hseni Nar Hsawt Mein Pan 
29.  Lashio Tangyan Man Ho Loi Man Nar 
30.  No data   Man Sar 
31.  No data   Kaung Mak Hin 
32.  No data   Ho Saw 
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APPENDIX D 
RTT RESOURCES 

D.1  Warm-up Story (“The Snake”) 
This story was given in Meung Yum to the subjects to help them understand the test-
taking procedure. The questions were asked orally in Shan or Burmese, depending 
on what was more convenient for the subject. 
 
Breath group Question Answer 
cam mə je kɔn ɲɔ m ɲɔiʔ c m  
ʔ n nɔʔ j h ʔauʔ sə ʔuiɲ kə ŋaiʔ ɲ  jɛ ta du

When I was young, I saw a snake in front of 
our house. 

1 ref;[efoif/ 

1. What did he see  

sə ʔuiɲ 

He saw a snake. 

ʔ t ʔ t nɔʔ ʔan səʔuiɲ ʔ n səʔuiɲ d  ʔ n t p t  
tʰiɲ ŋa  m  n  du t p ti l t nə 

It was the biggest snake I’d ever seen. I was so 
scared. 

2 ref;yAefu.Kbqldifh[kd0f/ 

2. How did he feel  

l t 

He was so 
scared. 

l t ŋa  m  ni ʔauʔ m  kop ʔau kəⁱɲ je hu dɔʔ 
hɔʔ tɛ 

So I called to my dad, “Come see!”  

3. ref;[.ifhzfgrK;/ 

3. Who did he call  
 

kəⁱɲ 

His father 
 

 
D.2  Meung Yum RTT Story 
The Meung Yum RTT story was about the experience of the subject during a hunting trip. 
The storyteller was a 32 year old Meung Yum male, who was born and grew up in Namt 
Yoke village. He spoke Meung Yum as his first and best language. Both of his parents were 
also Meung Yum, who spoke the Meung Yum language first as a child. They also spoke their 
mother tongue to their children. 
The Meung Yum story was elicited in Yangon in February 2011. It has been transcribed using 
IPA, as shown below. In addition, the story has been translated into Burmese and English. 
Thirty questions were created from this story for the pilot-test, which are shown below. 
These questions have been translated into Burmese, Shan, and English. Furthermore, the best 
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twelve questions out of the thirty were chosen for the actual RTT. The numberings of the 
best twelve questions are shown by asterisks in the following table. 
 
Track 
No. 

Meung Yum Hunting Story, Questions, Answers 
 

1 lao cɛ  ŋ ma  c m mə kəɲ j  mə ŋ sə mpj t cʰɔm c m ʔ n nɔʔ s m lau ʔauk kɹaʔ lek 
pʰji lək m  tʰ  

What I will tell about now is about one time when my father went hunting. 
Question 1: What is this story about nykrfbeBh 

yAefv.ifjoif/ 

Answer 1: lek pʰji lək m  tʰ  about hunting 
2 ʔ  pʰji kraʔ l p kɹaʔ sə t  ʔæʔ pʰji  kɹaʔ l p kɹaʔ sə t  ʔauh cam ʔan nɔʔklɔ ŋ m  

sə j  j ŋ n m j k k m ʔu t jɛ nɔʔ va  jɛ pʰ  tɛ   kw   

Once when all of us Namt Yoke villagers went hunting. . . 
Question 2: Who went out hunting zfgulpf;ulpf; awu.Kb,kdif; 

wl0fxldefb/ 

Answer 2: n m j k k m ʔu t jɛ nɔʔ all the Namt Yoke villagers
 

3* kw  j  n  sə taʔ kʰɔŋ tʰ ŋ h  kwa jə nəh t p kəⁱɲ j  kə puⁱɲ pʰra  pɔʔ 

In the jungle where we were hunting away from the village., my father shot a 
wild pig. 
Question 3: What animal did his father shoot  
ayKjref; ,kdif;wl0fowf;oif/ 

Answer 3: pʰra  pɔʔ a wild pig 
4 kə puiɲ ʔ n pʰrai pɔʔ p ɲ l  nɔʔ kr ʔ ti vet 

When he shot at the wild pig, he hit it in the stomach. 
Question 4: Where was the wild pig hit when his father shot it  

rld0fjnef ,kdif;eefh u.Kbwld0fh wDjvfg rlxldefb/

Answer 4: kr ʔ ti vet ‘the stomach  
5* kr t ti vet ʔa je pʰo᷄n  

But even though he hit it in the stomach, he didn’t get it yet (it didn’t die). 
Question 5:After being hit in the stomach, what happened to the pig  

0B;ao wld0fhwDjw.ifhrlxkdefb,0fheefh rlxldefbyAefoifu.Kb/ 
Answer 5: ʔa je pʰo᷄n  it didn‘t die 
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6* taʔ pj  ti ʔ  pʰo᷄n mj  ʔ ŋ hw h kal  j  nə ɲ  pja᷄t jɛ nə ɲs lɛ n ɔʔ 

So, without getting the wild pig, in the evening, we all went back home. 
Question 6: What time did they return home?  

c0fy.ufju.Kb[ldef; cdifbvfg/ 

Answer 6: hw h kal   in the evening 
7* mɛ ʔ ŋ m n jɛ pʰ  pʰ n pʰ  

 
When we arrived home in the evening, we discussed together about getting it 
(the wild pig). 
Question 7: What did they do in the evening 
rld0fjxkdifcdifb vKjcrfjrK;eefh c0f[Awf;oif/ 

Answer 7: mɛ ʔ ŋ m n jɛ pʰ   discussed together 
8 pʰ h kʰɔn j  ci lek lə ʔ h m  m n j  pʰoh lɛ n əh nɔʔ pə saʔ pʰon ʔæ lɛ mə nɔʔ  

All of us who had gone hunting discussed together about that wild pig. We said 
that tomorrow we’d get it for sure. Then we went back home. 
Question 8: After discussing, what did they say ? 

 
c0fwkdibfyifbuef,0fheefh c0f0Kjoif 

Answer 8: pʰon ʔæ lɛ mə nɔʔ  
we’ll get it tomorrow 

9 pj t ŋa  pə saʔ nɔʔ hɔit sɔm saʔ nɔʔ hɔ t sɔm hɔ t rə᷄p tup ʔæʔ mə cʰup pʰoʔ tɛ 

Tomorrow morning after eating breakfast, we gathered together again. 
Question 9: What time did the people gather again?  

c0fqkuefxFifjckdef; cdifbvfg/ 

Answer 9: hɔ t sɔm hɔ t rə᷄p tomorrow morning after breakfast 
10* ɲ  kʰwat m s ŋ mɛ h  mon jɛ pʰ  lɛ n  tɔh jɛ c m kɔn lai ma sə pɔk 

We gathered together at the village leader’s house to check the astrological signs 
for how we should go hunting. 
Question 10: Whose house did the people gather at? 
qkuefwDj[ldef;zfg/ 

Answer 10: ɲ  kʰwat m s ŋ    the village leader’s house 
11 t p j  ɲap lə pjin ʔəp ŋ  lɛ tup jɛ lw n 

 
After each of us packed up our lunch packs to take along, we all set off. 
Question 11: What did they take with them when they went  

rld0fjc0fu.Kbeefh c0fn0foifu.Kb/

Answer 11: ɲ p lə pjin ʔəp ŋ    rice packs 
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12 kumʔ ɲ  kumʔ j ŋ pʰ  kʰɔn j  pɪʔ cɔm ŋa  cʰa  kɹaʔ ju kauʔ nɔʔ ʔ n lɔk m  h h 
cɔm m nɔʔ  
ka h kʰəɲ kra kʰɔŋ taʔ ləc  t p ti tʰ ŋ ləʔ ŋ pj t t  kʰɔŋ j ŋ j  nɔʔ kələŋ n  tʰɔk 
pʰan kʰəɲ kʰɔŋ taʔ ləc  cʰɔŋ ʔauʔ lɛ ʔ ŋ nɛ cə ʔau tiʔ mə kɔn cʰɔm k m mə  pj  puɲ 
k ɲ je kroh vet nɔ ʔ n m  kʰɔh ʔasaŋ sum l t n  pʰə ɲiauʔ  

Everyone who had gone hunting yesterday went out again today. From here we 
crossed a mountain and after reaching the mouth of the stream, we arrived near 
to Man Kyu mountain. We continued looking for the wild pig there. The other 
people were a little scared to keep hunting the wild pig, but since my father had 
shot it, I looked for its footprints and followed after it. 
Question 12: Why didn’t the other people want to continue following it  

ulef;wifbauKh [Awf;oiftvjnrfb 

cBju.Kvkdyfjq.rf;wl0fxkdefbeefh/ 

Answer 12: ʔa saŋ sum l t n  pʰə ɲiauʔ  they were scared 
13* hm ʔ kʰɔ s m l t nə pʰa ciauʔ nɔʔ t p ʔa ʔ cʰɔm  pi ᷄n pɔi h h pʰɔh cʰɔm ʔauk cʰ  

pin ɹɔi huh nɔʔ pj t kə ləŋ t ŋ sa  n  h s t kʰŋ j ŋ ci  cʰian 

From the Man Kyu village area to a very dense part of the jungle, I kept on 
following after its footprints. 
Question 13: What did he look at before continuing to follow  

c0fwlpf;oifaotvj u.Kbq.rf;/ 

Answer 13: cʰɔm ʔauk cʰ  pin ɹɔi huh its footprints 
14 wai p n tɛ lɛ l n kɹ ʔ k  tʰam n m j k kr ʔ kələŋ na cʰɛn n h kəs h tah j h cʰian 

wai p n lɛ h h kr h nɔh cʰɔm ʔauk pin lɛ dɔʔ ʔan kə l  nɔʔ ʔ n h  pj t kə nau 
n uh t ŋ ʔ t sam ʔ t pin mə ka  ma c m t p t  pʰja  n m pʰrai duh ʔin  

Then, the wild pig turned around at the area around the road above Namt Yoke 
village and went on down. From near the mouth of the stream below Namt Yoke 
into a very dense part of the jungle, I kept on following it and I saw a trail of the 
wild pig’s blood. 
Question 14: At that place, what did he meet/see  

wDjeefj ref;[efoif/ 

Answer 14: pʰja  n m blood and urine 
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15 huh pʰrai nam nɔʔ ʔ n d p ʔau me tʰ  lɛ   lau n  ch  kə cʰeʔ tʰ  ʔauʔ lɛ   lau n  cʰ  
kə cʰeʔ nɔʔ ʔ n kʰah pɛʔ ʔ ŋ k h kɹaʔ kəka n  nɔʔ təcʰ  k h kraʔ kʰɔŋ dɛ nɔʔ 
tʌcʰə  

Since its blood and urine was there, I told the people following me, “Guys, go 
wait at the area above the road.” 
Question 15:  What did he tell his friends to do? 

ref;[gf wmB;auKhref;[Awf;oif/ 

Answer 15: k h  go wait 
16* Breath group 16: kumʔ ɲ  kumʔ j ŋ pʰ  kʰɔn j  pɪʔ cɔm ŋa  cʰa  kɹaʔ ju kauʔ 

nɔʔ ʔ n lɔk m  h h cɔm m nɔʔ  
ka h kʰəɲ kra kʰɔŋ taʔ ləc  t p ti tʰ ŋ ləʔ ŋ pj t t  kʰɔŋ j ŋ j  nɔʔ kələŋ n  tʰɔk 
pʰan kʰəɲ kʰɔŋ taʔ ləc  cʰɔŋ ʔauʔ lɛ ʔ ŋ nɛ cə ʔau tiʔ mə kɔn cʰɔm k m mə  pj  puɲ 
k ɲ je kroh vet nɔ ʔ n m  kʰɔh ʔasaŋ sum l t n  pʰə ɲiauʔ  

Everyone who had gone hunting yesterday went out again today. From here we 
crossed a mountain and after reaching the mouth of the stream, we arrived near 
to Man Kyu mountain. We continued looking for the wild pig there. The other 
people were a little scared to keep hunting the wild pig, but since my father had 
shot it, I looked for its footprints and followed after it. 
Question 16: After that, how many friends were left behind 

wif;vifref; rD;auKhref;xFifjvfgauKh/ 

Answer 16: ra kauʔ two 
17 cʰɔm ʔau lɛ məh ʔauʔ ci h  ka cʰɔm ʔauʔ hu na 

I was the one who went first. 
Question 17: Who went first   

zfgu.Kb n.efwif;yldefj/ 

Answer 17: məh ʔauʔ (məh ca ) I/him (the storyteller) 
18 ʔoh səm pjat jəŋ n  t ŋ kw  t  pʰra  ʔeŋ tɛ t p ti pʰrai nam pʰrai nam nɔʔ kʰɔ 

ʔauk ra kauʔ kʰ n t p kʰʌt  l t n  ʔsu m h doh l t n  k m ʔ  s m ʔih nɛ ʔ  

After seeing the blood and urine, even though my 2 friends were scared, I wasn’t 
scared because I wanted to eat the wild pig’s meat. 
Question18: Even though the others were scared, how come he wasn’t scared  

yldefjwifbauKhaoauKj,Kb [Awf;oiftvj 

ref;nrfbul0f/ 

Answer 18: k m ʔ  s m ʔih nɛ ʔ  he wanted to eat the meat 
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19 h k kəd  ʔih kʰɔ ʔau ra kauʔ kʰ n ʔauʔ cʰɔm cau ʔa tɛ pj t ʔauʔ kʰɔŋ pan ta pʰo lɛ 
nɔʔ sə pjɔn ʔauʔ kʰɔ tɛ c  cʰe pih koʔ kʰɔŋ tɛ cʰian  

With my 2 friends following behind me, I went and arrived at the spot across 
from the mountain side. I glanced at the group that was waiting over on that 
side. . . 
Question 19: After arriving at that place, who did he first look at  

rld0fjxkdifwDjeefjeefh c0fvBj[efzfg 

Answer 19: c  cʰe pih koʔ kʰɔŋ tɛ the group that was waiting over there 
20 kok ʔauʔ la mai lɛ ɲi t cʰ  kw  kraʔ m oh pʰrai 

and called out to them, asking, “Where is the wild pig ” 
Question 20: What did he ask his friends ? 

wmB;auKhref;xrfref;qldifh[kd0f/

Answer 20: kw  kraʔ m oh pʰrai “where is the wild pig?” 
21 ʔ p leʔot ləmo ʔə ʔauʔ nɔ  n  cʰ  k m j  hai rɔp ʔah kw  sə na j  pʰr  lək h k m 

m oŋh s ŋ me ʔəh cʰə nɔʔ nauʔ t p t  tɯn lə hak nauʔ pʰɔh pʰrai ʔin 

Then, as they all circled around and closed in on the wild pig, I was in the 
middle, and they said, “Don’t talk! It will hear you voice.”  
Question 21: Why did he not let them talk? 

u.yfjoiftvj c0fnrfb[gfjref;vwfjugmrf;/ 

Answer 21: k m m oŋh s ŋ me   it would hear their voices 
22* sə pʰ ŋ hak nauʔ kʰɔʔ ʔau kʰɔ k m lɛ n  kau jɯʔ ʔa  lɛ n  kʰɔ poh di n t ʔauʔ 

ʔan kɔi ʔau lɛ nə l t ti kəkɯm ʔ  j  kloʔ lə n m nat ʔau lek ti kə kɯm t p h  n t 
ti ʔauʔ h  not ʔau nɔʔ ʔauʔ n t ʔau k m pa  ʔauʔ mjaʔ ʔau lɛ tik 

Right then, the wild pig came running at me. I took my gun and aimed, but he 
came running right at me and jumped up on my arm. I pressed the trigger and 
shot, but the bullet didn’t get him. The wild pig jumped up onto me and we 
started wrestling. My shoulder bag and gun dropped onto the ground. 
Question 22: What did he throw down  

ref;n0foif 0kdwfhwluf;wif;wfgj/

Answer 22: n t ʔau k m pa  his gun and shoulder bag 
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23* mjaʔ ʔau lɛ tik kəna  nuʔ ʔan li 

After the bag and gun fell onto the ground, we wrestled together in the very 
dense jungle. 
Question 23: Where were they wrestling together  

nefeBh yAefwDjvfg/

Answer 23: kəna  nuʔ   in the very dense jungle 
24 liʔ jə pin kəna  nuʔ ʔan hɔt pʰo nɔʔ li pj t kes h na ŋau cʰiau pi məh tau ro nih 

ʔiŋ jɛt li k t tiʔ ʔau   
Into the very dense jungle area, into a trunk of a tree, he sprang after me. 

wDjeefh rlxldefeefh [Awf;oifref;/

Question 24: At that place, what did the wild pig do to him  
Answer 24: li k t sprang at him 

25* cʰit ti kək  pwe serom ʔau m  cʰ  cɔan lɛ pʰ n cʰɛt ʔau me səti n ʔauʔ mjaʔ kʰʉn 
kəpaŋ ʔoʔ 

He landed right above my chest, but he didn’t bite me. I scrambled up into a 
bamboo grove. 
Question 25: Which tree did he climb up?  

ref;ckdefju.Kbeld0fwlefjoif/

Answer 25: kəpaŋ ʔoʔ a bamboo grove 
26 kʰ ŋ p ŋ ʔoʔ ʔ n lau m  plɔi lɛ pʰoh təcʰ  lə ʔauʔ m  l ŋ l ŋ lɛ li lepj t ʔauʔ nə 

n ŋ kw  n m kʰauʔ ŋau cʰau kraʔ ʔu num təplaʔ ne ʔin 

When I got free from the bamboo grove, I got to an area near a tree like a fig 
tree. 
Question 26: After that, which tree did he arrive at? 

wDjeefj rD;wlefjoif/

Answer 26: num təplaʔ a fig tree 
27 k m ʔa ʔ lɛ limo ləhak num tə plaʔ ʔa pʰon h k raŋ ʔauʔ lɛ memo lɛ h k təcʰəŋ 

m  plɔi ʔauʔ ləkəⁱʔ kʰɔŋ kʰw  lau me raŋ lɛ hak pʰo tə cʰə ŋ tap  kʰɔʔ ʔau d  
təkauʔ s p p n t  n t h k kraʔ ʔauʔ        

 
Even though I tried really hard to climb up that tree, I couldn’t do it. I tried again 
and again to climb up that tree, but I was shaking so hard that I couldn’t get up 
it. Right then, my friends (thinking that I was the wild pig) came up aiming their 
guns at me. 
Question 27: At that time, even though he tried to climb up the tree, why 
couldn’t he? 

y.ufjeBh [Awf;oiftvjref;nrfbqifjckdefjeld0f 

wlefjrmBheefh/ 

Answer 27: kʰɔŋ kʰw  because he was shaking 
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28 s p pin n t h k kraʔ ʔauʔ nɔʔ ak pjat nɔ pʰə cʰ n jɛt m  mə pʰrai no tapdi hak ʔən 
nɔ naʔ ʔauʔ kʰɔn ʔə nɔʔ na ʔauʔ ʔɔ ləh ŋa  m ni si rom ʔa  n  ʔauʔ kʰɔp ʔah lɛ 
ʔɔt dɔʔ 

Thinking I was the wild pig, they were aiming at me! By that point, I was so 
discouraged that I couldn’t even turn around and look at them. 
Question 28: How did he feel when his friends aimed with their gun at him? 

rld0fjnefwmB;auKhref; n0fu.ifjiK ref;eefh 

ref;yAefu.Kbqldifh[kd0f/ 

Answer 28: ləh ŋa  m ni si rom he was very discouraged 
29 k m m  raŋ lɛ h k kʰauʔ tə nɔʔ pʰ  kʰɔ jɛt gwe ta d  me dɯn p n d  lɛ ʔ n kʰrɨp 

soʔ cʰ  lɛh m  ʔiŋ nɔʔ kʰɔ ʔauk ʔ n kau l t ti ʔ n ɲi ʔ n hɔit k m gw h ʔ n  

While I was trying once again to climb up that tree, a porcupine came running 
toward me. The dogs took off after the porcupine. My friends also followed and 
just shot the porcupine. So, we finished that day by getting just one  
Question 29: At that time, what appeared at that place? 

cdifbeefh oifayKbrK;wDjeefj/ 

Answer 29: gw h a porcupine 
30* m  ʔiŋ jɛ nɔʔ ŋɔ  jɛ n ɛ gw h n p pʰ h tɛ tə kauʔ pəɲiauʔ pəɲiauʔ ʔiŋ jɛ na ɲ  hɔit 

ti kom ʔan pʰɔʔ 

After dividing up the porcupine meat, a little for each person, we returned back 
home. 
Question 30: What did they do with the porcupine meat? 

eld0fhrAefjeefhc0f[Awf;qldifh[kd0f/ 
Answer 30: ŋɔ  tə kauʔ pəɲiauʔ pəɲiauʔ divided it up between them, a little for 
each 
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D.3 RTT Results (Comprehension of Meung Yum) 
 
Table 72 shows the scores of the Namt Yoke subjects on the Meung Yum RTT. 
 
Table 72: Namt Yoke subjects’ scores on the Meung Yum RTT 

Subject Q.1 Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.5 Q.6 Q.7 Q.8 Q.9 Q.10 Q.11 Q.12 Total Percent 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 92% 
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 11 92% 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 10 83% 
10 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 10 83% 
1 1 1 0  1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 9 75% 
Total 12 12 10 12 12 10 10 11 11 11 12 12   
Average 
Percent 

100% 100% 83% 100% 100% 83% 83% 91% 91% 91% 100% 100%  94% 
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Table 73 shows the scores of the Man Pein subjects on the Meung Yum RTT. 
 
Table 73: Man Pein subjects’ scores on the Meung Yum RTT 

 Subject Q.1 Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q5 Q.6 Q.7 Q.8 Q.9 Q.10 Q.11 Q.12 Total Percent 
 
 
 
 
 
Passed 
 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 11 91% 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 11 91% 
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 11 91% 
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 11 91% 
3 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 10 83% 
10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 10 83% 

Failed 12 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 9 75% 
 Total 12 11 12 12 12 10 9 11 11 11 9 12   
 Average 

Percent 
100% 91% 100% 100% 100% 90% 75% 91% 91% 91% 75% 100%  92% 
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Table 74 shows the scores of the Kaung Sang subjects on the Meung Yum RTT.  
 
Table 74: Kaung Sang subjects’ scores on the Meung Yum RTT  

 Subject Q.1 Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q5 Q.6 Q.7 Q.8 Q.9 Q.10 Q.11 Q.12 Total Percent 
 
 
 
 
 
Passed 

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
7 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 91% 
8 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 91% 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 10 83% 

 Total 12 12 10 11 10 12 11 11 11 11 10 11   
 Average 

Percent 
100% 100% 83% 91% 83% 100% 91% 91% 91% 91% 83% 91%  91% 
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Table 75 shows the scores of the Man Kan subjects on the Meung Yum RTT. 
 
Table 75: Man Kan subjects’ scores on the Meung Yum RTT 

 Subject Q.1 Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q5 Q.6 Q.7 Q.8 Q.9 Q.10 Q.11 Q.12 Total Percent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Passed 

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 11 91% 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 11 91% 
6 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 91% 
7 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 91% 
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 11 91% 
2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 10 83% 

 
Total 12 12 11 11 12 10 12 12 11 9 12 12   
Average 
Percent 100% 100% 91% 91% 100% 83% 100% 100% 91% 75% 100% 100%  94% 
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Table 76 shows the scores of the Man Gyat subjects on the Meung Yum RTT. 
 
Table 76: Man Gyat subjects’ scores on the Meung Yum RTT 

 Subject Q.1 Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q5 Q.6 Q.7 Q.8 Q.9 Q.10 Q.11 Q.12 Total Percent 
 
 
 
 
 

Passed 

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 91% 
8 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 91% 
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 10 83% 
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 10 83% 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 10 83% 

Failed 11 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 9 75% 
4 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 8 67% 

 Total 11 11 10 11 11 7 9 9 11 9 7 11   
 Average 

Percent 
100% 100% 91% 100% 100% 63 % 82% 82% 100% 82% 63% 100%  88% 
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Table 77 shows the scores of the Thein Tan subjects on the Meung Yum RTT. 

Table 77: Thein Tan subjects’ scores on the Meung Yum RTT 

Subject Q.1 Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q5 Q.6 Q.7 Q.8 Q.9 Q.10 Q.11 Q.12 Total  Percent 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12  

 
 
 
Passe
d 

100% 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 11 100% 
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100% 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 11 92% 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 11 92% 
6 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 10 83% 
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 10 83% 
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 10 83% 
7 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 8  

Failed 
67% 

8 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 8 67% 
13 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 8 67% 
4 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 42% 
Total 13 13 12 11 12 10 12 8 9 4 12 12    
Passed 9  
Failed 4  
Average 
Percent 

100% 100% 92% 85% 92% 77% 92% 62% 69% 31% 92% 92%   83% 
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